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WORK-LIFE BALANCE AND MANAGER 
PERFORMANCE IN BANGLADESH
A. K. M. MOMINUL HAQUE TALUKDER
MARGARET H. VICKERS
School of Business
University of Western Sydney
Abstract
The current interest in work–life balance (WLB) emanates from the 
perception that extreme workplace demands can have negative consequences 
for employees in other important life spheres such as family and leisure. 
Changes in society that increased the numbers of individuals with significant 
responsibilities both at home and at work have fuelled further inquiry into 
the interdependencies between work and home life. Much of the work–life 
research has been conducted in Western countries, so it is unknown whether 
theories, models and findings are valid in other settings despite the few 
studies from emerging economies such as Asia and Africa. The present study 
examined the effect of the determinants of WLB on individual performance 
in a developing country’s context. Data were collected from a large logistic 
firm to identify the link between work environment, work pressure, 
discrimination, leave options, flexible work hours, employee benefits, 
and individual performance. Results revealed positive relations of work 
environment, leave options, flexible work hours, and employee benefits with 
individual performance while it was negatively related to discrimination and 
work pressure. The findings suggested that a pragmatic work-life balance is 
required to have an increased level of performance. Theoretical and practical 
implications are discussed. 
Keywords: Performance, work environment, work pressure, work-life 
balance.
Introduction
Work-life balance (WLB) has been defined as satisfaction and good 
functioning at work and at home, and with a minimum of role conflict 
(Clark, 2000). It has also been characterized elsewhere from another 
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perspective: as an absence of unacceptable levels of conflict between 
work and non-work demands (Greenblatt, 2002). But when demands 
from work and non-work domains overlap, conflict can occur; this 
lack of balance is commonly conceptualized as work/family conflict 
or work/non-work conflict (Frone, Yardley, & Markel, 1997) and can 
occur either when work roles interfere with non-work roles, or vice 
versa. Time pressure is a serious problem for today’s workers, with 
ever-increasing numbers of them bearing major responsibilities at 
home, and higher job expectations and heavier demands at work 
(Glass & Finley, 2002; van der Lippe, 2007). This imbalance between 
family and work roles can be disadvantageous for both employees 
and employers. Past research has confirmed negative outcomes for 
workers and employers, as including: higher stress levels and feelings 
of burnout; lower levels of job satisfaction, work performance, and 
organizational commitment; and more absenteeism due to work-
family conflict (Eby, Casper, Lockwood, Bordeaux, & Brinley, 2005). 
A few studies investigated the problem of work-life balance in 
workplaces in developing nations, such as Bangladesh. One such 
study (see Talukder, 2011) investigated the determinants of work-
life balance affecting employee satisfaction in the service industry in 
Bangladesh. However, that study did not investigate the individual 
performance of workers in that organization, nor of managers in 
particular. The work presented here sheds light on the existing work-
life balance literature, and is aimed at identifying the determinants of 
work-life balance that might be responsible for individual performance 
in a workplace in a developing nation. A better understanding of 
this would perhaps enable organizations, especially in developing 
nations, to facilitate more sustained performance outcomes from 
their employees. To craft effective solutions to work-life issues, it is 
paramount that researchers gather evidence of the scope and nature 
of the problems being faced, and consider such issues with an eye to 
relevant factors in the local cultural context. This is what this study 
aims to do.
Literature Review
Work and family are the two most important domains in a person’s 
life and their interface has been the object of study for researchers 
worldwide for some years. There is a felt need by many workers to 
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balance and integrate family needs and career requirements (Sturges 
& Guest, 2004) and research in the field of work-family interface has 
increased dramatically in the past two decades (Frone et al., 1997). The 
changing social structures arising from dual-career couples, single-
parent families, increasing numbers of parents with dependent-care 
responsibilities for children, and ageing parents, have all contributed 
to the need for increased research in the area of work-life balance. 
Managers and professionals are not only working longer hours than 
previous generations, but are also experiencing a ‘‘sting of reality’’ 
when work demands increasingly spill into, and overshadow, family 
and personal life (MacInnes, 2005). WLB is an important area of 
human resource management which is receiving increased attention 
from policy-makers, employers, management, employees and 
their representatives, globally. In the US, research has increasingly 
recognized the phenomenon of “extreme jobs”– those characterized by 
gruelling working hours, unpredictable workflows, a fast workpace, 
tight deadlines, work-related events outside business hours, and 24/7 
availability to clients (Hewlett & Luce, 2006; Hochschild, 1997). And 
such significant workplace demands on employees are no longer 
restricted to Western nations.
Bangladesh
Since independence, over the past 43 years, Bangladesh has: increased 
its real per capita income by more than 130 per cent; cut poverty rate 
by 60 per cent; reduced total fertility rate from 7.0 to 2.7; increased 
life expectancy from 46.2 years to 66.6; increased the rate of economic 
growth from an average rate of 4 per cent in the 1970s to 6 per cent 
in the 2000s; and achieved gender parity in primary and secondary 
education (GOB, 2011). Notwithstanding this significant, recent 
progress, Bangladesh is still a low income country with substantial 
poverty, inequality and deprivation. An estimated 47 million people 
live below the poverty line with a significant proportion of these 
living in households which are female headed, in remote areas, 
and consisting of socially excluded and other vulnerable people. 
Most of the labour force is engaged in informal, low productivity, 
low income jobs. The poorest segment of the population is severely 
disadvantaged in terms of ownership of assets and has inadequate 
access to institutional finance as well as to basic services including 
quality education, healthcare, water and sanitation. 
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There is a glaring under-representation of research from developing 
economies in the literature, especially research around work and 
family. Several authors have noted that studies into work–family 
programmes and work–life conflict have only been conducted in 
Western countries where such programmes are more widespread and 
research has been systematic, and generous. However, there remain 
relatively few studies from emerging economies such as Asia and 
Africa (Greenhaus & Parasuraman, 1999; Poster & Prasad, 2005). 
This study focuses on WLB in the broader sense, and it is noted that 
other researchers have used a more specific focus on work–family 
balance (e.g. Lyness & Kropf, 2005; Wierda-Boer, Gerris, & Vermulst, 
2008). Thus, it is noted that although “life” outside of work can include 
many life domains that may interact with one another, work and 
family remain, considered generally, to be the two most important 
domains in a person’s life. The study of work-family balance (WFB) 
is also considered entirely relevant to the understanding of WLB. 
Organizations need to learn how they can encourage the highest levels 
of employees and organizational performance while simultaneously 
enabling employees to achieve a good balance between their work 
and family lives. The emerging WLB paradigm argues that employee 
work behaviour cannot be fully understood or explained by only 
considering organizational behaviour variables within the workplace 
setting (Brough & Kalliath, 2009). 
Recent advances in technology have enabled a more seamless 
interface between work and family. However, most of us would 
recognize the emotional fallout that can arise, even from positive 
workplaces, from the increasing encroachment of work on family life. 
Negative workplace experiences can impact spouses and other family 
members. Researchers have noted that relationships between work–
family conflict, job satisfaction and turnover intentions are stronger 
among workers employed within the Anglo countries (Australia, 
Canada, New Zealand, UK and the US) than for workers employed 
within Asia, Latin America and Eastern Europe (Spector et al., 2007), 
perhaps due to greater individualism in Western societies, where 
the response to adverse job conditions with dissatisfaction is often 
to leave the organization. People in more collectivistic societies, on 
the other hand, may be more likely to remain loyal to their employer 
and respond to workplace adversity via stronger affiliations with 
co-workers.  When workers in individualistic societies display their 
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dissatisfaction by leaving their employment, this is considered to 
be culturally acceptable. However, loyalty to an employer with 
a collectivist culture is a strong cultural norm, regardless of the 
individual worker’s levels of dissatisfaction. Here, we will examine 
potential antecedents for work-life balance in a developing nation, 
such as Bangladesh and, especially, how those factors might influence 
the performance of managers in the service industry of Bangladesh.
Work Environment
Creating a positive workplace is critical to a company’s success. 
Managers and supervisors can create positive workplaces for staff; 
to begin, they must define what a positive workplace might be by 
establishing good relationships, improving teamwork, and fostering 
innovations. The manager-staff relationship often has the greatest 
impact on performance (White, 2002) and it is important for managers 
to listen to and communicate sincerely with the staff, while providing 
positive reinforcement that is balanced, well-timed, and clear (White, 
2002). Reinforcing positive actions, defining purpose, and setting clear 
goals are important to motivate staff (White, 2002) as is the existence 
of a mission statement that is perceived to be beneficial to both staff 
and customers (HRZone, 2000). 
Managers can also have an impact on staff seeking a work-life 
balance. Managers who pursue a work-life balance in their own lives 
can offer a model of behaviour and welcome support to employees 
pursuing their own work-life balance by fostering an environment 
where a work-life balance is expected, enabled, and supported. Such 
managers may also find that they succeed in retaining outstanding 
employees to whom work-life balance is important. On this basis, it 
is hypothesized that:
H1:  A positive workplace environment will be positively related to individual 
performance.
Discrimination
Discrimination in the workplace is one of the most distressing negative 
workplace behaviours that workers can encounter. Accordingly, 
considerable scholarly attention has been devoted to identifying the 
prevalence, causes, and consequences of workplace discrimination 
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(Pager & Shepherd, 2008). Feagin and Douglas (1980) conceptualized 
the major dimensions of discrimination as including: the motivation 
behind discriminatory actions; discriminatory actions; the effects of 
discriminatory actions; and, the context, both organizational and 
social, in which discrimination is embedded. Discrimination involves 
negative practices or actions undertaken at a place of work where 
a worker is treated differently because of his or her race, religion, 
sex, level of disability, or age, and perceptions of the existence of 
discrimination have been found to shape worker well-being (Kessler, 
Mickelson, & Williams, 1999). 
Examinations of work-to-life conflicts have been found to be better 
informed by considering perceptions of discrimination, rather than 
documented outcomes associated with perceived discrimination. 
Studies have found, for example, that perceived race discrimination 
is predictive of health-related work limitations, cardiovascular 
disease among men, depressive symptoms, perceived stress, lower 
self-esteem and lower grade point averages among African-American 
youth (Huynh & Fuligni, 2010). Perceived sex discrimination has also 
been linked to negative worker outcomes, including psychological 
distress and decreased well-being (Foster, 2009) as has perceptions 
of age discrimination (Yuan, 2007). Therefore, it is hypothesized that:
H2: Discrimination is negatively related to individual performance.
Work Pressure
Work pressure also offers a source of conflict between personal 
and corporate life. Major, Klein and Ehrhart (2002) found that long 
working hours were associated with increased work-family conflict 
and, indirectly, with psychological distress, including increased 
depression and other stress related health problems. Furthermore, the 
more hours a week individuals worked, the more work interference 
into family life they reported. Wickens and Hollands (2000) 
confirmed that workload is inversely related to reserve capacity so 
long as capacity is not exceeded by task demands. However, when 
work demands exceed capacity (eliminating all reserve capacity) 
worker performance is bound to deteriorate. They also noted that 
the process of paying attention to several concurrent activities is 
itself demanding, beyond that of what is required to actually do 
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the activities themselves. Also noted is the complex relationship 
between workload and stress (Gaillard, 2001). Stress is typically 
associated with excessively high workload levels, even being defined 
as part of the workload experience by some. However, it is noted that 
individuals who perceive their work performance as being successful, 
despite having high levels of perceived demands and associated high 
levels of effort expenditure, are still likely to experience considerable 
satisfaction at work, although perhaps concurrently with significant 
levels of stress. So, we cannot assume that high workloads are 
necessarily stressful, nor that people with high workloads are always 
dissatisfied with their jobs (Payne & Morrison, 1999). People in such 
jobs might be dissatisfied for various reasons that may include high 
levels of stress or excessive workloads. However, they might also 
experience considerable satisfaction, engagement, enthusiasm and 
even exhilaration (Leiter, 1999). As such, it is hypothesized that:
H3: Work pressure is negatively related to individual performance.
Leave Options
Many employers offer employees various forms of paid leave, 
including vacations, paid time-off (PTO), and sick leave as part of 
their benefits package to allow employees to maintain or enhance well-
being while responding to personal challenges. Many employers are 
required to grant employees job-protected leave under their national 
employment laws in Western nations, and also in Bangladesh. 
When an organization in Bangladesh is recruiting and hoping to 
retain superior employees, employee leave and PTO policies can 
make a difference. PTO combines vacation, sick time and personal 
time into a single bank of days for employees to use to take paid time 
away from work. When an employee needs to take paid time away 
from work, the PTO policy enables employees, at their discretion, to 
use PTO to support their work-life balance. An employee may use the 
annual leave for vacations, rest and relaxation, as well as for personal 
business or to respond to emergencies. An employee in Bangladesh 
has the right to take annual leave, subject to the right of the supervisor 
to schedule the time when that annual leave might be taken, and they 
will then receive a lump-sum payment for accumulated and accrued 
annual leave. PTO plans have been found to reduce absenteeism in 
the workplace by helping employees balance work and home, and 
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non-work pressures while helping employers control absentee costs. 
As a result, the popularity of PTO plans continues to grow (SHRM, 
2009). Companies in Bangladesh can also implement a “use-it-or-lose-
it” policy to encourage employees to take time off when it is necessary, 
without adding an unnecessary burden of cost for that organization 
into the future. Therefore, it is hypothesized that:
H4:  Having PTO leave options is positively related to individual performance.
Employee Benefits
An attractive employer-sponsored benefits programme also enables 
employers to retain and attract high quality employees. According 
to the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM, 2009) Job 
Satisfaction Survey, employee benefits are one of the most important 
job satisfaction factors for employees and are important factors 
in retaining current and future staff. Thompson and Prottas (2006) 
found lower stress and reduced turnover intention when employees 
received social support from the organization. Introducing 
employment policies that encourage a healthier work-life balance 
for employees has been found to bring real benefits to businesses. 
Work-life balance policies can foster a more positive perception of the 
organization, leading to: improved employee relations; greater staff 
loyalty, commitment and motivation; reduced staff turnover; and, 
lower recruitment costs. The social exchange theory and the norm 
of reciprocity offer a theoretical basis for anticipating that work-life 
benefits would be positively reciprocated by employees in the form 
of positive attitudes and workplace behaviours (Lambert, 2000). 
Allowing employees to work flexibly in order to encourage a better 
work-life balance can also lead to improvements in health and well-
being, with satisfaction around employee benefits also operating as 
a motivational factor among employees. As such, it is hypothesized 
that:
H5: Employee benefits are positively related to individual performance.
Flexible Working Hours
The availability of flexible work schedules are also recognized as 
enhancing job dedication (Muse, Harris, Giles, & Feild, 2008) and 
organizational commitment (Grover & Crooker, 1995). Research has 
found positive outcomes with certain types of workplace flexibility, 
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but negative outcomes with others (Dalton & Mesch, 1990; Stavrou, 
2005). Employee-centered Flexible Working Arrangements (FWAs) 
are those that allow employees to work away from the office as well 
as offer flexibility in scheduling time at work. Employees prefer 
such arrangements in order to meet family, school or other non-
work responsibilities (Polivka & Nardone, 1989). Flexible work 
arrangements are also thought to contribute to job motivation 
and dedication while enabling employees to use work-time more 
efficiently by scheduling activities in a way that suits their needs 
(Hill, Ferris, & Martinson, 2003). Social and legislative frameworks, 
and national culture, in local workplace contexts may restrict or, 
conversely, encourage certain kinds of flexible work schedules. In 
some countries, legislative provisions promote flexible workplace 
arrangements; in others, such policy adoption is voluntary, and 
influenced by labour market conditions. Therefore, it is hypothesized 
that:
H6: Flexible work-hours are positively related to individual performance.
Conceptual Model
Over the past few decades, employer policies and practices to support 
work-life integration have proliferated as a means to attract and retain 
a high-quality workforce (Kossek & Lambert, 2005). Work-life policies 
include any organizational programmes or officially sanctioned 
practices designed to assist employees with the integration of paid 
work with other important life roles such as family, education, 
or leisure. Examples of work-life policies include flexibility in the 
timing, location, or amount of work (e.g., flexitime, job sharing, part-
time work, telework, leaves of absence), direct provision of care-
giving and health benefits (e.g., child or elder care, domestic partner), 
and monetary and informational support for non-work roles (e.g., 
vouchers, referral services). A conceptual framework is a descriptive 
model of a system based on qualitative assumptions about its elements, 
their interrelationships, and system boundaries. This can guide 
research by providing visual representations of theoretical constructs 
(variables) of interest. In this study, individual performance is the 
dependent variable whereas leave options, employee benefits, work 
environment, flexible work hours, work pressure and discrimination 
are the independent variables as displayed in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Work-life balance and manager performance in 
Bangladesh.
Research Design
Participants 
Participants were full-time management employees of a leading 
logistic group operating in Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh. Selection 
of a single industry and sector helped to control variances attributable 
to work sector differences (Hofstede, 2001). Managers were studied 
because they tend to work long hours and have high levels of 
responsibility and demands at work (Brett & Stroh, 2003). It was also 
assumed that work-life issues needed to be perceived and initiated 
by managers, in order to have the most influence on the bottom-line 
of the organization. The organization’s name has not been disclosed 
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due to ethical obligations. A self-administered, structured survey 
questionnaire was used to gather data.
Questionnaires are routinely and extensively used for assessing 
organizational concerns, observing trends and evaluating progress, 
to good effect (Kraut, 1996). Respondent demographic information 
was also gathered, including gender, age, education, employment 
role, and level of experience. Of the total number of participants, 59 
were male and 41 were female. Respondents’ work levels included: 
top management (22 per cent), middle management (49 per cent), 
and frontline management staff (29 per cent). Their education levels 
included completion of: Master’s degree (27 per cent), Bachelor’s 
degree (58 per cent), and High School (15 per cent). Age range 
included: 20–29 years (42 per cent), 30–39 years (42 per cent), 40–49 
years (12 per cent), and 50–59 years (4 per cent). Length of tenure 
ranged from: 0–5 years’ service (45 per cent), 6–10 years (39 per cent), 
11–15 years (14 per cent), and, 16–20 years (2 per cent). 
Sampling 
A hard copy of the survey was mailed to the respondents during 
March and April of 2011. The questionnaire was distributed to 245 
staff at the nominated institution using convenience sampling. 74 
questionnaires were returned to the researchers due to staff addresses 
being unknown, with 171 correctly mailed. Of these, 132 responses 
were received and, of these, 100 were complete and able to be used, 
giving an effective response rate of 40.81 per cent. Aaker, Kumar and 
Day (2001) suggest that a response rate for a mail survey without 
follow up of less than 20 per cent is acceptable. In Bangladesh, the 
effective response rate of mail surveys usually ranges between 40 per 
cent to 50 per cent. The response rate of this study was also consistent 
with an earlier study on workplace training in Bangladesh (Talukder & 
Ahmed, 2012). A letter was attached to each questionnaire explaining 
the research and, deliberately, the survey contained no identifying 
participant information. Participants also received the questionnaires 
through the mail following ethical approval and were assured of 
confidentiality being maintained.
Measurements 
The instrument comprised one dependent and six independent 
variables. The seven variables were measured using of 35 questions, 
with each variable having 5 items. Rigorous literature review was used 
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to support the validity of this self-administered questionnaire. Stevens 
(1996) confirmed that to frame an instrument and subsequently obtain 
data in a quantitative study there needs to be at least 20 respondents 
for each variable, which was present here and supports the statistical 
power to this research. Here, the effective sample size was 100 and 
consisted of six independent variables, and one dependent variable, 
with each having 5 items. The independent variables included: work 
environment, discrimination, leave options, employee benefits, 
work pressure, flexible work hours, and individual performance. 
All items used a 5-point Likert scale with responses ranging from 
highly disagree (1) to highly agree (5) and the items of each construct 
were in the form of statements that were direct, simple and concise. 
Participants ticked the boxes next to each question according to the 
extent of their agreement (scale was provided at the beginning of the 
questionnaire). SPSS software was used to analyse the data, including 
a reliability test, regression analyses and Pearson’s correlations to 
investigate the relationships between the variables.
Results
Descriptive statistics, correlation coefficient and reliability values of all 
the constructs are displayed in Table 1. The reliability value range was 
from 0.72 to 0.95. This is consistent with George and Mallery’s (2003) 
study, where the alpha value had to be greater than 0.7 to require 
further analysis. Mean scores were computed by equally weighting 
the mean scores of all the items. The mean value of work environment 
was 4.21 indicating very strong importance of the organizational work 
environment as an antecedent to performance. The mean value of 
discrimination was 2.11, which implied that workplace discrimination 
practices were a barrier to performance. The mean value of work 
pressure and leave options were 2.24 and 3.97 respectively; the former 
implying that if employees had moderate levels of work pressure it 
would contribute to their performance while the latter underscored 
that the leave options provided enhanced employees’ performance. 
The mean values of employee benefits and flexible work hours were 
4.05 and 3.70 respectively, signalling that employees perceived both 
benefits and flexible work hours to be helpful to their performance. 
Hypothesis 1 predicted that a positive work environment would be 
positively related to individual performance. The study found (see 
Table 1) a significant positive relationship of the wok environment 
with individual performance (r = 0.80**,  p < 0.01). Hypothesis 2
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Table 1
Influences on Manager Performance in Bangladesh 
N = 100; **p < .01; * p < .05; all items measured on 5-point scale.
predicted that discrimination would be negatively related to 
individual performance and the research confirmed a negative 
relationship between discrimination and individual performance. 
Hypothesis 3 predicted that work pressure would be negatively 
related to individual performance and the study confirmed that work 
pressure concurrently had negative and positive relationships with 
individual performance, depending on how much work pressure 
was experienced. Hypothesis 4 predicted that having leave options 
would be positively related to individual performance and the 
study found (See Table 1) a significant positive relationship between 
leave options and individual performance (r = 0.50**, p < 0.01). 
Hypothesis 5 predicted that employee benefits would be positively 
related to individual performance. The study found a significant 
positive relationship between the existence of employee benefits and 
individual performance (r = 0.45**, p < 0.01). Hypothesis 6 predicted 
that flexible working hours would be positively related to individual 
performance. The study also found a significant positive relationship 
between flexible working hours and individual performance. 
To test the hypotheses, regression analysis was also conducted (See 
Table 2). The regression results supported Hypothesis 1 which stated 
a positive relationship between positive work environment and 
individual performance (β = 0.74, p < 0.00). The regression results also 
showed a positive relationship between leave options and individual 
performance (β = 0.32, p < 0.05). Moreover, both F value as well as 
Adjusted R2 values exhibited significant relationships of all the 
variables with individual performance. All hypotheses were tested. 
Variables Mean  SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1. Work environment 4.21 .83   .73 
      2. Discrimination 2.11 .84 ─.00  .78 
     3. Work pressure 2.24 .95  .05 .63**  .85 
    4. Leave options 3.97 1.08 .50**  .03 ─.01 .72 
   5. Employee benefits  4.05 1.05 .49**  .09   .05 .93** .75 
  6. Flexible working hours 3.70 1.11 .21* ─.07 ─.16 .53** .5** .74 
 7. Individual performance 4.26 .75 .80** ─.05 ─.02 .50** .45** .22** .95 
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Table 2 
Regression Analysis of Factors Impacting Manager Performance
Variables
Unstandardized
coefficients
Standardized
coefficients
 
 B Std. error Β T Sig.
Work 
environment
    .67 .06    .74 10.72 .00
Discrimination  ─.01 .07 ─.01 ─.15 .88
Work pressure  ─.03 .06 ─.03 ─.45 .64
Leave option     .22 .12    .32  1.89 .05
Employee benefit     .14 .12    .21  1.23 .22
Flexible working 
hours     .01 .04    .01   .19 .85
F 31.24
R    .82
R2    .67
Adjusted R2    .65     
Dependent: Individual performance.
Discussion
Different tests were undertaken to analyse and test the hypotheses. 
Hypothesis 1 was supported; it showed that a positive work 
environment in the organization had a significant positive relationship 
with individual performance. In other words, when a firm provides 
its employees with the necessary support, employees will perform 
better than those who are working in a less positive and supportive 
working environment, and vice versa. This finding confirms 
Schneider’s (1987) claim, that “the people make the place.” Vischer’s 
(2007) study similarly incorporated psychological dimensions such 
as employee-employer relationships, motivation and advancement, 
job demands and social support as being key determinants of a 
positive work environment. A work environment that can provide 
a good balance of all these factors is said to be a favourable work 
environment. In contrast, a poor work environment is characterized 
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by reduced job satisfaction, absenteeism, somatic complaints, burnout 
and depression (McCowan, 2001).  
Hypothesis 2 was also supported by this research: A negative 
relationship was found between the presence of discrimination 
practices and individual performance. This is consistent with a 
past research. Loury (2002) and Steele (1997) found that perceived 
discrimination in the workplace may lead to diminished performance 
in education and the labour market, which can also give rise to further 
negative outcomes. Sanchez and Brock (1996) also examined the effects 
of perceived discrimination on work outcomes among 139 Hispanic 
male and female employees, and found that perceived discrimination 
contributed to increased work tensions, as well as decreased job 
satisfaction and organizational commitment, above and beyond other 
common work stressors, such as role conflict and ambiguity. Talukder 
(2011) also found a negative relationship between discrimination and 
job satisfaction in a service firm in Bangladesh. Gutek, Cohen, and 
Tsui (1996) also found that perceived discrimination among women 
was related to lower feelings of power and prestige on the job. 
Hypothesis 3 was partially supported by the research. While the 
research found a negative relationship between high levels of work 
pressure and individual performance, lower levels of work pressure 
was seen to be positive for employee performance. Measuring high 
levels of working hours is a relatively objective indicator of work 
demands resulting in work pressure. Time is a limited commodity, 
and the number of hours spent at work leaves limited time available 
for family. As such, hours spent at work could be a precursor to time-
based work interference with family (WIF). Too much time at work 
also takes people’s energy and capability to meet family demands 
and, as such, working hours may also relate to greater strain-based 
WIF (Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985). However, individuals who work the 
same number of hours may differ in their perception of the workload 
they face. People who perceive they have greater workloads are likely 
to feel that they have expended more effort than others while at work, 
which would then increase their strain-based WIF. Further, those 
with longer hours and perceived greater workloads may choose to 
spend more time at work to try and keep up, resulting in higher time-
based WIF. 
Hypothesis 4 was also supported, and showed that leave options 
had a significant positive relationship with individual performance. 
Proper leave policy ensures refreshment of employees and helps 
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them to work more efficiently. It allows them to spend time with 
their families, socialize and do other things necessary to lead to both 
greater work-life balance and better job satisfaction. If provided with 
proper leave options, employees felt able to take a break from their 
otherwise busy work schedule allowing them to reduce their feelings 
of daily work pressure and enabling better performance. 
Hypothesis 5 was also supported. Results confirmed that the 
perception of sufficient employee benefits has a significant positive 
relationship with individual performance. Different benefits satisfy 
and motivate mployees but past research confirms that employee 
benefits enhance employee satisfaction and that this, in turn, correlates 
positively with increased shareholder value. Arthur and Cooke 
(2004) also confirmed that work-family programmes that included 
employee benefits can engender greater commitment and stability 
among employees, thereby lowering the firm’s costs and enhancing 
its profitability. 
Finally, Hypothesis  6 was also supported and so confirms past research 
in this area. Grover and Crooker (1995) found that flexible work 
schedules are also associated with higher employee organizational 
commitment. Past evidence suggests that when greater autonomy 
is provided to employees via the use of flexible work schedules, 
this can result in positive outcomes for employees (Baltes, Briggs, 
Huff, Wright, & Neuman, 1999; Saltzstein, Ting, & Saltzstein, 2001), 
including perceptions of enhanced work/life balance professional 
employees (Baker, Avery, & Crawford, 2007; Tausig & Fenwick, 
2001). Flexible work programmes offer employees more flexibility 
and control over their work schedules than more traditional working 
hours (Ronen, 1981). 
Conclusion
The purpose of the study was to examine whether there was any 
relationship between the determinants of WLB (as previously 
suggested in the literature, might influence employees in the West) 
for employees working in a large logistic firm in Bangladesh. This 
has been achieved. However, more has been accomplished. Given 
the very limited research of WLB available in developing countries, 
especially with them being contrasted to Western societies, this study 
has shed some exploratory light on some of the likely determinants of 
WLB that will also influence the performance of employees, especially 
managers, in workplaces in Bangladesh. 
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Six determinants were considered: Positive work environment, leave 
options, employee benefits, flexible working hours, work pressure, and 
workplace discrimination. These were investigated to find out their 
likely effect on individual performance in a workplace in Bangladesh. 
All the variables were found to have significantly moderated the 
individual performance of these employees. Furthermore, those 
with a positive relationships were found to significantly operate to 
elevate the performance level of the employees tested. The presence 
of workplace discrimination and high levels of work pressure were 
also found to have negative effects on individual performance, and 
were likely to undermine the job performance of employees if not 
responded to proactively. This study also surfaced cause and effect 
relationships between and among the variables and was observed in 
the correlation and regression analyses (see above). 
The study did have some limitations. First the study was not 
generalizable as only one firm and one type of firm was represented, 
from a single industry. The sample size was also small (n = 100) and 
consisted exclusively of managers. Caution should be exercised 
before generalizing from these exploratory findings. The study 
was also limited to six independent variables and so ignored many 
other variables present in more traditional instruments. Also, the 
convenience sample made it difficult to generalize the findings. The 
data were also collected at a single point in time, meaning that no firm 
conclusions can be drawn regarding the causality of the relationships 
between WLB and employee performance. Further, data gathered 
was based on self-reporting, which has the potential to inflate 
correlations and limit the ability to make causal inferences. Indeed, 
the study did not examine all aspects of WLB, given the need to rely 
on a self-administered questionnaire. Further studies involving a 
mixed method might render different and more fulsome insights on 
WLB affecting performance of employees in the developing nation 
of Bangladesh. Also, a longitudinal study of WLB would enable 
cross-sectional and causal analyses in future. A more systematic 
investigation of the specific outcomes of WLB policies and strategies, 
at the individual, organizational and national levels is needed in 
Bangladesh.
To facilitate WFB for employees in workplaces in Bangladesh, these 
organizations are encouraged to introduce work-life policies to engage 
and support employees in a more productive manner. Such policies 
should include options designed to give workers greater flexibility in 
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work scheduling (i.e., flexitime and telecommuting), to assist them 
with their parenting duties and other personal responsibilities (i.e., 
childcare). The presence of such policies will also offer emotional 
support to all employees, via more supportive leadership and a 
more positive organizational culture. Previous studies confirm that 
organizational support increases organizational commitment and 
motivates employees to expend more effort in their work. 
Family life should be a source of personal fulfillment, and self-respect, 
and effort should be invested in workplaces to assist in this area to 
assist employees’ ability to fulfill their domestic duties. Moreover, 
engagement in family life can help employees develop skills, and 
gain experience and knowledge that they can also use at work. 
Participating in both family life and work extends an employee’s 
network and thus, his or her social capital. Over the past few decades, 
employer policies and practices to support work-life integration have 
proliferated as a means to attract and retain a high-quality workforce 
in Western countries. It is time for developing nations to consciously 
follow this path.
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Abstract
Islamic hedging is one of the most important tools for risk management. 
Currency options contracts are commonly regarded as one of the useful tools 
of risk management and frequently used to reduce risk associated with the 
movement in price and currency risk. This article attempts to review the 
suitability of the Islamic currency options in one of the Islamic banks in 
Malaysia as a hedging mechanism and highlights Shariah issues pertaining 
to the structures. Currency options are prohibited in Islamic finance due to 
the issue of riba and to the violation of the bay al-sarf rule which requires 
currency trading to be done on “spot” basis only. Options contract is also 
rejected by some scholars because of premium payment or chargeable fees 
to the right.  In view of the overwhelming importance of currency risk 
management in the volatile market, the application of Shariah principles in 
currency market faces a great challenge to Islamic scholars today. Based on 
the observation of the bank’s official information disclosed to the public and 
the interview conducted,  the finding of this research indicates that the bank 
permitted currency options based on  the principle of tawwaruq (commodity 
murabahah) or bay al-inah and wa’ad (unilateral promise) which are strictly 
used for hedging purposes. Tawwaruq and wa’ad principles have given 
Islamic financial institutions the opportunity to structure Shariah compliant 
financial products and meet the objective of increasing trading volume and 
liquidity in order to reduce transaction cost and risk.
Keywords: Islamic hedging, options, currency trading, tawarruq, wa’ad.
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Introduction
Hedging is an important risk management tool in financial markets. 
Hedging is a strategic measure of investors to reduce certain risks 
through certain financial tools.  It also decreases loss-risk of an 
investment or diminution in the value of an asset (Carter, 2003). Thus, 
without having a proper risk management mechanism and hedging 
tools, even when a company makes profit, it could actually be making 
losses due to currency and exchange-rate risk, which can rise or fall 
within a short period of time (Chance, 2008).
Hedging in the contract of exchange becomes a need by institutions 
involved in the business pertaining to foreign exchange. Currency 
is a real problem in the market as fluctuations in the value of one 
currency against another are inevitable occurrences of real markets. 
Currency is exposed to the fluctuation of increase and decrease 
within a short period of time. Fluctuations in the foreign exchange 
rate can have significant impacts on business decisions and outcomes. 
Many businesses of international trade become unworthy due to 
significant the exchange-rate risk embedded in them (McDonald, 
2003). As an illustration, Malaysian exporters will export rubber to 
Japanese traders in the coming three months. Traders who have the 
yen currency will exchange them for Ringgit Malaysia to fulfill the 
requirement of exporters in Malaysia. Therefore, to avoid changes 
in the foreign-exchange rate within the three month period, both 
parties will enter the derivative market to determine the future rate of 
exchange in the specified period of time (Guan, 2002).
Derivatives are commonly regarded as one of the useful tools of risk 
management and are frequently used to reduce risk associated with 
the movement in price and currency risk. Derivatives can provide an 
opportunity for companies to focus on their core business without 
having to worry about price movements in the market (Asyraf, 
2009). One of the derivative contracts used for hedging is the options 
contract. Options are regarded as one of a number of instruments for 
hedging against market risk and limiting possible losses. However, 
in Islamic finance, conventional options are rejected by a majority of 
scholars (Arbouna, 2006; Smolarski, Schapek, & Mohammad, 2006). 
An option is a contract between two parties in which one of them is a 
buyer (option holder) that pays a sum of money, as the option price 
or known as a premium to the other party who is the seller (option 
writer) that gives the buyer the right but not the obligation to buy 
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or to sell the underlying asset, at an agreed-upon price (the strike 
price) during a certain period of time or on a specific date (exercise 
date). It provides protection to the buyer against the adverse effects 
of unpredictable future price movements in exchange for a fixed 
premium (Chance, 2008). 
The issue of Shariah raised in this kind of contract is on the status of 
the contract itself, whether it is acceptable as mal from the Shariah 
point of view, and also the status of the premium charged for getting 
the right (Arbouna, 2006). Usmani (1999) and Obaidullah (1998) 
opined that an option contract is a dealing contract to sell or purchase 
something at a certain price and in certain period. In this matter, the 
sealed contract cannot be the subject of the contract, thus the payment 
of the premium in the option is illegal. In other words, the sale and 
purchase of options do not fulfill the concept of mal.
Competing side by side with conventional finance and facing similar 
global economic and financial uncertainties and risks, the Islamic 
finance institutions have to develop Shariah compliant alternatives to 
the conventional hedging instruments which violate a Shariah ruling. 
There are over 300 Islamic financial institutions worldwide across 
75 countries and they need the hedging instrument to mitigate and 
minimize the risk of market fluctuation especially foreign currency 
exchange-rate risk (BNM, 2010). Hence, moving forward, Islamic 
financial institutions in Malaysia have introduced options which 
have Shariah compliance features.  This article will investigate the 
Shariah compliance features in one of the Islamic options (Islamic 
FX Options) offered by an Islamic bank in Malaysia as a case study. 
The paper also explores the application of tawarruq and wa’ad as a 
form of hedging mechanism in the Islamic FX Options. The article 
commences with a literature review of the hedging concept from the 
Islamic perspective and options contracts. The next section reviews 
the concept of Islamic FX Options. Thereafter, section three illustrates 
the Islamic viewpoints on the currency options instruments.
Literature Review
An effort in managing risks or hedging is permissible by the Shariah 
and conforms to the Shariah objective (maqasid al-shariah) which 
specifically specifies one of its objectives to protect the wealth from any 
harm. In fact, there is a verse in al-Baqarah: 282–283 that encourages 
IJMS 21 (1), 23–37 (2014)       
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the Muslim society to document the debt or present witnesses as one 
of the ways to reduce the risk of having disputes in the future. The 
concept of risk management or hedging also has a strong basis in 
the Tradition of the Prophet (peace be upon him) based on a hadith 
narrated by Anas bin Malik (may Allah be pleased with him) that: 
A man asked the Prophet: “O Messenger of Allah, should I tie [my 
camel] and place my trust [in Allah], or should I leave it untied and 
trust [in Allah]?” The Prophet answered: “Tie it and trust [in Allah].” 
(Hadith narrated by al-Tirmidhi and al-Bayhaqi).
The issue is how to reach this goal and what means is used to meet this 
end since Islam requires that hedging should be done in the condition 
that it must be free from any element of betting, and an effective use 
of hedging is by managing the risks not by eliminating them (Aznan, 
2010). Islamic financial institutions conducting international business 
trades such as payment of import and receipt of export goods or 
service revenue between countries are exposed to the fluctuation 
rates of foreign currency exchange.  If a transaction involves the use 
of a similar currency, fluctuation of the currency will not give any 
effects. However, it is contrary for business involving international 
trade;  for instance, business transaction of import and export 
between companies in Malaysia and companies in the USA. In 
some circumstances, the fluctuation of currency causes one of the 
contracting party to be exposed to currency risk.  It can lead to the 
increase of expenditure or decrease of profit whenever change in the 
currency exchange rate takes place.  Scholars unanimously stipulated 
that different currency exchange is permissible in on the spot or 
involuntary contract whereby submission and acceptance occur 
when the contract is sealed. It is to avoid the usury of al-nasi’ah and 
the sale of debt with debt which are prohibited in Islam (Obaidullah, 
2001). The majority of Muslim scholars agree that it is not permissible 
to carry out a foreign exchange contract in the future since it violates 
the rule of Islamic exchange-rate guideline which should be done on a 
on the spot basis. This opinion was adopted as a resolution by the OIC 
Fiqh Academy (2010) and Accounting and Auditing Organization 
for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI, 2007). Therefore, the 
mechanism of hedging which is Shariah compliant is very much 
needed to overcome this issue. 
One of the hedging mechanisms for currency used by conventional 
financial institutions is options contract. Options give the owner the 
right but not the obligation to exchange money from one currency into 
another currency at a pre-agreed exchange rate on a specified date. 
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Options are traded over the counter (OTC) or directly between two 
parties and also exchange trade. There are two basic types of options; 
call option and put option. A call option entitles the holder the right 
but not the obligation to buy an underlying asset at a pre-determined 
exercise price on or before a specific date, while a put option entitles 
the holder the right but not the obligation to sell an underlying asset 
at a pre-determined exercise price on or before a specific date (Hull, 
2003). 
Hedgers primarily use currency options to hedge foreign currency 
risk by purchasing a currency put or call option. Suppose company 
A needs to pay USD1 million to company B within three months 
from now. Being concerned over the changes in foreign currency 
exchange, company A can opt for options contract to give it the right 
to exchange USD1 million at the price of RM3.20 per dollar, within 
three months from the date of the contract.  If the current exchange 
rate of USD 1 is higher than RM3.20, company A is able to execute its 
right. However, if the USD rate is lower in the cash market, company 
A  will let its right to be lapsed. Company A will lose the premium 
paid for purchasing the option. By purchasing the option, a person 
can limit the loss risk to only the total of the premium if there is a 
fall in the currency exchange rate.  However, if the exchange rate is 
increased, he will gain profit. Based on the advantages of the options 
contract, there is a need for this contract by the parties who require 
the Shariah compliant hedging product.  Thus, the objective of this 
study is to examine how the Islamic hedging mechanism operates in 
order to comply with the shariah requirement which is to eliminate 
the element of riba, gharar and maysir.
Research Method
Data for this study was collected from various sources, namely 
classical books, hadith, contemporary books and journals. We also 
used the interview method to understand the real modus operandi of 
the options contract and the application of Shariah principles in the 
options contract. The key persons that we interviewed were an expert 
in the Islamic jurisprudence, a Shariah advisor and practitioners 
in Islamic Banking and Finance in Malaysia. The interview was 
conducted within one to two hours and was transcribed.  We analysed 
the interview data using analytical analysis by searching for what is 
common and different and compared the data obtained.  We then 
coded the data into specific themes as described below.
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Findings
Modus Operandi of the Islamic Option
Islamic FX options are based on several Islamic finance concepts 
namely tawarruq, bay al-inah, wa’ad and bay al-sarf . Based on Shariah 
principles which are applicable in the structuring of the Islamic 
FX options, customers will require the bank to conduct tawarruq 
(commodity murabahah) or bay al-inah. Using the principle of tawarruq, 
the customer will request the bank to purchase a certain commodity 
and then appoint the bank as a representative to sell the commodity to 
a third party.  On the date of signing the option contract, the customer 
and the bank will carry out the first tawarruq transaction to gain 
profit of sales revenue that is equal to the premium value as in the 
transaction of a conventional option contract. Next, on the specified 
date, the second transaction of tawarruq will be conducted with the 
sale and purchase of commodity via direct payment and delivery. 
If the transaction is applying bay al-inah, the sale and purchase only 
happen between the bank and the customer without involving a third 
party. The illustration of the process of  the Islamic FX options is 
shown in Figure 1:
   
Figure 1. Diagram of Islamic FX options based on tawarruq 
(commodity murabahah).
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Later, the customer will trust wa’ad to the bank for entering the 
contract of bay al-sarf  in the future and agree to the current exchange 
rate. By doing so, the customer will obtain the right to exchange the 
currency in the future at the rate  agreed upon that day. On the future 
date, the customer might fulfill his promise or might release the bank 
from its undertaking. If the customer wants to execute the wa’ad 
upon the maturity date, the bank and the customer will exchange the 
currencies (bay al-sarf). The customer will want to execute the wa’ad if 
the currency rate is favourable to him. The customer has the right to 
wait and see whether the wa’ad is more favourable or less favourable 
than the prevailing market rate. The illustration of the process is 
shown in Figure 2.
Figure  2. Diagram of Islamic FX options based on the principle 
of  wa’ad and bay’ al-sarf.
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murabahah involves contract of tawarruq. Tawarruq is actually a sale 
contract whereby a buyer buys an asset from a seller with deferred 
payment and subsequently sells the asset to a third party on cash with 
a price lesser than the deferred price, for the purpose of obtaining cash. 
This transaction is called tawarruq mainly because when the buyer 
purchases the asset on deferred terms, it is not the buyer’s interest to 
utilize or benefit from the purchased asset, rather to facilitate him to 
attain liquidity. Tawwaruq practiced in this contract is an organized 
tawarruq. Apart from that, the principle of wa’ad is also applied to 
structure this options contract. Wa’ad means a unilateral promise 
given by a one person to another for accomplishing something in the 
future (Aznan, 2008), while bay al-sarf is a currency exchange contract 
that will only occur when the customer exercises the options.
Discussion
Before analysing the aforementioned options contract, a brief review 
on the main Shariah issue raised in the options contract should be 
elaborated which involves the status of the contract or right itself 
whether it is acceptable as mal from the Shariah perspective. Although 
there are debates and different opinions among the scholars on this 
issue, it is opinionated that the options contract fulfills the concept of 
mal in the Islamic law as it has value in a certain period of time. This is 
agreed by Al-Amine (2008) who concluded that the concept of mal in 
Islamic law does include the right according to the majority of Muslim 
scholars and there is no single verse which defines the characteristics 
of right which should be accepted as a property right – the whole 
issue is based on custom. Considering the fact that the right in options 
is recognized internationally as a property right, it can be regarded as 
a valid subject matter of a contract in Islamic law. Therefore, options 
contract is a haq mal that can be the subject of a contract. However, 
this options contract cannot be sold to a third party because it is not 
a valid asset for sale and purchase (Mohd Daud, 2008). Nevertheless, 
the issue of selling to a third party in Islamic FX options has never 
been raised because the contract holder will hold the contract until its 
maturity period and decides whether to exercise his right or lapse the 
right, in contrast to the conventional options contract which can be 
sold to a third party or can be traded in the secondary market (Aznan, 
2011; Zaharuddin, 2011). 
While for the contract of bay al-sarf, the scholars differed in deciding 
the permissibility of the foreign exchange contract if it is done in 
the future. From the Shariah point of view, the issues with the 
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conventional currency options structure arise when the parties 
involved want to exchange currency in the future but have already 
fixed the  rate on the day the contract is sealed. Despite the fact that 
majority of Muslim scholars opined that it is a requirement for an 
exchange which involves two different currencies to be transacted 
on a on the spot basis, in the contract of the FX option, the contract 
is sealed earlier but exchanges actually happen in the future (on the 
date of maturity). Therefore, it does not violate the Shariah principle 
of currency trading whereby the transaction can only be done on a on 
the spot basis.
The Shariah principle applied in the Islamic FX options is the principle 
of tawwaruq. A majority of jurists viewed that tawwaruq is permissible 
(AAOIFI, 2007). This concept is expanded from the concept of bay al-
inah. However, for the organized tawarruq (tawarruq munazzam), the 
scholars have different opinions. The OIC Academy of Fiqh (2000) 
decided that the contracts of organized tawarruq and tawarruq aqsi 
(reverse tawarruq) are not permissible for they contain the elements 
of fraud or hilah and usury in the efforts of obtaining money 
easily. Organized tawarruq is not allowed due to the simultaneous 
transaction between the financier and the client whether it is 
done explicitly or implicitly or based on common practice. This is 
considered as deception to get quick cash behind the transaction and 
consists riba. In spite of this, there are other opinions from jurists on 
the impermissibility of organized tawarruq which can be summarized 
as no physical delivery, containing several contracts in one contract 
and consisting of the element of bay al-inah. Therefore it is suggested 
that tawarruq is the only solution to overcome the liquidity problem 
amongst the Muslims. Although the organized and reversed tawarruq 
principles are not permissible by the OIC Academy of  fiqh, we can 
see the importance of this principle in various Islamic banking and 
capital market products for hedging purposes. In fact, this matter has 
been approved by a few contemporary scholars such as the leading 
Saudi jurist, Syeikh Abdullah Sulaiman al-Mani’, Dr. Musa Adam Isa, 
Dr. Usamah Bahr and Dr. Sulaiman Nasir al-Ulwan (Central Bank 
of Malaysia, 2010). They rejected the opinion stating that organized 
tawwaruq is a hilah to conduct usury which is inaccurate because the 
fact of having transactions is to avoid the usury. Other than that, 
intention is something invisible, while jurisdiction can be seen to be 
done.  
Besides tawarruq, the Islamic FX options contract also provides the 
selection of  using bay al-inah on the customers, especially domestic 
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customers. Bay al-inah has been widely critiqued by a majority of jurists 
who suggested that it is only a legal trick that opens the “back door” 
to riba. However, it is viewed here that tawarruq and bay al-inah are 
similar as far as the substance is concerned. Both tawarruq-and bay al-
inah-based instruments serve exactly the same contractors’ purposes, 
and share exactly the same economic substance and consequences, 
albeit their forms may be different. The differences are mainly in two 
aspects. First, while the latter does not involve a third party, the third 
party intermediary is present in the case of tawarruq. Second, the sale 
of objects in bay al-inah is returned to the original owner, whereas in 
tawarruq, there is no such condition. Thus Shafiis, Abu Yusuff, Abu 
Daud and Abu Thur, including a report from Ibn Umar, are of the view 
that the bay al-inah contract is not contrary to Shariah principles. It is 
also suggested here that bay al-inah is permissible. This permissibility 
is based on public interest consideration (maslahah), which is to 
overcome the problem of liquidity shortage in the country, without 
resorting to conventional riba-based liquidity instruments and 
transactions. Those who are against bay al- inah basically subscribe to 
the opinion of classical jurists such as Hanafis, Malikis, Hanbalis and 
some Shafiis schools who reject bay al-inah and opine that this kind of 
sale transaction is forbidden (Central Bank of Malaysia, 2010). This 
somehow explains the global rejection of the Malaysian practice of bay 
al- inah in the Islamic financial market. However, if it is deemed from 
the aspect of need or hajah for hedging from the change in currency it 
is suggested that the principle of bay al-inah and organized tawarruq 
are the best alternatives in the current market. 
Contract in Islamic law, is a complex legal discipline both in its 
jurisprudential foundation and its practical function. Contract covers 
a variety of dealings and transactions to meet the needs of the society. 
No doubt, issues of commercial transactions, unlike devotional issues 
(ibadah), are not ever lasting and bound to change due to the changing 
circumstances and situations of both the object and the subject of 
the  transactions (Mohd Daud, 2008a). For this reason, Islamic law 
approved hajah as a verification of Shariah and a valid basis of judicial 
resolution. It thus appears that the Shariah seeks to include the will and 
consensus of the community into the fabric of its laws.  Nonetheless, 
it is also recommended that other principles should also be thought of 
and developed so that they can be accepted as whole by the scholars. 
This acceptance is vital so that Shariah compliant products can be 
transacted globally. Moreover, the Shariah Advisory Council (SAC) 
of the Securities Commission of Malaysia and the Shariah Advisory 
Council of the Central Bank of Malaysia had officially endorsed both 
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bay al-inah and tawarruq to be used for liquidity management purposes 
(Central Bank of Malaysia, 2010). 
Another principle in this contract is the principle of wa’ad. The issue 
raised in this contract is that the principle of wa’ad  only binds one side 
of the party, that is, it only binds the party who makes the promise 
(wa’ad mulzim). In this matter, only the customer is bound to execute 
the contract. The bank will not have any obligations to perform the 
contract because the bank does not give any promise. This matter 
worries the customers for they do not get the guarantee from the 
bank to execute the contract especially when the bank is experiencing 
losses if it conducts the contract.  If the bank decides not to perform 
the contract, the customer has no right to require the bank to carry out 
the obligation based on the wa’ad. However, normally the bank will 
proceed with the agreed transaction in order to maintain the bank’s 
reputation (Aznan, 2010; Shamsiah & Rusnah, 2010).
The issue of binding or not of a wa’ad in this contract is still being 
debated (Nurdianawati, 2008). The majority of scholars opined that 
the execution of a promise is not binding both contracting parties from 
the aspect of law and cannot be enforced even though performing a 
promise is very much commanded in Islam. However, some scholars 
such as  Samurah bin Jundub, ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-’Aziz, Ibn Shubrumah, 
Hassan al-Basri, Ibn Arabi and Imam Bukhari suggested that promise 
is binding from the aspect of religion and law. There are also opinions 
from the Hanafis school who state that promise is binding if it is 
related to certain conditions (mua’llaqah bi al-syart). Maliki jurists view 
that if the promise-maker causes the promise-receiver to perform 
a task based on the given promise or to incur any cost or liability, 
the promise is binding (Aznan, 2008). OIC Academy of Islamic Fiqh 
has taken the approach of the majority of the scholars and decided 
that this  wa’ad has no binding nature (2000). This resolution was also 
agreed upon by the Shariah Council of AAOIFI (2007) and the Bank 
Negara Malaysia Shariah Advisory Council (2010). 
Although wa’ad is still criticized from a conceptual perspective, it 
is viewed that in practice this instrument has become a contractual 
promise as it offers great flexibility. Wa’ad can be used as a risk 
mitigation technique to eliminate some unwanted risks such as price 
risk and exchange rate risk, in the event of default and total loss. It 
is recommended that the application of the principle of wa’ad would 
be a solution to Shariah issues that exist in the conventional option 
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contract. Therefore, on the basis of the need for hedging, the Bank 
Negara Shariah Advisory Council (2010) decided that this contract is 
permissible, with the condition that the wa’ad given must be separated 
from the transaction of tawarruq and it cannot be treated as a condition 
for the transaction. This to avoid the given wa’ad  as an exchange for a 
certain value. Institutions must ensure that every transaction is sealed 
separately between each other from the aspect of the documentation 
and execution sequence of the Shariah compliant underlying asset. 
This is in line with the views of current scholars who stipulate that a 
wa’ad cannot be priced and traded (AAOIFI, 2007). Nevertheless, as an 
alternative to save the customer from the drop in the exchange rate as 
compared to the agreed rate in the wa’ad, there are potential Shariah 
principles to be explored in structuring the Shariah compliant options 
contract, such as the application of two separated wa’ad (wa’adan) 
(Aznan, 2008; ISRA, 2011). 
 
Conclusions
Islamic FX options which is based on tawarruq, bay al-inah, wa’ad and 
bay al-sarf  is seen as a significant alternative in Islamic finance to 
assist in more efficient and competitive risk management. This paper 
has sought to increase the transparency and clarity required with 
the usage of Islamic FX options. With regard to issues pertaining to 
the options contract itself, it is opinionated that it meets the concept 
of mal and premium payment is legal. Meanwhile, discussion on 
the Islamic options shows that commodity murabahah and wa’ad can 
become a viable principle for Islamic hedging in facilitating Islamic 
financial institutions and Islamic investors to manage their business 
risks effectively. It is suggested that the principle of tawarruq is the 
best choice as an alternative for bay al-inah, although it is permitted 
only in Malaysia. 
The principle of wa’ad seems to have less Shariah issues and can 
conform easily to the requirements of Shariah compliance and its 
structure is simple and easy to be understood by players. Wa’ad 
also offers great flexibility to be used in structuring products that 
can mimic conventional products. Since derivative products which 
are commonly used as hedging mechanisms are against Shariah 
principles due to the prohibition of riba, commodity murabahah and 
wa’ad structure can be used as alternatives to the Islamic finance 
industry to offer Shariah compliant hedging products. Future research 
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will investigate the operation of commodity murabahah and wa’ad in 
other Islamic banks in more detail; why its use is still limited and 
what the challenges and prospects are for greater acceptance from 
customers.  
In conclusion, the concept of hedging conforms to the principles of 
Shariah. However, the application of derivative instruments as a 
mechanism for hedging should be refined so as not to conflict with 
the purpose of contract. By introducing Islamic derivatives, the 
symptoms of the problems are being treated, that is the fluctuations 
in currency exchange. If the industry really wants to deal with the 
problem, more research must be done into researching solutions to 
treat the source and not the symptoms. Once the source is treated the 
symptoms will automatically be eliminated and the need for suspect 
instruments will be done away with. Shariah compatible innovation 
must always be thought of for the sake of Islamic finance survival and 
to liberate Muslims from the elements of usury, gharar and maysir.
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Abstract
A large number of studies have been conducted on small business 
performance. However, potential influence of managerial competencies on 
small business growth, particularly among microfinance participants is 
hardly existent. In fulfilling the literature gap, this study provides some 
insight into the relationship between managerial competencies and small 
business growth. Using data collected from microfinance participants in 
Kelantan and Terengganu and applying the Structural Equation Modelling 
approach, this study found that all the managerial competency dimensions 
– technical, generic and conceptual skills – had positive and significant 
impacts on small business growth. While consolidating the theories that 
managerial competencies explain business growth, this study has several 
limitations. Future studies should delve into, through qualitative research, 
why managerial skills are significant for small business growth. Sampling 
should also include small businesses in other parts of Malaysia, instead of 
Kelantan and Terengganu.   
Keywords: Small business, growth, management competencies, generic 
skills, technical skills, conceptual skills, microfinance.
Introduction
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are key drivers to economic 
growth and development worldwide (Chelliah & Sulaiman, 2011). 
In fact, the sector accounted for more than 80 per cent of economic 
growth in most countries in the world. SMEs contributed over 90 per 
cent to total enterprises in most developed and developing countries; 
99 per cent of total enterprises in the European Union (Blackburn & 
Jarvis, 2010); 98 per cent of all the United States’ businesses (US Small 
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Business Administration, 2013) and 99.9 per cent of all businesses in 
the United Kingdom (Schans, 2012). 
In Malaysia, SMEs accounted for 97.3 per cent of the total number 
of establishments. More importantly, the contribution of SMEs to 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) increased from 29.4 per cent in 2005 
to 32.5 per cent in 2011. It provides a significant contribution to the 
local people by offering employment opportunities, especially to the 
poor group and the underprivileged. In the recent period, the share 
of SMEs in employment increased further to 60 per cent (SME Annual 
Report, 2012). 
Due the importance of SMEs, a large number of scholarly work has 
been conducted on the contribution and performance of the sector. 
Therefore, studies on factors contributing to a firm’s success (Gill & 
Biger, 2012), determinants of business growth (see Yasuda, 2005; Yang 
& Huang, 2005) and barriers to business growth across countries 
(Okpara & Wynn, 2007) are common. Some researchers reminded 
that an increase in the number of small businesses is followed by 
an increasing rate in business failure (Akande, 2011). Tushabonwe-
Kazooba (2006) revealed that poor record keeping and the lack of 
experience and skills in basic business management are the major 
contributors to small business failures.
Nevertheless, a large number of previous literature on small 
entrepreneurship and business overlooked many crucial factors 
that may influence business growth (Rosman & Mohd Rosli, 2013). 
There are only a limited number of studies on the influence of 
managerial competencies on small business growth, especially in 
Malaysia. Hence, this paper aims to examine the relationship between 
managerial competencies and small business growth. 
Literature Review and Hypotheses Development
A large number of studies has been carried out on small business 
success (Simpson, Tuck, & Bellamy, 2004). Unfortunately, significant 
progress has not been made, largely due to researchers not taking 
into account the many problems and factors specific to small business 
research (Beaver, 2002) probably due to different characteristics, 
objectives and qualities across industries in small businesses 
(Gadenne, 1998). Perren (1999) argues that the contributing factors to 
business success depend on entrepreneurial characteristics and traits. 
D’Cruz and Rugman (1992) assert that the ability to design, produce, 
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and market products or services superior to their close rivals would 
determine the level of the firms’ competitiveness. Likewise, Kaplan 
and Warren (2007) also argue that innovation is no more a luxury, 
but a necessity for a firm. Therefore, many empirical studies were 
conducted to examine the relationship between this strategic factor 
and firm performance (see Bakar & Ahmad, 2010). 
Changes in the global market in the recent period have drawn much 
attention to the concept of competency and skill. In the business 
area, Peterson and Van Fleet (2004) contend that many management 
scholars and practitioners believe that the managers should master a 
mix of basic skills in order to perform their roles effectively in business. 
Moreover, managers cannot effectively plan, direct, control, or assess 
work activities without these basic skills (O’Neal, 1985). In these 
views, however, there is no further explanation by prior researchers 
as to what types of fundamental skills should be possessed by the 
managers. 
Basically, the terms of skills, expertise, acumen, competency (Smith 
& Morse, 2005), qualities and/or values (Rudmann, 2008) are used 
interchangeably in the literature.  Skill is a quality of performance which 
depends not only on individual natural ability, but also on training, 
practice and experience (Adeyemo, 2009). In entrepreneurship, in 
order to ensure a superior performance, a firm must develop and 
practise a unique set of skills ahead of its competitors (Barney, 1991; 
Mahoney, 1995). Many previous literature argue that it is necessary for 
owners or managers in small-scale businesses to possess appropriate 
skills and ability before running the businesses (Okpara & Wynn, 
2007). 
Accordingly, business competencies are also related to the 
characteristics of the entrepreneurs themselves (Guzmán-Cuevas, 
Cáceres-Carrasco, & Riberio-Soriano, 2009), such as education, work 
experience as well as motivation (Santos & Bode, 2012). Today, in 
order to succeed and sustain in the global competitive market, an 
entrepreneur needs to possess various types of entrepreneurial and 
managerial skills (Akande, 2011). Unfortunately, studies on the 
relationship between managerial competencies and small business 
growth are rather scarce. Inspired by the model developed by Katz 
(1955), this study adopted his managerial skill model as determinants 
of small business growth. The set of managerial competencies studied 
were technical, generic (also known as human skills), and conceptual 
skills.
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Technical skill is knowledge about and the proficiency in a specific 
type of work or activity. It includes competencies in a specialized 
area, analytical ability, and the ability to use appropriate tools and 
techniques (Katz, 1955). To Botha, Nieman and Vuuren (2006), 
technical skills can be defined as knowledge or techniques to attain 
certain goals. Many studies identify the relationship between technical 
skills and business growth. For instance, a study by Chandler and 
Jansen (1992) found that technical or functional competencies were 
positively related to firm growth, besides the ability to recognise 
opportunities, political competency, drive venture through to fruition 
and human competency. Moreover, managers and employees are 
advised to possess a wide variety of technical workplace skills to 
allow them work with advanced technologies (Combs, Liu, Hall, & 
Ketchen, 2006). Thus, the first hypothesis is:
H1: Technical skills are significantly related to small business growth.
Generic skills (also known as interpersonal/human/soft skills) can be 
defined as the specific ability or competency derived from individual 
knowledge and practice in doing a task (Abu Mansor,  Ahmad, Din, 
Hanissah, & Mohd Noor, 1999). In simple words human skill is 
knowledge and ability to work with people or known as people skills 
(Katz, 1955). Various studies found that generic skills are one of the 
critical skills needed by business operators. A study by Ibrahim and 
Goodwin (1986) found that interpersonal skills is a factor contributing 
to the success of a small business. Likewise, interpersonal workplace 
skills and competencies are important to entrepreneurs that allow 
them to function optimally in today’s high performing organisations 
(Combs et al., 2006). A study by Rahman, Mokhtar, Yassin, & Hamzah 
(2011) identified the development of generic skills in Malaysia. 
From the 145 pieces of data collected, the results showed that the 
respondents’ generic skills are moderately high and the researchers 
suggested that the entrepreneurs should further acquire generic skills 
because these skills help individuals to perform effectively in their 
workplace and later contribute to the firm. Given the importance 
of generic skills in business growth, a hypothesis can be stated as 
follows:
H2: Generic skills are positively related to small business growth.
Generally, according to Katz (1955), conceptual skills involve the 
ability to work with ideas and concepts. They are central to creating 
a vision and strategic plan of the firm. Furthermore, they can be 
defined as the ability of managers to see the organisation as a whole 
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and solve problems from a systemic point of view. Moreover, 
conceptual skills are required by managers more than technical or 
interpersonal skills. Likewise, they also involve the ability to analyse 
a situation and distinguish between causes and effects (see Jones & 
George, 2008). Unfortunately, literature pertaining to the evaluation 
of specific conceptual skills is still limited, more so in the context of 
Malaysia. The study by Al-Madhoun and Analoui (2003) found that 
for senior managers to be effective, analytical and conceptual skills are 
required. Hence, this study aimed to focus on the specific conceptual 
skills of managers as a need to business growth. Consequently, the 
relationship between conceptual skills and business performance can 
be formulated as:
H3: Conceptual skills are significantly related to small business growth.
Research Methods
Samples
This study adopted a purposive sampling method, where the samples 
were obtained from a specific group of people, who could provide the 
desired information, either because they are the only ones who have 
it, or conform to some criteria set by the study (Sekaran, 2003). To 
be qualified as potential respondents, small businesses were selected 
when they met the following criteria; the firm must have not more 
than 75 full-time employees; it must have been in operation for at 
least three years and above; the respondent must be the owner or 
manager of the firm; and a participant of a microfinance programme.
A total of 300 self-administered questionnaires were distributed to the 
identified respondents. However, after about four months of the data 
collection exercise, 238 (79.3 per cent response rate) questionnaires 
were considered to be legitimate and met the required criteria for this 
research. The sample size of 238 was sufficient according to Roscoe’s 
(1975) rule of thumb (30 to 500 samples) and met the Structural 
Equation Model (SEM) requirement (150-400 samples) as suggested 
by Hair, Anderson, Tahtam, and Black (2006).
A summary of the 238 samples in this study is shown in Table 1. 
It shows that most of the respondents were female (87.8 per cent). 
The majority of the participants were aged between 41 to 50 years 
old (45.4 per cent). In terms of the educational level, over half of the 
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respondents had attended secondary school (78.5 per cent) and had 
experience of between 5 to 10 years (70.6 per cent) in business. As 
expected, a majority of the respondents was involved in the services 
sector (88.2 per cent) in line with Malaysian statistics (SME Annual 
Report, 2012).
Table 1 
Profile of the Samples
Variables Frequency (n=238) Per cent (100.0)
Gender
     Male 29 12.1
     Female 209 87.8
Age
     21–30 years old 25 10.5
     31–40 years old 49 20.6
     41–50 years old 108 45.4
     51–60 years old 54 22.7
     Above 60 years old 2 0.8
Education
     Primary school 25 10.5
     Secondary school 187 78.5
     Tertiary education 18 7.6
     Others 8 3.4
Business Activities
     Services 210 88.2
     Manufacturing 9 3.8
     Construction 13 5.5
     Agricultural 6 2.5
Experience 
     Less than 5 years 35 14.7
     5–10 years 168 70.6
     More than 10 years 35 14.7
Source. Based on the sample survey.
Measurement
The dependent variable for this study was small business growth, 
represented by nine items, namely market share, sales, profitability, 
growth, productivity, product quality, number of employees and 
overall performance; adapted from previous studies (examples, Voola, 
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& O’Cass, 2010; Ar & Baki, 2011). All the items for business growth 
were measured by a seven-point scale, ranging from “significantly 
lower” (1) to “significantly higher” (7). 
The independent variables for this study were management 
competencies, which were divided into a three-category typology of 
skills, namely technical, generic and conceptual skills. All the items 
were measured by a seven-point scale, ranging from 1 (= “strongly 
disagree”) to 7 (= “strongly agree”). Technical skills consisted of five 
items, which were: ability to design quality products,  ability to provide 
business documentation, taking advantage of technology, ability to 
design user-friendly products and ability to design products that 
meet market requirements, adapted from Botha et al. (2006), Bailey 
and Mitchell (2007) and Goles, Hawk, and Kaiser (2008). Likewise, 
generic skills were represented by five items, such as dividing the 
right task to the worker, problem solving, giving and receiving 
constructive criticism, oral communication as well as the ability to do 
multiple tasks at one time. The items were modified from Petridou and 
Charalambos (2001) and Rahman et al. (2011).  Conceptual skills also 
comprised five items, i.e. ability to grab every business opportunity, 
ability to face any risk, ability to identify business opportunity, ability 
to maintain a good relationship with partners, ability to find business 
opportunities (e.g. new markets and customers) and ability to think 
of a strategic plan consistent with the firm’s goal. Most items were 
modified from Ahmad, Ramayah, Wilson, & Kummerow (2011) and 
Botha et al. (2006).
In order to avoid distortion of the data analysis and the problems with 
result interpretation, the two control variables that, according to the 
prior literature, could present higher effects on the firm’s performance 
were firm’s size and age. Firm size was measured by the number of 
employees and firm’s age was represented by the number of years 
since the establishment of the firm (Pelham, 2000; Wijewardena & 
Cooray, 1995).
Measurement Model: Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Following Anderson and Gerbing (1988) as well as Prajogo (2007), 
a two-step process was employed in this study to separate the 
measurement model from the structural model. According to 
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Montoya-Weiss and Calantone (1994), the measurement model for 
unidimensionality, validity and reliability could be conducted after the 
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) is performed. The establishment 
of scale unidimensionality starts by checking the factorial structure 
of each construct. Following Mueller and Hancock (2006), the items 
with a low factor loading (< 0.50 for a news developed model, < 0.60 
for an existing model) should be deleted first; and the data should be 
re-calculated again until the goodness-of-fit value is achieved. Hair et 
al. (2006) and Holmes-Smith (2006) suggested that the goodness-of-fit 
should consider at least one index from absolute fit, incremental fit 
and parsimonious fit as shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Index Category and the Level of Acceptance for Every Index
Category Name of Index 
(Label)
Level of Acceptance
1. Absolute fit Chi-square (X2) P > 0.05
Root Mean Square 
Error of 
Approximation 
(RMSEA)
Range 0.05–0.10 acceptable
Goodness of Fit 
Index (GFI)
≥ 0.90
2. Incremental fit Adjusted Goodness 
of Fit Index 
(AGFI)
≥ 0.90
Comparative Fit 
Index (CFI)
≥ 0.90
Tucker Lewis  
Index (TLI)
≥ 0 .90
Normed Fit  
Index (NFI)
≥ 0.90
3. Parsimonious fit Chisq/df (X2/df) ≥ 5.0
Source. Adapted from Hair et al. (2006).
Several actions or options have to be taken achieve a better model 
fit when the data faces an unfit situation as mentioned by Hair et 
al. (2006). They are: (a) path estimate – dropping the low loading by 
rule of thumb where loadings should be at least at 0.50 and ideally 
0.70 or higher, (b) standardized residuals – detecting a potentially 
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unacceptable degree of error in the same construct and re-creating 
covariance arrow between those two items, (c) modification indices 
– dropping the items that show high modification indices, and (d) 
specification search – an empirical trial-and-error approach by using 
model diagnostics to suggest changes in the model.
In the unidimensionality process, this study dropped five items in the 
model in order to achieve model fitness. This resulted in; X2 = 550.758; 
df = 146, X2/df = 4.855; NFI = 0.916, TLI = 0.914; CFI = 0.932; RMSEA 
= 0.097, which met the model fitness requirement (X2 = > 0.05; X2/df = 
< 5.0; NFI = ≥ 0.90; TLI = ≥ 0.90; CFI = ≥ 0.90; RMSEA = 0.05 to 0.10). 
Finally, 12 items out of 18 items were retained and used for the next 
analysis.
According to Hair et al. (2006), after a measurement model fit (CFA) 
was achieved and before proceeding with a structural model, it is 
necessary to determine the construct validity and reliability of the 
model. Firstly, convergent validity can be achieved when all items in 
a measurement model are statistically significant verified by Average 
Variance Extracted (AVE) (AVE ≥ 0.50). Hence, all the constructs in 
the model satisfied the convergent validity test since the AVE value 
ranged from 0.853 to 0.939. Secondly, in order to examine discriminant 
validity, the study adopted the method suggested by previous 
studies (see Hair et al., 2006), where the AVE should be greater than 
the squared correlation estimate (r2). The test in this study indicated 
that  all the constructs fulfilled the discriminant validity requirement 
(AVE ≥ r2). Thirdly, internal reliability was tested by using Cronbach’s 
Alpha value, where the value should be higher or equal to 0.70 to 
meet internal reliability rules (Sekaran, 2003). All the constructs for 
the study were higher than 0.70 (range 0.957 to 0.984) thus achieving 
internal reliability. Lastly, construct reliability (CR) can be tested by 
following the rule of thumb of CR (CR ≥ 0.60) (Hair et al., 2006). The 
CR value for the constructs in this study was found to range from 
0.958 to 0.984, meeting construct reliability.
The Findings
The means, standard deviations, and correlations are depicted in Table 
3. Generally, most of the firms were in the industry for more than ten 
years (mean age = 13.85), but their size was very small (mean firm 
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size, 2.84). For the purpose of analysis, scales 1 to 3 were regarded as 
low level, scale 4 as moderate, and scales 5 to 7 as high. Judging from 
the mean values of technical skills (mean = 5.92), generic skills (mean 
= 5.90), and conceptual skills (mean = 6.08), a large portion of the 
respondents surpassed the high scale level of all variables. Probably 
due to the high level of managerial competencies, the growth of the 
small business (mean = 5.92) was high, too. The standard deviation is 
a measure of how spread out the numbers are. It shows the variation 
or dispersion for the study is between 1.00 and 1.12 from the mean.
The correlation coefficients which describe the significance and 
strength of relationship among the constructs are wellreflected in 
Table 3. As illustrated in this table, the correlations for the independent 
variables ranged between 0.519 and 0.759. The value of the correlations 
between the independent variables indicates no problem with 
multicollinearity, since it does not exceed 0.80 (Kennedy, 2003). This 
suggests that the multicollinearity assumption is not violated in this 
study (Kennedy, 2003; Pallant, 2007). 
Table 3
Descriptive Statistics of Variables and Correlations
Source. Based on the sample survey.
Notes. Correlation test used Pearson correlation, ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 
level (2-tailed), * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
After conducting the CFA and fitting the selected indices, all the 
variables in the measurement model were transformed to the 
structural model, where all the covariance arrows were replaced 
by one-way arrows, indicating the causal relationship among the 
variables. This resulted in: X2 = 611.520; df = 176; X2/df = 4.906; NFI = 
0.907; TLI = 0.904; CFI = 0.917; RMSEA = 0.082. For clarity purpose, the 
model was redrawn as depicted in Figure 1 and Table 4. 
Variables Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 
1. Business age  13.85 9.29 1.000     
2. Business size  2.84 2.82 0.282** 1.000    
3. Technical skills  5.92 1.02 -0.069 -0.134* 1.000   
4. Generic skills  5.90 1.12 -0.129* -0.110 0.742** 1.000  
5. Conceptual skills  6.08 1.00 -0.110 -0.010 0.694** 0.759** 1.000 
6. Business growth  5.92 1.05 -0.181** -0.191** 0.519** 0.577** 0.518** 
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***Significant at 0.001 level (2-tailed); *Significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Figure 1. Structural model of the relationship between management 
competencies and small business growth.
Table 4
SEM Results of the Structural Paths
Path S.E. C.R. P Result
Small 
business 
growth
<--- Technical skills 0.696 1.837 0.046 Supported
Small 
business 
growth
<--- Generic skills 0.281 3.229 0.001 Supported
Small 
business 
growth
<--- Conceptual skills 0.294 2.049 0.040 Supported
 
Technical 
Skills 
Generic  
Skills 
Technical 
Skills 
SMALL BUSINESS 
GROWTH 
Business Age 
 
Business Size 
 
*0.696 
 
***0.281 
 
*0.294 
 
-0.140 
 
-0.066 
 
(continued)
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Path S.E. C.R. P Result
Small 
business 
growth
<--- Age –0.066 –1.507 0.132 Not 
supported
Small 
business 
growth
<--- Size –0.140 –1.598 .110 Not 
supported
Source. The output is based on the Structural Model.
Referring to Figure 1 and Table 4, Hypothesis 1 was supported where 
technical skills were significantly related to small business growth 
(r = 0.696, p = 0.05). In other words, the regression weight for technical 
skills in the prediction of small business growth was significantly 
different from zero at the 0.05 level (two-tailed). Likewise, the 
study found that Hypothesis 2 was supported where generic skills 
did translate on the growth of small business (r = 0.281, p = 0.001), 
indicating the regression weight for generic skills in the prediction 
of small business growth was significantly different from zero at 
the 0.001 level (two-tailed). Similarly, Hypothesis 3 was also fully 
supported by the study, when conceptual skills were significantly 
related to small business growth (r = 0.294, p = 0.05). This indicated 
that the regression weight for conceptual skills in the prediction of 
small business growth was significantly different from zero at the 0.05 
level (two-tailed).
Conversely, all the control variables were not significantly related 
to small business growth. Contradicting numerous previous studies 
(examples, Pelham, 2000; Wijewardena & Cooray, 1995), age and 
size of the firm did not influence small business growth. Although, 
a large firm is believed to show more growth compared to small 
business (Birley & Westhead, 1990), this is not evident in this study. 
Since all the samples were the owners of small businesses, the growth 
variation was quite similar. More than half of the firms in this study 
were up to ten years old, which may explain why the variation in this 
factor did not significantly change business growth. As reminded by 
Dyke, Fischer, and Reuber (1992), experience does not guarantee the 
existing competency and expertise of an entrepreneur related to the 
need of the present business.
Discussion
The aim of this study is to identify the relationship between 
managerial competencies (technical, generic and conceptual skills) 
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and small business growth. As argued by Okpara and Wynn (2007), 
for the success of small-scale enterprises, the owners themselves 
must possess appropriate skills and ability before running a business. 
Consistently, the Resources-Based View (RBV) explains that valuable 
resources and capabilities available are the sources of effective 
business growth (Barney, 1991; Mahoney, 1995). Moreover, Thompson 
(2001) argues that external factors relating to skill affect the overall 
firm’s performance. They have been identified as a specific group of 
competencies relevant to the exercise of development of small and 
new businesses (Nuthall, 2006). Hence, Terry (2005) contends that 
entrepreneurs should acquire their own basic skills before they are 
able to start, develop and manage their own business.  
Generally, this study confirms that managerial competencies among 
the entrepreneurs play a crucial role in small business growth as 
argued by Man, Thomas, Theresa, and Chan (2002). Consistent with 
numerous prior findings (examples, Petridou, & Charalambos, 2001; 
Bailey & Mitchell, 2007), technical skills are needed by a business 
owner, which contribute to the growth of small business. The findings 
of this study support a study by Rahman et al. (2011), which showed 
that generic skills helped individuals to perform effectively, and they 
directly contributed to a firm’s growth. Generic skills are important 
because they help learners to be more reflective and self-directed 
(Hager, Holland, & Beckett, 2002). 
This study also found that conceptual skills of the entrepreneur are 
important in contributing to business growth in line with numerous 
studies specifically in developing countries (see Benzing, Chu, & Bove, 
2005; Chu, Benzing, & McGee, 2007). Some scholars cautioned that 
skill is typically driven by aspirations to achieve superior performance 
and business success (Spencer & Spencer, 1993). Prior to that, Huck 
and McEwen (1991), found that the most important competency 
areas are management, planning and budgeting as well as marketing 
and selling. Specific competencies identified within those areas are 
maintaining financial records, possessing human relations skills and 
establishing goals and objectives. 
Conclusion 
This study examined the relationship between managerial 
competencies and small business growth. By using a self-administered 
questionnaire, 238 samples were collected from small business 
owners. The structural equation modelling confirmed that managerial 
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competencies, namely technical, generic and conceptual skills had 
significant influences on small business growth. It consolidates 
theories that managerial competencies explained business growth.
Despite its contributions, this study also has several limitations and 
drawbacks. It is limited to closed-ended questions, where responses 
were fixed to a set of predetermined questions. The respondents were 
not given the opportunity to provide additional input and comments. 
Thus, future research should modify the questions by adopting a 
mixed format, enabling the respondents to furnish additional input 
and comments. The research was limited to Kelantan and Terengganu 
only. A broader geographic sampling to include more large urban and 
rural areas would better reflect the national profile. Future research 
may be strengthened by using a sample comprising a more diverse 
set of businesses. 
Another approach could be to conduct a longitudinal nationwide 
study to identify the factors that hinder small business growth. 
Future research should collect data on a longitudinal basis to help 
draw causal inferences and validate the findings of this study. In 
terms of competencies construct, this study focused and adapted 
the managerial competencies model proposed by Robert Katz (1955) 
which consist of three core skills such as technical, generic and 
conceptual skills, while there are many more entrepreneurial. Future 
researchers could extend this study by examining and adding more 
components and variables associated with managerial competencies 
relevant to small business owners.
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Appendix
Measurement of the variables (Label) (AVE) (CR) (Cronbach’s Alpha)
Business Growth (SBG) (0.876) (0.958) (0.956)  
Compared to main competitors, indicate your level of business 
performance in the last 3 years. (1 = Significantly Lower............. 
4 = Unchanged............. 7 = Significantly Higher)
•	 Sales (BG1)      
•	 Market share (BG2)   
•	 Customer satisfaction (BG3)-Deleted  
•	 Product quality(BG4)-Deleted    
•	 Profitability (BG5)    
•	 Production levels (BG6)  
•	 Number of employees (BG7)    
•	 Productivity (output per labour) (BG8)   
•	 The overall performance (organizational and market) (BG9) 
Management Competencies
Indicate the level of agreement on ALL statements below: 
(1 = Strongly Disagree ............….. 4 = Medium............. 7 = Strongly 
Agree)
Technical skills (TS) 0.859) (0.960) (0.959) 
My participation in the microfinance programme has improved my 
technical skills in: 
•	 Marketing the quality products   (T1)
•	 Providing documentation/business reports/accounts (T2)-Deleted
•	 Using the latest technology  (T4)
•	 Marketing the product with new ideas (T3) 
•	 Designing the product that meets market/customer requirement 
(T5) 
Generic skills (GS) (0.939) (0.984) (0.984)
•	 My participation in the microfinance programme has improved 
my generic skills in:
•	 Dividing the right task to the worker (G1) 
•	 Solving the problem (G2) – Deleted   
•	 Giving and receiving constructive criticism (G3) 
•	 Oral communication (G4) 
•	 Doing multiple tasks at one time (G5)
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My participation in the microfinance programme has improved my 
conceptual skills in:
Conceptual skills (CS) (0.853) (0.958) (0.956) 
•	 Grabbing business opportunity (C1)
•	 Risking propensity (C2)- Deleted
•	 Maintaining a good relationship (C3)
•	 Opportunity identification 
•	 Strategic planning (C4)
Notes: All values in parentheses are values after deleted items.
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Abstract
The purpose of the study is to understand the role of self-efficacy in 
influencing entrepreneurial orientations of small scale Malay entrepreneurs. 
Entrepreneurial orientations are consistently found to influence performance 
quite positively. Therefore, the understanding of how strong self-efficacy 
influences entrepreneurial orientations would also help in identifying 
ways to improve the performance of small scale businesses. There was a 
lack of research to see what drives business owners to choose among the 
entrepreneurial orientations, while there were so many researches conducted 
to see the impact of entrepreneurial orientations on performance. Thus, 
finding what influences entrepreneurial orientations would be a significant 
contribution to the field of entrepreneurship. The samples comprised of 162 
small scale Malay SMEs in the manufacturing industry in all the states 
of Malaysia. The Rasch Measurement Model was used for the purpose of 
construct reliability and validity. In order to identify the influence of self-
efficacy on entrepreneurial orientations and its two dimensions (proactivity 
and innovativeness), a simple linear regression and independent-t test 
were undertaken by using the SPSS as a tool. The findings indicated that 
self-efficacy was significantly related to entrepreneurial orientation and 
self-efficacy of the Malay entrepreneurs has affected innovativeness more 
strongly than the proactive dimension of entrepreneurial orientations. The 
independent-t test also was able to identify that Malay entrepreneurs with 
high self-efficacy level were more entrepreneurial than Malay entrepreneurs 
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with low self-efficacy. The findings give important implications to 
management consultants whose clients are SMEs to design training modules 
that specifically focus on developing self-efficacy among average performing 
SMEs because self-efficacy was found to improve the entrepreneurial 
orientations of entrepreneurs. 
Keywords: Self-efficacy, entrepreneurial orientations, innovativeness and 
proactivity. 
Introduction
The literature indicates a growing number of studies on entrepreneurial 
motivation and orientation which include self-efficacy (SE) as an 
explanatory variable. SE becomes one of the most studied topics of 
today, especially in psychology, after Bandura’s (1977) seminal paper 
was published. SE turned out to be important because, as discovered 
by Bandura and other research scholars, SE could have an impact on 
everything from the psychological state to behaviour to motivation. 
Bandura found that an individual’s SE plays a major role in how 
goals, tasks and challenges are approached. 
Self-efficacy is defined as an individual’s belief (or confidence) 
about his or her abilities to mobilize motivation, cognitive resources, 
and courses of action needed to successfully execute a specific task 
within a given context (Bandura, 1997; Stajkovic & Luthans, 2003). 
Other concepts similar to self-efficacy identified by Mitchell and 
Daniels (2003), which have been used by other research scholars 
include personal agency beliefs, personal efficacy, capacity beliefs, 
and perceived competence. The importance of SE to owner-managers 
of SMEs can be seen very clearly in the definition. However, the 
importance of SE is discussed most often by scholars in education 
(Dinther, Docky, &  Segers, 2011; Howell, 2007) and has been 
given attention by research scholars in entrepreneurship only quite 
recently (Drnovsek, Wincent, & Cardon 2010; Hmieleski & Baron, 
2008). Sadly, research on self-efficacy among Malay entrepreneurs 
in Malaysia is lacking. Thus, it is the hope of this paper to fill the 
research gap and expects that more research on the roles of self-
efficacy on entrepreneurial behaviours could be conducted especially 
in Malaysia. This is because self-efficacy is not inborn rather could be 
developed and trained. If the role is found important, more effective 
training could be designed specifically to improve the self-efficacy 
of entrepreneurs. Therefore, the purpose of this study is twofold. 
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Firstly, it attempts to identify the relationship between self-efficacy 
and entrepreneurial orientations.  Secondly, it aims at investigating 
the impact of self-efficacy on each dimension of the entrepreneurial 
orientations of entrepreneurs of small scale SMEs.
Literature Review
Self-efficacy
Self-efficacy is seen as task-specific self-confidence by McShane 
& Glinow, (2008) and self-efficacy for a specific task is claimed by 
them to be a robust predictor of an individual’s performance in that 
task and helps to explain why people of equal ability can perform 
differently. For example, an individual with high self-efficacy for a 
given task will exert more effort for a greater length of time, persist 
through set backs, set and accept higher goals, and develop better 
plans and strategies for the task. 
Moreover, a person with high self-efficacy is believed to take negative 
feedback in a positive manner and use that feedback to improve his 
or her performance. These motivational attributes are described by 
McShane and Glinow (2008) as important to the entrepreneurial 
process because they believed that business situations are often 
ambiguous; hence effort, persistence, and planning are important. 
Since it is broader and covers multiple performance levels, it is 
relevant to study self-efficacy among business owners to understand 
their behaviours. This is because in business, tasks are not specific, 
but are multiple in nature.
In addition, self-efficacy is a useful concept for explaining human 
behaviour as research reveals that it plays an influential role in 
determining an individual’s choice, level of effort, and perseverance 
(Chen, Gully, & Eden, 2004). Simply stated, individuals with high 
self-efficacy for a certain task are more likely to pursue and then 
persist in that task than those individuals who possess low self-
efficacy (Bandura, 1997).  Pursuing goals and persistence in efforts are 
described by Pinder (1998) as two important elements of motivation. 
Interestingly, McShane and Glinow (2008) claimed that pursuing 
goals and persistence in efforts involved cognitive thinking which 
has been described by Bandura as ‘self-efficacy’.  For that reason, 
self-efficacy is regarded as internal motivation by the present study. 
According to Bandura (1989), people with a strong sense of SE would:
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1. View challenging problems as tasks to be mastered.
2. Develop deeper interest in the activities in which they 
participate.
3. Form a stronger sense of commitment to their interest and 
activities.
4. Recover quickly from setbacks and disappointment.
However, people with a weak SE would:
1. Avoid challenging tasks.
2. Believe that difficult tasks and situations were beyond their 
capabilities.
3. Focus on personal failures and negative outcomes.
4. Quickly lose confidence in personal abilities.
Those listed effects of self-efficacy highlight the power it has on 
behaviours. The effects of self-efficacy on someone as posited by 
Bandura (1997) above could help us see how an entrepreneur or 
business-owner would react to challenges and opportunities if 
his or her self-efficacy is high or low. Since self-efficacy reflects 
the confidence level of someone to do certain tasks, those who are 
involved in business may already have a certain level of self-efficacy. 
This is because to make a decision to be involved in business is a 
big decision which requires a high degree of courage and confidence. 
So those who are entrepreneurial might have a high sense of self-
efficacy. This assumption is made based on the basic principle that 
lies in the theory of self-efficacy (derived from the Social Cognitive 
Theory developed by Bandura).
The basic principle that lies in the theory of self-efficacy is that people 
are likely to engage in activities that they perceive themselves to be 
competent in. To perceive as being competent or having the capability 
to handle tasks provides forces that motivate people to proceed with 
what they intend to do. With regards to entrepreneurship and SMEs, 
business-owners will be more likely to attempt to have perseverance, 
and to be successful in business. Thus, he or she has a sense of 
efficacy. When he or she fails, this may occur because he or she either 
lacks the ability to succeed or because he or she has the ability but 
lacks the sense of efficacy to use his or her ability well. Further, self-
efficacy was discussed by Robbins and Coulter (2007) as an important 
motivational element as it is able to increase or reduce an individual’s 
effort. 
With the above views, the present study used self-efficacy as a 
motivational variable in understanding the internal motivational 
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drive of Malay business-owners to grow. Compared to the “need 
for achievement” drive, “self-efficacy” is closely related to one’s 
perception about his or her ability to perform. The present study 
holds that if the Malay SMEs were found to have a low level of self-
efficacy, appropriate training on specific skills and competencies 
(since self-efficacy is seen as task-specific self-confidence) that could 
help improve their confidence level, needs to be suggested. 
In addition, recent studies suggest that an individual’s self-efficacy 
might be elevated through training and education; thus, potentially 
improving the rate of entrepreneurial activities (Florin, Karri, 
& Rossiter, 2007; Mueller & Goic, 2003; Zhao, Seibert, & Hills, 
2005). However, if they were found otherwise, that is, producing 
low performance, further investigation on their relationship with 
personal values and regional variation should be made to explain the 
possibility. This is because personal values are claimed to be a strong 
factor to influence behaviour (see the discussion of personal values 
and entrepreneurial orientations in Section 2.7.2), thus they could 
give greater impact on entrepreneurial orientations than self-efficacy. 
Another possible explanation could be due to the moderating effect 
of regional variations (environment) on the relationship between self-
efficacy and behaviours. This was indicated by Hornsby, Naffziger, 
Kuratko and Montagno (1993) that entrepreneurial behaviour 
is a function of the interaction between the entrepreneur (traits, 
personalities, values, motivation) and organizational situation. 
In a review of Albert Bandura’s work, Stajkovic and Luthens (2003) 
have given a brief, but clear explanation of the SE concept:
… This increasingly recognized psychological construct 
deals specifically with the control of human action through 
people’s beliefs in their capabilities to affect the environment 
and produce desired outcomes by their actions. For instance, 
unless employees believe that they can gather up the 
necessary behavioral, cognitive, and motivational resources 
to successfully execute the task in question (whether working 
on a product/service or developing a strategic plan), they will 
most likely dwell on the formidable aspects of the required 
performance, exert insufficient effort, and as a result, not 
do well or even fail on the task. This personal confidence, or 
more precisely self-efficacy, plays a pivotal role in SCT (Social 
Cognitive Theory). 
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Thus, with a clear concept of self-efficacy provided by Stajkovic and 
Luthens (2003), it is relevant to study its effect on Malay entrepreneurs. 
If a low sense of self-efficacy were found, there would be ways to 
improve because as mentioned by Florin et al. (2007), Mueller and 
Goic (2003), Zhao et al. (2005), self-efficacy can be gained through 
training, learning and observing others (described in Social Cognitive 
Theory). 
Motivation and Entrepreneurial Orientation 
Since literature on how self-efficacy influences entrepreneurial 
orientations is still lacking, the review was made on literature that 
illustrated the significant relationship between motivation (any type 
of motivation) and entrepreneurial orientations/behaviours. A review 
of the entrepreneurship literature revealed some empirical works of 
Lumpkin and Erdogan (2004), Poon, Aidnudin and Junit (2006), Zhao 
et al. (2005), Forbes (2005), Hmieleski and Baron, (2008), Drnovsek 
et al. (2010), Kumar (2007) and Mohd et al. (2014) that suggest 
motivation influences entrepreneurial orientations. Poon et al. (2006) 
who conducted a study on the self-concept trait, entrepreneurial 
orientation and performance, found that entrepreneurial orientations 
mediated the relationship between self-concept traits (including 
self-efficacy) and performance. Lumpkin and Erdogan (2004) 
found that only certain psychological characteristics predict certain 
entrepreneurial orientations. In their study, innovativeness is found 
to be related positively only to risk-taking propensity motivation, 
while product innovativeness is correlated negatively to tolerance for 
ambiguity motivation, and competitiveness is positively correlated 
to internal locus of control motivation. These reveal to us that 
entrepreneurial orientations only resulted from certain drives that are 
specific to entrepreneurs’ traits (motivation).  Internal locus of control 
and risk-taking propensity were important motivational traits that 
led entrepreneurs to be proactive, innovative, competitive, or risk- 
taking.
In the aspect of motivational factors that drive entrepreneurs to 
behave entrepreneurially, many studies (McClelland & Koestner, 
1992; Lumpkin & Erdogan, 2004; Forbes, 2005; Kumar, 2007; 
Markman, Baron, & Balkon, 2005; Hmieleski & Baron, 2008; Mohd 
et al., 2014) showed that motivational factors like self-efficacy, 
achievement orientation, and internal control are positively related to 
entrepreneurial orientation (either innovative, proactive, competitive, 
autonomy, or risk-taking). For example, McClelland and Koestner 
(1992) suggested that people with high levels of achievement 
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motivation would be future-oriented and take tasks seriously if they 
believed that current tasks would influence future goals. In the most 
recent study, Mohd et al. (2014) found that self-efficacy motivation did 
not only influence entrepreneurial orientations but it also mediated 
the relationship between personal values and entrepreneurial 
orientation. For instance, Lumpkin and Erdogan (2004) found that 
achievement motivation is positively correlated with proactivity 
and innovativeness. This is consistent with the classic findings of 
McClelland (1992) who was the first to relate achievement motivation 
to entrepreneurship.
Quite recently, self-efficacy has been  found to correlate positively 
with innovativeness (Kumar, 2007), new venture creation and goal 
attainment (Hmieleski & Baron, 2008; Forbes, 2005). Their studies 
suggest that the high self-efficacy of an entrepreneur is likely to 
influence his or her ability to see the positive potential outcomes that 
might accrue from new ventures and pursue those goals vigorously. 
Self-efficacy is also found to be the factor that has differentiated 
entrepreneurs from non-entrepreneurs (Markman, Balkin, & Baron, 
2002; Chen, Green, & Crick, 1998), where entrepreneurs have been 
found to have high self-efficacy. A high level of self-efficacy could 
help entrepreneurs maintain their efforts for goal attainment until 
their initial goals are met (Gist, 1989). This suggests the connection 
between high self-efficacy and proactive behaviours. This is because 
goal attainment results from an individual who believes in the positive 
potential of his or her own ability to succeed. This in turn encourages 
him or her to take proactive actions rather than just wait and see 
others take action first. Different from achievement and internal locus 
of control drive, self-efficacy could be learnt and improved (Rauch & 
Frese, 2007). Therefore, low and average achievement business owners 
could still have the chance to be entrepreneurial and successful if 
they knew how to improve their level of self-efficacy because self- 
efficacy was found to be a predictor of entrepreneurial orientations 
and performance. 
Interestingly, Poon et al. (2006) and Cools (2008) found otherwise. 
They found no predictive effect of an internal locus of control on 
entrepreneurial orientations. Quite astonishingly, Cools (2008) 
found that self-efficacy is negatively related to proactive behaviour, 
and achievement motivation has been found to have no impact on 
people’s willingness to introduce new products, to be proactive 
towards environment and to take risks. These inconsistent findings 
need further investigation. Therefore, the hypotheses of the present 
study were developed.
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H1:  There is a positive relationship between self-efficacy and entrepreneurial 
orientations. 
H2: Owner-managers with strong self-efficacy level are more entrepreneurial 
than those with low self-efficacy  level.
Research Methods
A cross-sectional research design was used to examine the relationships 
between self-efficacy motivation and entrepreneurial orientation 
among the small scale Malay SMEs. The target population was Malay 
SMEs in the manufacturing industry. They were SMEs which have 
been in business for 5 to 10 years and have 5 to 50 employees. By 
using the MARA sampling frame which consisted of 1707 SMEs with 
the specified characteristics, 850 questionnaires were distributed 
using systematic random sampling. 
For this research, the size, the age of firm, and the industry were the 
control variables so that the relationship between internal motivation 
of self-efficacy and entrepreneurial orientations could be effectively 
examined (Rauch & Frese, 2007). 
H1 was tested employing the linear regression analysis and H2 was 
tested with the independent t-test. The Rasch Model was employed to 
investigate the psychometric properties of the utilized instrument for 
determining scale dimensionality, construct validity, endorsement of 
items, and estimation of items and person reliability. 
Measurement
For internal motivation, the self-efficacy variable, Chen et al.’s (2004) 
instrument was adopted. All questions were understood by the SMEs 
interviewed. There are 22 items which were measured on a 5 point 
Likert scale. The questions asked the respondents to rate the degree 
of surety in performing well in each of the roles and tasks listed in the 
questionnaire. 
For the entrepreneurial orientations variable, the instrument was 
adopted from Lumpkin and Dess (1996). The dimensions were: 
proactive, risk-taking, innovative and autonomy with a total of 
12-items with the scale ranging from 1 (Strongly Agree) to 5 (Strongly 
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Disagree). The competitive aggressiveness dimension was dropped 
from the list because as indicated by Okhomina (2010), competitive 
aggressiveness is found to be similar to proactivity (proactive 
actions reflect SMEs competitive behaviours (Schumpeter, 1950 as 
in Okhomina, 2010). The questions asked the respondents to rate 
the degree of agreement on the statement related to entrepreneurial 
orientation that best described their reaction. In the beginning all the 
four dimensions were included in the survey. However, the Rasch 
measurement model identified risk-taking and autonomous as 
irrelevant dimensions because all the items of these dimensions were 
known to be common to all entrepreneurs. All together, there were 34 
items in the questionnaire (22 items for SE and 12 items for EO).
Results and Analysis
Rasch Analysis
The data under study predictably fit the model as all the indicators 
(Cronbach Alpha, person reliability value, person measure, valid 
responses, item reliability value, and Standard Error) were in the 
accepted range. The Cronbach Alpha person raw score reliability 
of 0.93 and person reliability value of 0.90 indicate that the overall 
response reliability of the respondents was excellent. 12,150 responses 
were recorded; large enough to obtain useful stable person measure 
estimates and useful stable item calibrations.  With these good values of 
the indicators, it was expected that the data could produce statistically 
stable measures.  The item reliability of 0.97 indicates that the overall 
number of instruments used for the study were sufficient, with a very 
small standard error of item mean of 0.04.  Inspection of the infit and 
outfit means square scores of 34 items revealed that 17 items were 
outside the set cut off of 0.6 and 1.4, leaving 17 items valid for further 
analysis.  The 17 items left for further analysis were: 11 items of SE 
and 6 items of EO. The scalogram and the person-item map produced 
from the Rasch Model was evidence to prove that the construct (all 17 
items left) used for the study was valid because all the 17 items left 
were able to discriminate respondents with different levels of ability 
(different levels of agreement on the items). Variance explained by 
measure of 43 per cent which appeared in the unidimensionality test 
indicated that the instrument used for the study measured what it 
intended to measure.
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Demographic Profile
Out of the 850 questionnaires distributed, it was possible to collect only 
165. However, only 162 were useful as the other three questionnaires 
contained lots of missing data. The majority of the respondents were 
females who made up more than half of the sample group. The 
samples mostly had secondary level of education. 67.3 per cent of the 
respondents had been in business for five to six years. The majority of 
them had between 5 to 9 employees. 
The firm age and firm size were treated as control variables so that 
the relationships between SE and EO were not biased (Raush & Frese, 
2007; Field, 2013). The regression analysis between these control 
variables on entrepreneurial orientations showed that these variables 
had no significant relationship with EO indicating that they did not 
influence EO.  
Table 1 is the descriptive statistics for each variable. The high mean 
score for each variable shows that the respondents were quite 
entrepreneurial and had high self-efficacy.  The small value of SD 
reflected the small deviation of the mean score from the actual score. 
This showed the data was good to proceed with the hypothetical 
analysis.
Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for each Variable
Variable Mean SD
SE 4.0013 .49663
EO 3.6595 .69761
The first hypothesis was then tested to achieve the first objective of 
the research study, which was to identify the relationship between 
SE and EO. Two hypotheses were developed to achieve the second 
objective which was to investigate the impact of SE on EO of Malay 
entrepreneurs. The two hypotheses were developed because the 
impact should be investigated on each dimension of EO.  For H1, a 
linear regression was undertaken to determine the relationship. Table 
3 illustrates the results of the analysis.
As shown in Table 2, SE was significantly related to EOs β = 0.459 at 
p < 0.001. R2 of 0.210 indicating that SE accounted for 21.0 per cent of 
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variation in EO. This meant that for any change in EOs, SE contributed 
by 21 per cent. The F-ratio which was greater than 1 indicated SE as a 
predictor of EO, F(1, 160) = 42.597, p <  0.001. This analysis signalled 
the acceptance of H1.
Table 2
The Results of Linear Regression between Self-efficacy and Entrepreneurial 
Orientation
B S.E β R2 Adj R2 F
Constant .842 .203
SE .572 .088 .459* .210 .205 42.597
a  Predictors: (Constant), SE; dependent: EO; p < .001.
For H2, the impact was investigated by identifying whether 
entrepreneurs who had higher than average level of self-efficacy were 
more innovative and proactive than the group of owner-managers 
who had lower than average level of self-efficacy. The independent 
t-test are performed to achieve this objective. The results of the t-tests 
are shown in Table 3 and Table 4.
Table 3 demonstrates the different means of the two groups (High 
and Low SE) with regards to their innovativeness and proactivity. 
The groups with higher than average self-efficacy level had higher 
means of innovativeness (M= 2.5970, S.E = 0.05089) and proactivity 
(M = 2.1940, S.E = 0.05018) than groups with lower than average self-
efficacy level.
These results were supported by the main output of independent t-tests 
shown in Table 4. Table 4, indicates that self-efficacy level significantly 
affected innovativeness at p < 0.001; and proactivity at p < 0.01. 
However, for proactive orientation, the variances were significantly 
different across the groups F (109.937) = 19.269, p < 0.001. Hence, the 
result of the differences for proactivity was not meaningful because 
it violated the t-independence assumption. For innovativeness, the 
variances were equal across the groups. Therefore, the results of the 
whole analyses partially supported the hypothesis H4a, because a 
higher level of self-efficacy affected only innovativeness.
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Table 3
Comparison between Groups with Different Levels of Self-efficacy with 
Regards to Each Entrepreneurial Orientation Dimension
 SE N Mean SD SE Mean
Innovative Group with 
High SE
67 2.5970 .41656 .05089
 Group with 
Low SE 95 2.1649 .42072 .04317
Proactive Group with 
High SE 67 2.1940 .70149 .08570
 Group with 
Low SE 
95 1.9263 .48907 .05018
Table 4
The Results of the Independent t-tests Comparing Groups of H/L SE with 
Regard to Innovativeness and Proactivity as Dependent Variables (Test 
Variables)
Variable Levene’s Test for Equality of 
Variances
t-test for Equality of Means
F Sig. t df Sig. Mean 
DifF
SE of 
diff
95% confidence 
interval of the 
difference
   Lower Upper
Innovativeness 1.27 .262 6.46 160 .000 .432 .067 .300 .564
Proactivity 19.27 .000 2.69 109.94 .008 .268 .099 .071 .465
Discussion
The objective was to examine whether self-efficacy motivation was 
related to entrepreneurial orientations. There was a significant 
positive relationship between self-efficacy and entrepreneurial 
orientations, which means, the higher the level of self-efficacy the 
more entrepreneurial the person would be. This is because self-efficacy 
level is the confidence that an owner manager has on his or her ability 
to perform tasks related to business. If the level of self-efficacy is high, 
it means he or she is confident to perform difficult tasks. For instance, 
in order to be proactive (e.g. explore opportunities) and innovative 
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(e.g. create new products or venture into new business or market), 
one should have the confidence to take such actions. This explanation 
provides support to the link found between self-efficacy and 
entrepreneurial orientations in the study. This means that whichever 
behaviour someone chooses and how the behaviour is performed 
depend on the level of self-efficacy motivation. Thus, it is rational that 
the level of self-efficacy could influence someone to choose to be more 
or less entrepreneurial. This finding is supported by previous studies 
by McClelland and Koestner (1992), Zhao et al. (2005), Lumpkin and 
Erdogan (2004), Forbes (2005) and Kumar (2007), that motivation (be 
it self-efficacy, achievement motivation, internal locus of control) 
determines the entrepreneurial orientations of an entrepreneur. 
The findings are also compatible with Bandura’s (1989) theory of 
self-efficacy. According to the theory, before an individual initiates 
and pursues goal-directed tasks, he/she invokes personal cognitive 
capabilities to weigh, evaluate, and integrate information about 
personal skills relative to specific challenges and to form beliefs about 
probabilities of attaining success. The strength of these beliefs and 
certainty with which they are held are personal self-efficacy beliefs 
relative to that set of challenges. Thus, high self-efficacy reflects the 
strength of the beliefs and certainty of ability relative to the set of 
challenges. That is why in the present study, only respondents with 
high levels of self-efficacy showed high levels of innovation and had 
proactive orientations because those with high levels of self-efficacy 
had strong beliefs about their capabilities to cope with challenges. 
This explains why high levels of self-efficacy provided the force and 
drive to take the challenge of being innovative and proactive. This 
plausibly explains the positive relation between self-efficacy and 
entrepreneurial orientations. The above reason also explains why SME 
entrepreneurs who have higher than average level of motivation are 
more proactive and innovative. This is supported by McClelland and 
Koestner (1992) who found that people with high motivation levels 
were more entrepreneurial and more future-oriented, and took tasks 
seriously if they believed the current tasks influenced future goals. 
This is also supported by Kumar (2007) findings that self-efficacy is 
positively related to innovativeness. 
The works of Hmicleski and Baron (2008) and Forbes (2005) on 
the positive relationship between self-efficacy and proactivity also 
supports the findings of this study. The similarity of the present 
study with that of prior research reflects the robustness of the theory 
of self-efficacy. This is because, as claimed by the self-efficacy theory, 
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the choices made by a person among alternative courses of action are 
lawfully related to psychological events occurring contemporaneously 
with behaviour. In other words, people’s behaviour results from 
conscious choices among alternatives, and these choices, generally, 
are to maximize pleasure and minimize pain. An owner-manager’s 
perception of his level of confidence in his skill or ability for the tasks 
at hand, and the degree of support he expects to receive from the 
government, are common examples of factors that can influence an 
owner-manager’s self-efficacy motivation. Individuals with different 
levels of self-efficacy beliefs are expected to systematically differ in 
the amount of effort they spend on goal-directed tasks, the magnitude 
of coping activities they initiate to overcome impediments, and 
the degree to which they maintain persistent goal pursuits despite 
obstacles (Bandura, 1997; Stajkovic & Luthans, 2003). Therefore, the 
results of the present study adds more evidence, hence proving the 
robustness of the theory of self-efficacy.
Bandura (1989) spoke of self-efficacy as person-behaviour association 
held in the minds of individuals. The behaviour is chosen when an 
individual person perceives that he has the ability to do what it takes 
to do buisness. The point is that an individual owner-manager’s 
subjective estimate of the odds that he can take action or choose positive 
behaviours is determined by his belief on his ability. The link between 
self-efficacy and entrepreneurial orientations could be easily shown 
by these questions raised by Drnovsek et al. (2010) when explaining 
the importance of self-efficacy in business: “why do some individuals 
get stuck in the business start-up process, such as succeeding in 
identifying opportunities but failing to go further in capitalizing on 
those opportunities?” or “why do some entrepreneurs venture into 
new business while some other entrepreneurs would not even try to 
explore the new opportunities facing them?”  Since the findings of the 
present study are consistent with prior research findings and theories, 
they confirm the generalizability that entrepreneurs with higher levels 
of self-efficacy would be more entrepreneurial than those with lower 
levels of self-efficacy. This finding provides additional contribution 
to the literature of entrepreneurship and adds to the literature in the 
local context.
On the whole, self-efficacy is an important variable to make someone 
to be entrepreneurial because self-efficacy represents the various 
levels of confidence in skills to perform business. This means, lack 
of self-efficacy would affect their entrepreneurial orientations or 
behaviours. Since self-efficacy could be trained (Rauch & Frese, 2007), 
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every owner-manager still has the chance to improve his or her self-
efficacy provided that he or she is willing to learn to improve his 
or her self-efficacy level. This is important because once the person 
gains his or her self-efficacy, he or she has the confidence to carry out 
difficult tasks that could bring success to his or her business.
Implication
The implication is in the area of entrepreneurship pedagogy (to 
the universities and colleges), where the linking of the relationship 
between self-efficacy and entrepreneurial orientations could be used as 
a technique for identifying students for entrepreneurial careers. Since 
self-efficacy is important in developing entrepreneurial orientations, 
universities and colleges should emphasize the development and the 
enhancement of students’ sense of self-efficacy.  
The second implication is on management practitioners and other 
business professionals who are involved in risky ventures. They 
may employ the entrepreneurial orientation model as a tool to 
assess entrepreneurial capabilities and managerial tendencies that 
may improve returns on investment in relation to human capital. 
For instance, prior research findings have proven the positive link 
between entrepreneurial orientations and performance; thus the 
model found in the present study could be the basis of values the 
entrepreneurs should inculcate among their employees so that high 
self-efficacy could easily be gained to effect the selected entrepreneurial 
orientation, be it innovativeness or proactivity or both.  
Third, it may be a useful tool for selecting team members for new 
business start-ups, and evaluating applicants for entrepreneurship 
positions in the corporate world. This model can be applied by 
corporate leaders in the case of searching for the best business 
partners or the best managers for a company. They should look at 
candidates with high self-efficacy levels so that tasks can be completed 
with confidence and opportunities can be grabbed bravely. Further, 
this model could also be applied in developing entrepreneurial 
orientations/behaviours among members in a company. This could 
be done by providing training that could help enhance the level 
of self-efficacy of individual employees through exposure to the 
right values. Therefore, with proper training modules and the right 
approach, their self-efficacy levels could be increased.
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Fourth, the use of the Rasch Model to analyse behavioural research 
was an alternative method to entrepreneurship research as most 
researchers used traditional ways of analysing, namely SPSS. The 
Rasch Model established more insights for the present study by 
applying deeper psychometric measures, which helped provide more 
comprehensive conclusions. Thus, the attempt made by this study 
could be emulated by other researchers in future to use the Rasch 
Model with more rigorous analysis, that is to do sub-tests for each 
sub-dimension so that the gap between the items could be traced and 
therefore, new items could be identified and added to the instrument 
more accurately.
Another significant methodological implication is the use of real 
SMEs, involved in the manufacturing industry, as samples. Prior 
studies have drawn their samples from mostly students, managers 
and non-entrepreneurs (Miner, Smith, & Bracker, 1989). Therefore, 
the findings were able to project the actual scenario of SMEs where 
the conclusions made would be reliable and meaningful as the results 
were based on a true sample (actual population of entrepreneurs).
 
Limitation and Future Research
Among the limitations encountered were time and situational 
constraints, where the respondents were mostly from the Peninsular 
of Malaysia. In future the number of participants of Malay SMEs from 
the East Coast of Peninsular Malaysia should be increased because 
they might have different self-efficacy levels and different perceptions 
of the environment. A wider geographical area would have been 
preferable for generalizing the results to the overall population, 
thus more convincing conclusions could be made. Nevertheless, the 
response rate for this study was not encouraging enough and this 
could be the basis for improvement in future research. The reason 
being, if the study is to be extended to a larger sample, it could produce 
better results as cross validation could be done by dividing the large 
data into a few files to cross validate. From here, comparisons could 
be made to confirm the validity of the instrument and the model. A 
larger sample size could generate more convincing results (Field, 
2013).
Finally, the small sample size might not be substantive for this kind 
of behavioural research. Moreover, the respondents comprised only 
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the Malays hence the results of this study cannot be generalized to the 
entire Malaysian entrepreneur population. 
Future data-based research studies addressing psychological 
characteristics and sociological influences on entrepreneurial 
orientations should employ a more representative sample, for example, 
from multiple industries and races with provisions for inter-industry 
variations in life cycles. Future research to verify the results of this 
study could be conducted via cross-cultural and cross-country studies. 
In addition, attempts to investigate similarities and distinguishing 
characteristics of business entrepreneurs among various nationalities, 
industries and sizes could also be done in future research. Moreover, 
those studies could also be based on broader sets of cultural values. 
Potentially a cross-cultural study investigating differences between 
Malays and non-Malays could provide additional insights in 
terms of motivation and entrepreneurial orientations, in which the 
findings would be more comprehensive and conclusive. Therefore, 
the conclusion whether entrepreneurs really have high self-efficacy 
regardless of race or ethnic difference, religion and regional variation, 
would be an interesting study. Potential correlations between some of 
the independent variables (e.g. state, education, religion, culture and 
different cycle-stage of firms) are other implications that could also be 
revealed from future research.
In addition, since the present study revealed the importance of 
personal values on entrepreneurial orientations, it will be worth 
for future research to identify the antecedent of self-efficacy so that 
corrections could be made from the very root. This presents a new 
direction for future research, that is, what influences the self-efficacy 
of Malay SME entrepreneurs. 
In the present study, entrepreneurs with high self-efficacy levels are 
found to be more entrepreneurial than other groups. The assumption 
has been made from this finding that the groups with higher self-
efficacy are successful because previous research consistently 
proved a positive link between entrepreneurial orientations and 
success or good performance. Therefore, it is good that future 
research investigates the link between self-efficacy, entrepreneurial 
orientations and success because if success is added to the existing 
model, the equation becomes complete, that is, success = f(self-
efficacy, entrepreneurial orientations). 
Replications of the present study should also be conducted on 
other ethnic groups in Malaysia or in other countries in the future, 
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so that if the findings were found to be consistent with the present 
study, confirmation on the important role of self-efficacy could 
be made, while differing results make it necessary to address 
particularly the impact of the business environment on self-efficacy 
and entrepreneurial orientations.  These are the issues that future 
research should be focusing on, by adding more variables relating to 
the business environment, representative of the Malaysian context if 
the comparison is to be made between the different ethnic groups in 
Malaysia.
Since the findings of the present study show the importance of self-
efficacy to business success, and it was found in previous studies 
that self-efficacy could be gained through training (Rausch & Frese, 
2007), those who were found to be less entrepreneurial, could still 
have the chance to be entrepreneurial and be successful if they 
know how to improve their self-efficacy levels especially on how 
to work under pressure and make decisions under uncertainty. For 
future research, if only the SPSS programme is used, it is suggested 
that multidimensional self-efficacy constructs should be developed 
and employed so that self-efficacy on the task of business which is 
lacking could be identified; thus it becomes easier for the consultant 
to develop modules specifically to improve the relevant self-efficacy 
that could help improve entrepreneurial orientations. This is because 
unlike the Rasch Model, SPSS cannot identify specific items that 
receive low endorsement. Hence the self-efficacy item that they were 
not certain to do could not be traced. If self-efficacy is developed in 
different dimensions, then only SPSS can find which dimension is 
important to entrepreneurial orientations. Specifically, we argue that 
by adopting a view of self-efficacy that includes multiple dimensions 
(entrepreneurship domain context, content and valence of self-
efficacy beliefs) we may better understand why some individuals and 
not others are successful during the start-up process, and when and 
where during the business start-up process that failures are likely to 
occur.
One important finding of the study is that self-efficacy was found 
to influence both proactivity and innovativeness. The findings also 
rejected the issue of whether personalogical characteristics may not be 
enough to explain entrepreneurial orientations as posited by Gartner, 
(1988). This was because self-efficacy could explain almost 50 per cent 
of the variation in the entrepreneurial orientations of Malay SMEs 
which indicated strong influence of this variable on entrepreneurial 
orientations.
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Conclusion
This study sought to determine whether self-efficacy predicted the 
entrepreneurial orientations of Malay entrepreneurs. There were 
three objectives to be achieved with two hypotheses. All the three 
objectives, were accepted. Self-efficacy was found to influence both 
proactivity and innovativeness. Even though the results of this 
study were inconsistent with Bandura’s self-efficacy theory on the 
reciprocity of theory, the findings confirm the important role of self-
efficacy to determine behaviour as claimed by Bandura.
Besides theoretical and methodological contributions, the research 
results do provide some practical implications, in terms of 
pedagogical aspects for learning institutions, new entrepreneurship 
training approaches for the Ministry of Entrepreneurship, as well as 
SME entrepreneurs learning the whole new model recommended by 
this research. Several directions for future research were drawn based 
on the limitations of the study. In conclusion, this research has added 
valuable theoretical, practical, and methodological ramifications to 
the body of knowledge in the respective field.
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Abstract
This paper presents returns to education by taking into account the quality 
of jobs match held by workers in the manufacturing sector of Malaysia. 
This type of study is quite rare not only in the country but also across 
developing nations. Using the Second Malaysia Productivity Investment 
Climate Survey (PICS-2), nearly 20 per cent and 30 per cent of workers 
employed in jobs for which they are overeducated and undereducated, 
respectively. Further findings indicated that over-education is more acute 
amongst highly-educated workers whilst under-education is more evident 
for lowly educated workers. By gender, women have a higher proportion 
of over-educated workers compared to men. Consequently, over-education 
leads to lower productivity in terms of earnings. In the study, augmented 
Mincer earnings equation, i.e. the ORU model clearly showed that although 
returns to surplus education was positive (  ), the return was lower than
the returns to required education (  ), approximately 6 per cent against 10 
per cent. This means that overeducated workers earn significantly lower 
than their co-workers who are in similar jobs but who have less education, 
but well matched.  Moreover, the ORU model signified that returns to 
required education was much greater than returns to actual educational 
attainment. All of these implied that the rate of return to education depends 
on the allocation of skills over jobs where earnings is not fully embodied 
but is (partly) determined by job characteristics and/or by the quality of the 
match between skills supplied by the worker and skills required by the job. 
Nevertheless, the situation of over-education among highly educated workers 
in the Malaysian labour market may impede the country’s intention to move 
toward the state of being a high-income country, as outlined in the “New 
Economic Model” blueprint, since it reduces individuals’ productivity.
JEL Classifications: J24, J31
Keywords:  Over-education, required education, surplus education.
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Introduction
This paper present the results of a study or returns to education by 
considering the role of the quality of jobs match held by workers in 
the manufacturing sector of Malaysia. This type of study is quite rare 
not only in the country but also across developing nations.1 Over-
education can be defined as workers who have higher schooling 
than what their jobs require while those with lower schooling than 
what is required are considered under-educated. Malaysia is an 
interesting case in its own right. It is a middle income country which 
has, since the 1970s, moved from being a primary goods exporter 
to one that is much more reliant on manufacturing and services. 
Education has played a pivotal role in this transformation with higher 
levels of investment and educational attainment (UNDP, 2009). The 
expenditure on education as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) in Malaysia has increased from 4 per cent in 1970 to 6 per 
cent in 2011 (World Bank, 2014).2 This compares favourably with a 
number of developed countries such as the UK, USA, Japan, and also 
Singapore (2.9 per cent to 5.5 per cent in 2011) (World Bank, 2014).3 
There has been a significant increase in enrolments at the tertiary level 
where between 1995 and 2005, the total number of students in tertiary 
education at degree level increased by over 200 per cent (MOHE, 
2010).  As a result, the number of graduates produced by public HEIs 
has tremendously increased, from 62,9904 in 1985 to 392,552 in 2005, 
an increase of 5.23 times. This helps to improve the quality of the 
workforce – in 2013, the percentage of the labour force with tertiary 
education had increased to 26 per cent, more than three times higher 
than it was in 1985 (about 7 per cent)  (Labour Force Survey, 2013). 
The increasing supply of educated and skilled workers is due 
undoubtedly to a greater expansion in the manufacturing sector, 
particularly a growing demand for skilled and educated workers. The 
increasing importance of the manufacturing sector is a key factor to 
this development where the sector plays a significant role on Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP), export, and employment. In 2013, the 
manufacturing sector contributed around 40 per cent of the GDP, this 
compares to 21 per cent in 1980 (CIA Fact, 2014).5 Not surprisingly, 
the manufacturing sector gradually replaced the agricultural sector as 
Malaysia’s main job provider.  In terms of exports, the manufacturing 
sector is the largest contributor in terms of value and percentage as it 
accounted for over 85per cent of total exports in 2012 compared to 22 
per cent in 1985 (Malaysia Economic Report, 2013/2014). With respect 
to employment, the manufacturing sector alone was the highest 
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contributor to total employment with 18 per cent in 2013, and the 
wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles, and motorcycles 
subsector registering the highest share of 16.80 per cent (Labour Force 
Survey, 2013). 
Despite these developments, there are a number of outstanding 
challenges faced by the manufacturing sector in Malaysia particularly 
with regard to a shortage of skilled workers. A study by the World 
Bank (2009) revealed that about 40 per cent of employers in the 
manufacturing sector in Malaysia find it difficult to fill skilled job 
vacancies due to the applicants not possessing the skills required 
by employers. Though significant resources had been devoted to 
increasing the quantity of educated workers, the quality and type of 
educated labour do not match that demand by industry, especially 
in science and technology. Since Malaysia has slowly moved to a 
knowledge-based economy, the country needs more workers in such 
areas in order to switch from low to high value-added products, 
particularly in the manufacturing sector. While universities continue 
to mass-produce, inevitably, questions had been raised about the 
quality of job held by workers in the labour market (World Bank, 
2009). Indeed, a report again from World Bank (2011) suggested that 
the quality and type of educated labour the country produces does 
not yet match what is demanded by industries. Notwithstanding, to 
date no study has addressed the utilisation of education and skills in 
the Malaysian labour market. 
There are two main objectives for this research. Firstly, the extent 
of over-education was documented.  Secondly, the effect of over-
education on individuals’ earnings was investigated. In doing so, 
this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 focuses on a review of 
the mismatch literature in Malaysia. Section 3 provides a very brief 
overview of some theoretical perspectives on mismatch. Section 
4 outlines the data by mainly focusing on the measurement and 
the incidence of over-education, while section 5 details empirical 
estimation methods. Section 6 highlights the results of the effects of 
over-education, and the final section concludes. 
Job Mismatch in Malaysia
 
There is a limited number of studies carried out to identify job 
mismatch in Malaysia. However, few reports highlighted the 
mismatch issue, the earliest of which dated back to the late 1980s. In 
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a study on higher education and employment in Malaysia, Ungku 
Abdul Aziz, Buan Hock, and  Sanyal (1987) highlighted the issue of 
job mismatch among workers with a tertiary and post-secondary 
qualification. Using their own survey data collected between 1981 
and 1983, the relevance of individuals’ educational background and 
their jobs was assessed by the degree to which their education was 
perceived as useful to their present jobs. Based on a scale of three 
(‘very relevant,’ ‘relevant’, and ‘not relevant’), their study revealed 
that about 6 per cent and 12 per cent of workers with a post-secondary 
and tertiary education, respectively, were in jobs that were not 
relevant with their qualifications. By gender, the mismatch was even 
more pronounced among female workers (15 per cent overall) than 
among the men (11 per cent overall). Furthermore, a large proportion 
of mismatched workers were from the arts, economics and social 
sciences backgrounds. By sharp contrast, nearly 100 per cent of the 
graduates in medicine, engineering, and architecture found their 
courses to be very useful. Yet, no further analysis was done to examine 
whether gender and field of education play a significant role in the 
job matching process. 
A study conducted by Morshidi Sirat et al. (2003) provided some 
evidence regarding the quality of job match held by graduates. 
Although the main focus of the study was graduate employability 
amongst bachelor degree holders from public HEIs, their report 
revealed that at least 31 per cent of graduates from the 2001 cohort 
were employed in jobs that were not relevant to their fields of study. 
Furthermore, over 35 per cent of graduates worked in jobs outside 
of their academic qualifications. The mismatch phenomenon was 
also highlighted in “Employability Profiles of Graduate 2006-2008: 
The Malaysian Scenario” (Rohana, Zubiri, & Abu Bakar, 2009). The 
report revealed that the mismatch phenomenon was lower among 
individuals with post-graduate qualifications (PhD and Master’s 
degree) as opposed to a bachelor’s degree. Only 0.6 to 1.4 per cent of 
respondents with a PhD qualification and 6 to 7 per cent graduated with 
a master’s degree were employed in non-professional and managerial 
occupational group 20. In contrast, 34 to 36 per cent of those with 
a bachelor’s degree ended up in jobs below their qualification (i.e., 
working in technical, clerical, and sales occupational levels). 
Annie and Hamali (2006), Lim, Rich, and Harris (2008), and Ishak, 
Rahmah, and Robiah (2008) focused on particular public HEIs when 
examining the job quality of graduates in the labour market. Annie 
and Hamali (2006), for instance, explored employability amongst 
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graduates with a Diploma in Business and Administration from the 
Mara University of Technology (UiTM), Sarawak branch. Among the 
main issues were concerned with the appropriateness of graduate 
employment, which was based on discrepancies between the 
graduates’ skills and the requirements of the job market. The authors 
noted that these graduates were trained to take up semi-professional 
jobs at mid-level management and administrative levels. The findings 
indicated that about 10 per cent of graduates were engaged in a 
professional job, whilst 41 per cent were engaged in jobs matching 
their diploma qualifications (i.e., administrative occupations). About 
49 per cent were in positions that required levels of educational 
attainment lower than a diploma, and hence were overeducated. 
Lim et al. (2008) investigated labour market outcomes among recent 
graduates from University Utara Malaysia. Graduates in the survey 
were asked about their current labour market situation and four 
labour market outcomes were observed: unemployment, part-time 
job, full-time job commensuratimg with qualifications, and full-
time job not commensurating with qualifications. The authors found 
that 34.1 per cent of respondents surveyed were unemployed, 28.4 
per cent were employed in a full-time job commensurating with 
qualifications, a further 28 per cent were in jobs not commensurating 
with qualifications, and the remaining 9.5 per cent were in part-time 
employment. By field of study, their results indicated that accounting 
graduates have better labour market achievements relative to other 
graduates: 57 per cent were employed in jobs that corresponded to 
their degree, while only 18 per cent were in positions that did not 
require their degree. In contrast, 49 per cent of economics graduates 
were employed in jobs that did not match their qualifications relative 
to 22 per cent who were in employment in line with their degree. 
Ishak et al. (2008) analysed job match quality among bachelor degree 
holders from Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM) between 
1998 and 2002. The authors found that 70 per cent of respondents 
were employed in jobs corresponding to their actual qualifications, 
while 30 per cent were employed in jobs that did not match their 
actual qualifications. By field of study, half of graduates with social 
sciences background were employed in jobs for which their actual 
qualifications were unnecessary, whereas all medicine and dental 
graduates were in jobs that matched their qualifications. 
Empirical evidence of the incidence, causes and outcomes of the 
mismatch phenomenon is scarce not only in Malaysia but also in 
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developing countries. Only three studies had focused on developing 
countries: one undertaken by Quinn and Rubb (2006) in Mexico and 
Mehta, Felipe, Quising, & Camingue (2011) who covered Mexico, 
India, Philippines, and Thailand. As noted in the previous chapter, 
the reason for this scarcity of studies is due to lack of information 
on the number of years of schooling required to perform a given job. 
Most labour force surveys in developing countries collect education 
data by the stage of the school system completed, rather than by years 
of schooling (Mehta et al., 2011).
Theoretical Background of Over-Education
It is worth noting that there is no single unified and accepted theory 
regarding mismatch. Instead, there is a reliance on existing theoretical 
frameworks within labour economics as an explanation of over-
education. Here, human capital and career mobility theories focus on 
the supply side, whilst job competition and assignment approaches 
focus on the demand side. 
Under the human capital theory (Becker, 1964), productivity is a 
function of human capital (i.e. education, experience, and training) 
and workers are paid based on the value of their marginal product. 
Consequently, wages are determined by workers’ educational 
qualifications, experience, and training. Educational mismatch arises 
if and when an increase in workers’ educational attainment is not 
matched by a rise in the demand for education and this, in turn, 
leads to a reduction in the relative wage of highly educated workers. 
From the firm’s perspective, falling relative wages would encourage 
employers to replace the more highly educated with low-educated 
workers and adjust production techniques to take advantage of 
such cheaper labour. Highly-educated workers are then placed in 
positions previously filled by low-skilled workers. Mismatch here is 
transient since firms adjust their production processes while workers 
reduce their investment in education in response to the lower relative 
earnings of skilled and/or highly educated workers.  
For the career mobility theory (Sicherman & Galor, 1990), over-
education may reflect the inferior quality of education of workers or 
other human capital deficiencies such as less work experience or lack 
of training. Highly educated workers may then be willing to accept a 
job for which they are overeducated in order to accumulate skills that 
can then be used later to switch to a higher level occupation or position. 
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For example, increased training may allow workers to acquire more 
firm-specific skills that complement their formal education and so 
progress toward higher paid positions. This then reduces mismatch.
The job competition theory (Thurow, 1975) offered a demand side 
explanation of over-education. Central to this is the notion that 
when workers compete in the labour market for high-wage jobs, 
this creates a job queue in which jobs are ranked by earnings and 
a worker’s position in the queue is determined by relative training 
costs. Individuals here may invest in more education in order to move 
up the labour queue. In the extreme, education and skills investment 
simply places individuals at the front of the queue for jobs, as it 
signals that the employer will be required to invest less in training. 
Highly skilled workers may require less training and are therefore 
ranked at the top of the labour queue. 
The assignment theory focuses on the problem of assigning workers 
to jobs (Sattinger, 1993). The basic premise here is that both supply 
and demand are relevant, individual performance varies from job to 
job, and for the economy as a whole, total output depends on how 
workers are assigned to jobs. The allocation is optimal when workers 
are allocated top-down in relation to their skills, whereby the least 
competent are given the simplest jobs and the most competent 
are placed in the most complex jobs. As a result, highly educated 
individuals are more likely to be matched with job vacancies requiring 
a higher level of education. However, the matching process may not 
be perfect, for example, when too many workers vie for a specific 
position. This may lead to some individuals being assigned jobs lower 
down the hierarchy. In this instance workers may be overeducated, 
whilst others prove to be undereducated.
Data Set
This study uses data from second survey of the Malaysia Productivity 
Investment Climate Survey (PICS-2) carried out in 2007 as a workplace 
survey, involving a collaborative effort between the World Bank and 
the Malaysian Government via the Economic Planning Unit and the 
Department of Statistics. The survey attempted to understand the 
investment climate faced by enterprises and how this impacts upon 
business performance, particularly in the manufacturing and business 
support services sectors. Samples used in this study however were 
restricted to the manufacturing sector and respondents who were in 
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full-time employment, aged between 15 and 64, and who reported 
no missing in earnings. By such restriction, this left about 10,302 
respondents, of which 54.5 per cent were males and 45.5 per cent 
females across nine major industries.6 
Table 1 
Means and Standard Deviation 
Variable
All Male Female
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Education 
level
No/informal 
qualification 
0.03 0.18 0.04 0.21 0.02 0.14
Primary 
education
0.12 0.33 0.13 0.33 0.12 0.33
Lower 
secondary
0.25 0.43 0.28 0.45 0.21 0.41
Upper 
secondary
0.38 0.49 0.36 0.49 0.41 0.49
Diploma 0.13 0.34 0.11 0.31 0.15 0.36
University 0.09 0.29 0.08 0.29 0.09 0.29
Most appropriate 
level of education 
for the work you 
are doing
Degree 10.5 10.7 10.2
Diploma 17.1 15.1 19.5
Upper 
secondary
35.5 34.3 36.9
Lower 
secondary
23.1 24.6 21.4
Primary 8.2 8.4 8.0
Informal/None 5.6 6.9 4.0
Age 34.89 9.83 35.86 9.99 33.91 9.56
Years of 
schooling 
completed
11.31 3.52 11.02 3.63 11.64 3.34
(continued)
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Variable
All Male Female
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Years of 
schooling 
required
10.73 2.21 10.61 2.26 10.88 2.15
Years of surplus 
schooling
2.58 1.08 2.60 1.13 2.54 1.02
Years of deficit 
schooling
2.60 1.09 2.60 1.10 2.61 1.09
Exp (month) 165.45 120.05 181.26 123.15 149.38 114.61
Train 0.42 0.49 0.43 0.50 0.40 0.49
Female 0.55 0.45
Married 0.65 0.48 0.68 0.47 0.62 0.49
Ethnicity
Malay 0.55 0.50 0.58 0.49 0.52 0.50
Chinese 0.35 0.48 0.33 0.47 0.39 0.49
Indian 0.10 0.29 0.09 0.29 0.10 0.30
Region
Central 0.35 0.48 0.35 0.48 0.34 0.47
North 0.23 0.42 0.24 0.42 0.23 0.42
South 0.33 0.47 0.31 0.46 0.34 0.47
East coast 0.03 0.16 0.03 0.18 0.02 0.13
Malaysia East 0.07 0.25 0.07 0.25 0.07 0.25
Educational 
-mismatch
Well-matched 51.9 48.7 55.7
Overeducated 18.5 18.5 18.6
Undereducated 29.6 32.8 25.7
Hourly earnings 
Well-matched 12.09 30.73 13.77 26.48 10.56 34.10
Overeducated 9.79 18.44 10.19 14.54 9.42 21.48
Undereducated 12.17 19.74 13.91 23.21 9.93 13.73
 
Table 1 provides summary statistics for the key variables in this 
analysis. Respondents were on average 34 years old and reported to 
have had about 11.3 years of schooling attained, which is equivalent 
in Malaysia to upper secondary qualifications. With respect to other 
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human capital variables, respondents on average accumulated about 
157 months of work experience, 7.6 (years) job tenure, and nearly 
40 per cent had once attended a training course. A large proportion 
of respondents were Malay, from the central region, small firms 
and firms that were purely domestically-owned. By gender, there 
were some differences. Women were slightly younger than men (34 
versus 36 years) and were slightly better educated with 25 per cent 
holding higher degree qualifications (both diploma and university 
qualifications), relative to 20 per cent among men. Men instead have 
more work experience and job tenure within firms than women 
(181 months and 9 years respectively versus 149 months and 7 years 
respectively). 
The main concern about the dataset is how would one measure over-
education. Over-education is measured by comparing an individual’s 
actual education with the required education for a particular 
job. Whilst measuring actual educational attainment is relatively 
straightforward, acquiring information on the required education 
level is trickier. Three methods were considered for measuring the 
required education: subjective, objective, and statistical methods. 
This paper utilises the subjective method which relies on the worker’s 
own assessment to measure the required education to obtain or do a 
particular job.7 In the survey, respondents were asked directly about 
required education to do their jobs via the following statements 
“According to you, what is the most appropriate level of education 
for the work you are doing?” There were seven educational levels to 
choose from, starting from (1) degree, to (7) no qualification. 
As shown in Table 1 (bottom of the table), approximately one in three 
workers believed that upper secondary qualifications were the most 
appropriate level of education in doing their job (36 per cent). Diploma 
was the second most appropriate (21 per cent), followed by a degree 
qualification (12 per cent). By comparing the survey respondents’ 
educational attainment with the perceived appropriate education 
required for the job, conventional estimates of over-education were 
derived.  Where an individuals’ actual schooling exceeds what the 
job requires, they were considered to be overeducated             . Where 
an individuals’ actual level of education is below that required for 
the job, they were classified as undereducated           . Those whose 
actual educational attainments appropriate for the job (i.e. actual and 
required education are the same), were deemed well-matched                     . 
Years of required education were lower than years of actual schooling 
attainment (10.7 years against 11.3 years), whereas years of surplus 
and deficit schooling were approximately 2.6 years each.
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The estimates of over-education incidence is shown in the bottom 
panel of Table 1 with 19 per cent, and the corresponding figures of 52 
per cent and 30 per cent for adequately matched and undereducated, 
respectively. Whilst a higher proportion of women were overeducated 
compared to men, the reverse holds for under-education.8 With 
respect to earnings across mismatches (bottom panel of Table 1), 
well-matched workers earn higher wages than their overeducated 
counterparts, irrespective of gender. Overeducated workers earn 
on average RM9.8 per hour compared to RM 12 each for the well-
matched and undereducated workers.
One of the so called “stylised facts” within the over-education 
literature is that over-education seems more prevalent amongst 
highly-educated workers. The data seems to support this where 
over-education is more prevalent amongst the more highly educated 
(Figure 1), whilst under-education is more evident for lowly educated 
workers. In addition, there is considerable heterogeneity with respect 
to the incidence of mismatch across industries. As revealed in Figure 
2, the proportion of respondents who are overeducated ranged from 
as low as 13 per cent (Electrics & Electronics) and as high as 21 per cent 
(Garments). In contrast, the highest incidence of under-education was 
reported in the Machinery and Equipment (35 per cent) industry. This 
might be due to the fact that this industry faces difficulty in hiring 
highly educated workers (World bank, 2009). 
Figure 1. The incidence of educational mismatch across level of 
educational attainment.
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Figure 2. The incidence of educational mismatch by industry.
Empirical Methods
The classic specification of the earnings regression is based on the 
Mincer specification (Mincer, 1974) which generally takes the 
following form: 
   (1)
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the required education for the job wholly determines earnings. The 
Mincer earnings equation (1) is then augmented by replacing required 
education for actual schooling. The model then can be written as: 
 
(2)
where   is the years of education required for a particular job 
given. Equation (2) tells us that overeducated workers have similar 
productivity and receive the same wage levels as those workers who 
are in jobs with the required education level (well matched).  
However, following Sattinger’s assignment theory (Sattinger, 1993), 
earnings should be treated as a function of both demand and supply 
side where both required education and actual attained education 
play an important role on earnings determination. The equation in (1) 
is augmented so that the earnings equation can be written as:
    (3)
where actual educational attainment (S) is decomposed into years of 
required education      , years of surplus education      ,  and years 
of deficit  schooling        in relation to those necessary to obtain or 
perform the job. Equation (3) is also known as the ‘ORU earnings 
function’ (Over-education, Required, and Under-education) (Hartog, 
2000).9,10 Equation (3) showns that when over-education is measured 
in terms of years of surplus education, then the overeducated are being 
compared to people doing the same job who are not overeducated 
and who have less education.  
In the majority of studies that utilised the ORU stressed that a return 
to surplus education is generally positive (γ2 > 0) but less than the 
return to required education (γ1 > γ2). The return to under-education 
is usually found negative (γ3 < 0), which implies that undereducated 
workers earn less than adequately educated workers. 
Sicherman and Galor (1991) introduced two stylised facts relating to 
the return to over and under schooling. Firstly, workers in occupations 
that require less schooling than they actually have (overeducated) 
earn lower wages than workers with similar levels of schooling who 
hold jobs that require the level of schooling they have obtained. These 
overeducated workers, however, earn more than their co-workers 
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who are not overeducated (i.e., who have the required and, therefore, 
lower schooling). Secondly, workers in jobs that require more 
schooling than they have obtained (undereducated) receive higher 
wages than workers with the same level of schooling who work in 
jobs that require just their level of schooling. Undereducated workers, 
however, receive lower earnings than do their co-workers with the 
required and, therefore, higher schooling. These observations have 
been made by other authors (Duncan & Hoffman, 1981; Hartog, 1986; 
Rumberger, 1987; Hartog & Oosterbeek, 1988). The extent to which 
these are found in Malaysia will be discussed in the next section. 
Another use for Equation (3) is it allows one to test whether returns 
to education hold for human capital or job competition model, 
following Hartog and Oosterbeek (1988).  As noted earlier, human 
capital theory argued that wages were determined by endowments 
of human capital (S and X) and not the demand side factors. As such, 
the theory predicts a positive return to education which suggests 
that education increases wages (productivity) in a linear fashion–the 
higher the educational attainment, the greater the earnings outcome. 
Job competition model does recognise that earnings surplus and 
deficit education has no reward. These imply that the human capital 
theory holds if γ1 = γ2 = –γ3 and the job competition model appears 
to be true if γ2 = γ3 = 0. Hence, estimation can proceed with Equation 
(3) testing for human capital and job competition theory as nested 
hypotheses. If both hypotheses are rejected, this means that returns to 
education depends on both demand and supply sides, as argued by 
the assignment theory.
Empirical Results
Table 2 presents the results of the wage impact of over-education. 
Three specifications were examined. Specification 1 focused on the 
basic human capital model, whilst Model 2 and 3 focused on the 
augmented human capital model to allow the required and surplus 
education take effect. Looking firstly at Model 1, the results showed 
that the coefficient of individuals’ actual educational attainment (S) is 
positive and significant at the 1 per cent level which means that the 
higher the education attained, the greater the returns on education. 
Other factors being equal, for each additional year of schooling 
completed, it increases 4 per cent of individuals’ hourly earnings.11 
This is in accordance with other studies in Malaysia (Aminah, 1998; 
Rahmah & Ragayah, 2003; Milanovic, 2006). 
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Table 2 
The Wage Impacts of Over-Education and Under-Education
lnwage 
(hourly) Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Yearsch 0.03699 ***
(0.00183)
Required 
edu (Sr) 0.07040 *** 0.09873 ***
(0.00293) (0.00338)
Surplus 
edu (So) 0.05478 ***
(0.00474)
Deficit 
edu (Su) –0.04480 ***
(0.00461)
Exp 0.00122 *** 0.00119 *** 0.00136 ***
(0.00015) (0.00015) (0.00015)
Expsqr100 –0.00017 *** –0.00018 *** –0.00018 ***
(0.00003) (0.00003) (0.00003)
Training 0.09076 *** 0.06630 *** 0.06234 ***
(0.01208) (0.01197) (0.01186)
Female –0.26177 *** –0.25256 *** –0.25259 ***
(0.01093) (0.01086) (0.01074)
Cons 2.97966 *** 2.57944 *** 2.22788 ***
(0.05553) (0.06139) (0.06423)
N 9902 9903 9902
R-square 0.661 0.667 0.675
R-adjusted 0.659 0.665 0.673
Log-
likelihood –6771.71  –6680.42  –6558.00  
Robust standard error in italics     
*, **, and *** respectively 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01.  
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In Model 2, yearsch was replaced with education required for the 
job     , as suggested by Thurow’s model. As expected, the results 
showed that the coefficient on required education, 0.0704 was 
positive and statistically significantly different from zero at the 1 per 
cent level. This means that returns to required education is positive. 
Other factors being constant, for each year of required education will 
result in an increase of individuals’ hourly earnings by 7 per cent if 
the individuals are allocated to a job where required and attained 
levels of education are equal              .   As a comparison, the return to 
required education (Model 2) is far greater than the return to actual 
schooling (Model 1). Does this suggest that the job competition model 
is more superior than human capital theory? This will be discussed 
later.
In Model 3, the ORU specification is presented as proposed by 
the assignment theory. The coefficients on required and surplus 
education have a positive sign, about 0.0987 and 0.0549 respectively, 
and both are statistically significant at the 1 per cent level. This 
can be interpreted that returns to required and surplus education 
are positive. Other factors holding constant, the rate of return to 
required education is nearly 10 per cent if individuals are allocated 
to a job where required and attained levels of education are equal. 
Each year of schooling surplus leads to an increase of earnings by 
5 per cent. Though positive, the returns to years of schooling that 
are above what is needed for the job (    ) are lower than the returns 
to required education. This means that workers who are working 
in occupations that demand less schooling than they actually have 
(overeducated) get higher wages than their co-workers (holding other 
characteristics constant) but lower wages than workers with similar 
levels of schooling who work in jobs in which their schooling equals 
what is required. Meanwhile, the coefficient on deficit education is 
negative, –0.0448 showing penalty to educational insufficiency for 
undereducated workers. This means that the undereducated receive 
lower wages than their co-workers but get more than workers with 
the same level of schooling who work in jobs that require their level 
of schooling. 
Next is a brief discussion on the effects of other variables on the 
determinants of earnings. The coefficient on work experience across 
all datasets was positive while the estimated coefficient on work 
experience squared showed a negative sign. This indicated that 
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wage increases with work experience but at a diminishing rate.  The 
coefficient on training was positive and significant, meaning that 
training was positively associated with earnings and this return was 
found to be higher than the return to experience. The results showed 
that women earn significantly lower than their men counterparts 
across the three datasets and the earnings gaps were much higher 
reported for the married respondents. In particular controlling for 
other characteristics, women earn about 22 per cent less than that of 
men. 
For this reason, a separate analysis was also undertaken for males and 
females, and these results are presented in Table 3. Looking at first 
specification, males earn higher wages than females (approximately 
4.3 per cent against 3.0 per cent). Using t-test, this difference was found 
to be statistically significant at 0.01. This result, however, should be 
interpreted with caution due to a sample selection bias problem, 
particularly among the women sample. Since female participation 
is lower than that of males and that the participation decisions will 
depend on earnings potential, it may be the case that the coefficients 
of the female earnings equation may be biased by the absence from the 
labour market of females who would otherwise have lower earnings. 
Data in hand however does not permit employing the selection 
approach due to lack of potential instruments.12 For specification 2, 
the return to required education for females was fairly higher than 
that for males (10 per cent against 9 per cent). For specification 3, the 
return to required education was also slightly higher for females, 
about 10 per cent as compared to 9.3 per cent for males. Nevertheless, 
the return to surplus education was considerably greater for females 
than for males. If males end up in a job that less schooling is required 
than they have available, return for each year of surplus education is 
about 4.4 per cent compared to 6.3 per cent for females. 
As a comparison, the return to required, over and deficit schooling 
are in ranges with those reviewed from Groot and Maassen Van 
Den Brink (2000), Kiker, Santos and De Oliveira (1997), McGuinness 
(2006), Battu (2007), and Leuven and Oosterbeek (2011). These authors 
reported that the return to a year of required education ranged from 
3.9 – 8.6 per cent whilst 4.2 – 7 per cent for a year of surplus education. 
Moreover, those reviews also suggested that return to required 
education for female outnumbered the male counterparts, which is in 
line with the one generated here. 
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Two stylised facts of returns to over-education and under-education 
were found from specification 3 across the three samples, and this 
is simplified in Table 4. Firstly, workers who were overeducated in 
their job get higher wages than their co-workers, roughly 4.4 to 6.3 
per cent, but their earnings were still lower than workers with similar 
levels of schooling who work in jobs in which their schooling equals 
what is required, approximately 9.3 to –9.9 per cent.13 This suggested 
that there is a pay loss for being an overeducated than a well-matched 
worker, and the pay loss is considerably larger for females than for 
males. In particular, the penalty for being overeducated is 53 per cent 
(i.e., the return falls from 9.3 to 4.4 per cent) for males as compared 
to 37 per cent than of females (the return drops from 10 per cent to 
6.3 per cent). Using the Wald test, these differences were statistically
significantly from zero at 0.01. This implied that the surplus education 
was not the result of a potential decrease, instead, it showed a positive 
and increasing returns on earnings from schooling that exceeded 
the requirement for the job occupied, as found in Sicherman and 
Galor (1991) and Alba-Ramirez (1993). Secondly, workers who were 
undereducated, i.e., jobs that require more schooling than they have 
would receive lower wages than their co-workers, but they get more 
than workers with the same level of schooling who are well-matched, 
i.e., work in jobs that require their level of schooling (–0.0448 against 
0.0539)14. This means that  for each year of deficit schooling, returns on 
education will drop by 4.5 percentage points, from 9.9 to 5.4 per cent. 
This time, the earnings loss was larger for females than for males (5.5 
versus 4.5 percentage points).15 These observations also were found in 
other studies such as in Hartog (1986), Rumberger (1987), Hartog and 
Oosterbeek (1988) and  Sicherman and Galor (1991).
To test whether the earnings equations were restricted either to 
equation (1) or to equation (2), an F-test was employed on the residual 
sum of squares, and the results are presented in Table 5. The results 
showed that the hypothesis that returns to education are determined 
some way either by supply side  or the demand side, was rejected at 
the 1 per cent level regardless of gender. This means that the earnings 
do not seem to be decided exclusively on the basis of actual schooling 
attained (Model 1) or required education (Model 2). Instead, earnings 
are determined by how workers are assigned to their jobs as shown in 
Model 3, which is superior to both the human capital specification and 
to the job competition specification. In fact, one would underestimate 
the rate of return in comparison to properly allocated individuals if 
they employ either equation (1) or equation (2) because the coefficient 
on Sr in specification (3) is higher than the respect we coefficient in (1) 
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Table 5 
F-Statistics of Equation (3) Against the Alternatives
Total Males Females
Human capital theory
H1: g1 = g2 = - g3 118.38*** 72.60*** 68.01***
Job competition model
H2: g2 = g3 = 0 119.50*** 46.76*** 26.31***
*** Significant at 0.01.
Note. g1, g2, and g3  denote required, over and under schooling, respectively.
and (2), applying when So = Su = 0. These findings are in line with 
Hartog and Oosterbeek (1988), Alba-Ramirez (1993), Groot (1996), 
Kiker et al. (1997), and Sloane, Battu and Seaman (1999). This implied 
that the rate of return to education depends on the allocation of skills 
over jobs where workers found are not randomly distributed, instead 
there are based on the choices made to maximise their income. 
Conclusions
This paper is an attempt to fill a lingering gap in the existing studies 
on over-education by examining the incidence, determinants, and 
effects of over-education in the context of a middle income developing 
country, such as Malaysia. This research at has it disposal a unique 
workplace dataset that contains information on required education 
to do the job. 
Using the workers’ own self-assessment, it was found that whilst the 
majority of workers in the manufacturing sector were in well-matched 
jobs, over-education accounted for about 19 per cent of the sample 
and nearly one-third of our sample is undereducated. The earnings 
outcomes of surplus, required, and deficit schooling were explored. 
The findings showed that the rate of return to education depends on 
the allocation of skills over jobs where earnings is not fully embodied, 
but is (partly) determined by job characteristics and/or by the quality 
of the match between skills supplied by the worker and skills required 
by the job. Returns to required education is much greater than returns 
to actual education attainment. Moreover, the ORU model clearly 
showed that although returns to surplus education were positive (So), 
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the returns were lower than the returns to required education (Sr). 
This can be interpreted as the earnings loss for individuals for ending 
up in an overeducated job. Therefore, there is no reason to expect 
that wage rates will be wholly related to acquired/actual schooling or 
other individual attributes as in human capital theory, neither should 
it be expected that wage rates will be wholly related to the nature of 
the job, as argued by the job competition model. 
However, this could not suggest that higher expenditure on education 
by our government in the last 5–10 years is a waste of resource due to 
the fact that there is still a positive and increasing return on earnings 
from schooling that exceeded the requirement for the job occupied. 
To some extent, this would also imply that the surplus education 
is not the result of potential decrease. In addition, overeducated 
workers may bring positive spill-overs at the workplace. If workers 
have accumulated more education than is optimal, it may positively 
influence co-worker wages where overeducated workers may share 
their skills and knowledge, to mutually raise co-worker productivity 
and thereby raise wages. 
Nevertheless, for policy implication, the phenomenon of over-
education among highly educated workers in the Malaysian labour 
market may impede the country’s intention to move toward the state 
of being a high-income country, as outlined in the “New Economic 
Model” blueprint since it reduces individuals’ productivity.
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acknowledges the World Bank Enterprise Survey (WBES) and the 
Department of Statistics from which the 2007 Productivity Investment 
Climate Survey (PICS) data were acquired. None of these organisations 
bears any responsibility for the author’s analysis and interpretations of 
the data. The main explanation revolves around the paucity of data in 
developing countries; in particular, there is a lack of information regarding 
the education or skills required to perform or obtain a job (Mehta et al., 
2011). 
2  Retrieved on 4th July, 2014 from http://data.worldbank.org
3  Retrieved on 4th July, 2014 from http://data.worldbank.org
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4  Both diploma and degree qualifications at public universities
5 Retrieved on 4th July 2014 from https://www.cia.gov
6 Nine major industries are food processing, textiles, garments, wood 
and furniture, chemical and chemical products, rubber and plastics, 
machinery and equipment, electrics and electronics and motor vehicles 
and parts. The exact number of workers for the analysis varies due to 
missing data in some explanatory variables.
7  See McGuinness (2006) and Oosterbeek and Leuven (2011) for other 
methods.
8  Nevertheless, the incidence of over-education in Malaysia seems to be at 
the lower end of the existing estimates. Groot and Maassen van den Brink 
(2000) undertook a meta-analysis based on data from 25 over-education 
studies and found that the incidence of over-education varies from 10 
per cent to 42 per cent with the unweighted average for over-education 
standing at 23.3 per cent. A recent review by Leuven and Oosterbeek 
(2011), over-education using the subjective method stands at an average 
over-education rate of 37 per cent.
9  Years of required      , years of surplus education       and years of deficit 
schooling        were obtained using the following formula (Hartog, 2000):
10  An alternative and simpler earnings specification involves a dummy for 
over-education and under-education in the earnings equation. When 
using dummy specification, the overeducated are being compared to 
individuals with the same education but are well matched.
11 Since the earnings regression specification is in semi-logarithmic form, the 
percentage point effect (PE) was obtained using the following formula: 
PE  =  (eβ–1) x 100, where β is the coefficient estimate. The percentage point 
effect will be used throughout the discussion in this paper.  
12 The model could be identified by functional form alone, though this is not 
the scope of this paper. 
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13 This figure comes from the discrepancy between the surplus and required 
coefficient (surplus – required). 
14 These figures are obtained by subtracting deficit and required education 
(0.0987 – 0.0448).
15 Using a Wald test, these differences also are statistically significant 
different from zero across the male and female sample. These results are 
available upon request.
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COMMUNITY DEMANDS AND RESOURCES  
AND WORK-FAMILY CONFLICT: CASE STUDY 
IN KUCHING SARAWAK
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Abstract
Most studies on work-life balance only examine work and family domains. 
While work is the only role in its domain, life consists of many aspects besides 
family. However, research on other roles is still very limited. This study 
examines the influence of community (neighbour, neighbourhood, relatives, 
friends, and participation in Non- Government Organisations – (NGOs) 
demands, and resources on work-family conflict (WFC) and family-work 
conflict (FWC). Questionnaires were distributed to 506 employees from six 
public and private organisations in Kuching, Sarawak.  Data were analysed 
using the Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) using AMOS Version 
20.  The findings showed that WFC was negatively related with demands 
from neighbours, relatives, and friends; and positively related with demands 
from participating in NGOs and resources from neighbours. FWC was 
negatively related with demands from neighbours, relatives, and friends; and 
positively related with resources from neighbours and relatives. This study 
provided evidence that community domain influences the WFC and FWC. 
Thus, organisations should consider the community domain in formulating 
strategies to minimise WFC and FWC experienced by the employees.
Keywords: Work-family conflict, family-work conflict, community 
demands, and resources.
Introduction
Research on work-life  balance  or work-family interface started as 
early as the 1930s (Frone, 2003) and for the past few decades, research 
in this area has been abundant (MacDermid, 2005). While work is seen 
as the only role in its domain, the life or non-work domain consists of 
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a few roles, such as family, religion, community, friendship, leisure, 
health, social, and religious involvement (Frone, 2003). Since family 
plays the most important role in the life domain, the focus of research 
on this role is inevitable. Although it is still limited, other roles in 
the life domain, such as community and leisure (Kirchemeyer, 1993; 
Lewis, 2003; Voydanoff, 2004a) are slowly drawing more attention.
Initial evidence suggested that community, work, and family 
are correlated. For example, community satisfaction is positively 
associated with family satisfaction and marital quality (Toth, John, 
Brown, & Xu, 2002; Voydanoff, 2004a). On the other hand, social 
incoherence and friend demands are positively related to work-
family conflict, while sense of community and support from friends 
have positive effects on work-family facilitation (Voydanoff, 2004a). 
Community also acts as resources and demands in relation to work-
family interface.  Hashim (2005) in her study among middle-class 
Malay women in Shah Alam, Malaysia, found that nearly 50 per cent 
of respondents receive assistance from extended family members 
(mother, mother-in-law, and sisters) for childcare.  In contrast, 
Aryee (2005) in his sub-Saharan study found that elder parents and 
extended family obligations are stressors to an individual. Moreover, 
the extended family in collectivist societies also poses a burden, 
such as financial obligations and maintaining harmonious lifelong 
relationships (Aryee, 2005; Aycan, 2008), which may not be critical 
in individualist societies.  Thus, this study aimed to fill the gap in 
the literature by investigating community role in the work-family 
interface, particularly in work-family and family-work conflict (WFC 
and FWC).
Scholars had begun to consider that demands and resources other 
than work and family characteristics may also influence the ability of 
individuals and families to fulfill their work and family responsibilities 
(Voydanoff, 2004c). There is a growing consensus that organisations 
alone cannot meet the many needs of working families, especially 
those with children. It is time to explore the role of community – 
not only as a context outside of work, but as a provider of resources 
essential to the well-being of working families (Barnett & Gareis, 
2008). A community is also part and parcel of the individual’s life 
and the role of every community is undeniably important, especially 
in the Eastern context where the community is sometimes treated as 
part of the family. 
This study is significant for two reasons. Firstly, the community 
domain (neighbours, neighbourhood, relatives, friends and NGO 
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participation) was examined in the work-family interface. In a 
collectivist society, the role of relatives, neighbours, and friends may 
differ from the individualist society. For instance, in a collectivist 
society, relatives are often considered as part of the family and friends 
are pre-determined by family status (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005). 
Therefore they may have bigger and more significant roles in the 
employee’s life.  Secondly, this study also investigated both directions 
of conflict, from work to family and family to work, as espoused by 
the literature (Frone, 2003; Carlson, Kacmar, & Williams, 2000), which 
would depict the full picture of conflict experienced by an employee, 
as well as the opportunity to observe how each demands and 
resources variables influence WFC and  FWC. This would assist the 
organisation to design a more strategic intervention to minimise WFC 
and FWC, and identify resources outside the work domain to assist 
the employee in achieving work-life balance. Thus this study aimed 
to identify whether the demands and resources in a community affect 
the work-life conflict of employees.
Community Demands and Conflict
Community refers to the social relationship that individuals have 
based on group consensus, shared norms and values, common goals, 
and feelings of identification, belonging, and trust (Small & Supple, 
2001). Community demands and resources differ from work demands 
and resources in that they originate outside of the work and family 
domains (Voydanoff, 2004a). The community demands and resources 
included in this study comprise of four aspects of community: 
neighbors who live near or next to another, neighborhood – local 
community  as a local geographic community, friends; who serve 
as a major source of primary group interaction outside the family 
(Voydanoff, 2004b),  and relatives, who are related through kinship 
or marriage. They seem to provide comparable demands and 
resources that help or hinder individual fulfill their work and family 
responsibilities. Past research showed that social support outside 
of work, such as that provided by spouses and friends, may have 
a positive impact on work-family balance by reducing work-family 
conflict (Carlson & Perrewe, 1999). 
Voydanoff (2005) explained that community demands focus on 
psychological strain associated with demands from the a general 
community, neighbourhood, and friends. Community demands 
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can be considered as strain-based conflict that focus on negative 
perceptions of community life that may spillover to the work–family 
interface.  This spillover may involve the transmission of negative 
emotions, stress, energy depletion, and interpersonal unavailability; 
which would lead to WFC and / or FWC.  
Similarly, perception of living in an unsafe neighbourhood is a 
potential stressor that may trigger strain which may spillover to 
work.  High levels of personal and emotional demands from friends 
also may reduce the ability of employees to deal with the demands 
presented by their work, thereby increasing the likelihood of WFC 
and FWC. Family and community demands are positively related 
to FWC (Voydanoff, 2004c). High levels of personal and emotional 
demands from friends may reduce the ability of employees to deal 
with demands presented by their families and community, thereby 
increasing the likelihood of FWC. 
Voydanoff (2005) clarified that family and community demands 
are relatively relevant for FWC because they are associated with 
processes that limit the ability of individuals to meet obligations in 
another domain.  In her study on 2,507 employed respondents in the 
United States, she found that social incoherence and friend demands 
are positively related to WFC. Boyar, Maertz, Carl, and Pearson (2005) 
reported that employees in Southern United States with high kinship 
responsibilities (obligation to relatives living in the community) have 
a higher incidence of leaving their job early.
According to Core (1994), in households where both partners work, 
women are likely to spend about twice as much time as men on 
household chores. Since women have insufficient time to sufficiently 
perform all tasks expected of them as mothers, wives, and workers, 
their roles and contribution in the community are also affected. In 
Malaysia,  the community organising role is measured by involvement 
in local community organisations and associations, and very few 
women are involved (Hashim & Omar, 2004). Women are not able 
to take up the additional burden of community work due to their 
household chores.
In sum, community demands are relatively strongly related to work-
family and family-work conflict. Therefore, it was hypothesised that:
H1: Neighbours/neighbourhood demands are positively related to WFC/
FWC
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H2:  Friend demands are positively related to WFC/FWC
H3:  Relative demands are positively related to WFC/FWC
H4:  Participation in NGOs is positively related to WFC/FWC
Community Resources and Conflict
Community resources are aspects of social integration and 
similar to family integration, social integration include affective 
interconnectedness with others (Voydanoff, 2004b).  In this study, 
community resources include four types of social integration; sense 
of community, neighborhood attachment, support from friends and 
support from relatives. Support from relatives is included in this 
study to suit Malaysian collectivist context. 
Sense of community consists of four interrelated elements, which 
are feeling of belonging, the sense that the individual and the group 
matter to each other, the feeling that members’ needs will be met 
through group resources, and a shared history (McMilan & Chavis, 
1986), as cited in Voydanoff, 2004b). Meanwhile neighbourhood 
attachment is associated with neighbourhood ties, trust, pride, and 
satisfaction (Woldoff, 2002).  Support from friends and relatives are 
types of informal social support, which may include resources such 
as emotional support, instrumental support, and support in the form 
of advice or information.
The exchange of support is important because of the pleasure that 
individuals receive from contact with other people and for the sense 
of personal satisfaction associated with their ability to provide help 
to others. Family members are important parts of this exchange, but 
research showed that friends also play an important role (Griffith, 
1985). Liebler and Sandefur (1998) also mentioned that exchanges 
between friends are probably more important now because of the 
extensive mobility of individuals away from other family members. 
For many individuals in our society, a friend or neighbour is likely 
to be more accessible in their time of need. Good relationship with 
friends, neighbours and the community; the involvement in the 
community activities, and being a part in the social activities would 
increase social networking.  Lack of this support may lead to conflict 
that would influence work and family balance. 
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Barnett et al. (2008) proposed that community resources may also 
encompass a broad array of assets or infrastructure – good schools, 
libraries, well-lit playgrounds, sidewalks, bike trails, community 
facilities for teens and elders, accessible healthcare services, safe 
and adequate transportation, and accessible retail business zones. 
Employees residing in communities with abundant resources are 
likely to report better quality-of-life and well-being outcomes than 
those residing in communities with inadequate community resources. 
According to Voydanoff (2005), previous research focused more on 
WFC and  not much study has been done on FWC. Previous research 
found that compared to community demands, family demands are 
more related to FWC (Frone, Rusell, & Cooper, 1994). Community 
resources were less related to FWC (Voydanoff, 2005).
Understanding how community demands and resources combine 
to influence WFC and FWC provides a necessary foundation for 
designing work, family, and community policies and programmes 
that reduce WFC and FWC. Thus, it was hypothesised that:
H5: Resources from neighbours  are negatively  related to WFC/FWC
H6: Resources from friends are negatively related to WFC/FWC
H7: Resources from relatives are negatively related to WFC/FWC
H8: Resources from neighbourhood are negatively related to WFC/FWC
Method
Participants
Six public and private sectors in a diversity of industries, for examples 
forestry, manufacturing, telecommunication, and service industry 
in Sarawak, participated in this study. Respondents were contacted 
through their human resource managers and invited to complete the 
confidential survey.  A cover letter attached to each questionnaire 
explained the objectives of the study, assured confidentiality, and  the 
voluntary nature of the research. Questionnaires were returned after 
two weeks in sealed envelopes to the researcher through the human 
resource managers. 
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework of the study.
A total of 506 employees responded representing a response rate of 
50.6 per cent representing a response rate of 58.5 per cent. Over half 
of the respondents were male (56 per cent). The majority were non-
executives (77 per cent), had permanent posts (82 per cent), were in 
the age group of 35 to 45 (36 per cent), were married for an average 
of 15 years (53 per cent) with 1 to 9 children (80 per cent), and had 
a working spouse (50 per cent). A total of 44 per cent were from the 
Malay ethnic group, 33 per cent were other Bumiputra ethnics (Iban, 
Melanau, Orang Ulu, and Bidayuh), and 22 per cent were Chinese. 
Half (50 per cent) were Muslim, 38 per cent were Christian, and 9.0 
per cent were Buddhist while 39 per cent had 11 years of education 
with 15 per cent having a Bachelors degree. 
Measures
Work-Family Conflict 
Work-family conflict was measured with an instrument developed by 
Carlson et al. (2000).  This 18-item questionnaire is scored on a five-
point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree).  An example 
item for WFC is “My work keeps me from my family activities more 
than I would like” and FWC “Due to stress at home, I am often 
preoccupied with family matters at work”.  Higher scores indicate 
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more WFC. Cronbach alpha for WFC and FWC were 0.86 and 0.85 
respectively.
Community Demands
Community demands refer to demands from neighbours, relatives, 
friends and participation in NGO. Demands from neighbours 
and friends were measured using the demands from friends scale 
(Voydanoff, 2004a).   Four items in each component were scored on a 
four-point scale (1 = never) to (4 = always).  Example items include “How 
often do they (friends) make too many demands on you”, “How often 
do they (neighbours) let you down when you are counting on them” 
and “In relationship with your relatives, it robbed you the energy 
required to do your job”.  All scores were summed and higher scores 
could indicate higher demands (α = 0.77). The fourth component of 
community demands was measured by time spent in NGO (political, 
neighbourhood, and religious activities) (Voydanoff, 2004a).  The 
score ranged from 1(never) to 4 (several times a month).  The internal 
reliability was 0.78 for the current study.
Community Resources 
Community resources include support from relatives, neighbours, 
sense of neighbourhood, and friends.  Score for support for relatives 
and neighbours ranged from 1 (not all the time) to 4 (a lot).  Support from 
relatives was measured using four items adapted from the support 
from friends scale (Voydanoff, 2004a), where “relatives” replaced the 
word “friends”. An example item includes “I can rely on my relatives 
for help if I have a serious problem”.  Support from neighbours 
was assessed using three items from the neighborhood attachment 
scale and three items from sense of community (Voydanoff, 2004a). 
Example items are “I feel very good about my neighbourhood” and 
“I feel close to other people in my community”.
A 20-item Perceived Support from Friends (PSS-Fr) questionnaire 
(Procidano & Heller, 1983) was used to assess support from friends. 
Example items are “My friends give me the moral support that I 
need” and “My friends enjoy hearing about what think”.  The PSS-Fr 
has three possible answers: 0 (don’t know), 1  no), and 2 yes).  Higher 
scores would indicate more perceived support being received from 
the community (α = 0.82).
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Analysis
Analytical Strategy
First, the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was performed, followed 
by correlation and hypotheses testing. CFA and hypotheses testing 
were examined by structural equation modeling (SEM) using AMOS 
20.0 through maximum likelihood estimation procedure. 
The measurement model was examined for each latent measure. For 
demands, the four-factor model with correlations between factors 
was found to provide a reasonable fit to the data and better than a 
one-factor model of demands. For resources, the four-factor model 
with correlations between factors was found to provide a reasonable 
fit to the data and better than the one-factor model of resources.
Harman’s one factor test using factor analysis was conducted to test 
the presence of common method variance and the analysis revealed 
that more than one single factor exist. Different scales were used in 
the questionnaires to address the common method variance.
Results
Using Pearson Corelation, it was found  that resources were negatively 
related to WFC and FWC, and demands were positively related to 
WFC and FWC. In other words, higher resources (support) would 
decrease conflict; while higher demands would increase conflict, 
which is consistent with previous findings.
Table 1 shows results of hypotheses testing through SEM using AMOS 
version 20. The structural model fits the data moderately;  with chi-
square (x = 132.972,  p < 0.000, CMIN/df = 2/792. GFI = 0.825, CFI = 
0.801, TLI = 0.795, RMSEA = 0.060 and AIC = 326.97).  
WFC was positively related to demands from neighbour (β = 0.128, p < 
0.05), demands from relatives (β = 0.102, p < 0.05), and demands from 
friends (β = 0.169, p  < 0.01).  WFC was negatively related to demands 
from participation in NGOs (β = –0.110, p <  0.05) and resources from 
neighbour (β = –0.125, p < 0.005). Meanwhile, FWC was positively 
related to demands from neighbour (β = 0.104, p < 0.05), relatives (β = 
0.157, p < 0.01), and friends, (β = 0.169, p < 0.001) and resources from 
relatives (β = 0.102, p < 0.05).  FWC was negatively related to resources 
from neighbors (β = –115, p < 0.01).
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Discussion
The present study makes an important contribution to the work-
life balance literature. Although several Malaysian researchers had 
studied work-family conflict (Ahmad, 1996; Noor, 2006), the present 
study is one of the first to provide empirical evidence on the influence 
of community demands and resources on WFC and FWC. 
The findings have important implications for work-family interface 
research. This study confirmed that community demands and 
resources function similar to work and family demands and 
resources. The  finding also strengthens the universality of the 
relationship between demands and conflict. In this study it was found 
that community demands (neighbours, relatives, and friends) would 
increase WFC, and FWC while support from neighbours would 
reduce WFC and FWC.
Although in general demands lead to conflict, not all demands 
trigger conflict. In this study, it was found that more participation 
in NGOs would lead to reduced WFC. This finding lends support 
to Compensation Model (O’Driscoll, 1996), which postulated that if 
demands or satisfaction is lacking in one domain (e.g., work domain), 
it can be made up by getting involved in the other domains (e.g., 
community domain).  Involvement in NGOs can be seen as a reward 
or made up in another domain, because their participation leads to 
satisfaction. These rewards encompass privileges, status security and 
enhancement, and personality enrichment. Reward also includes 
psychological resources that are associated with feeling esteemed 
and valued, as well as  intrinsic reward such as meaningful activities. 
Thus, involvement in NGOs contributed to less experience of WFC.
Support from neighbours lead to reduced WFC and FWC.  The 
result is in agreement with Global Leadership and Organisational 
Behaviour Effectiveness (GLOBE) study in Malaysia that indicated 
Malaysians are a collectivist and caring society (Javidan & House, 
2001).  This is consistent with the teachings of Islam that emphasised 
on solidarity and sense of belonging.  Our Malaysian collectivist 
culture that keeps helping each other would influence how resources 
from a neighbour is able to decrease FWC.  For example, an individual 
can ask their neighbours to look after their home or take care of their 
children during working hours. It is proposed that these resources 
would increase the capacity of individuals and families to fulfill their 
work and family responsibilities so that WFC and FWC is decreased 
(Voydanoff, 2005).
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Interestingly resources from relatives have a positive relationship 
with FWC.  In other words, higher support from relatives lead to 
higher levels of FWC. One possible explanation is that although 
relatives offer unique support such as childcare and performing 
household chores, that support also generates reciprocal expectations 
which create additional responsibilities. Financial burden, caring 
responsibilities, and maintaining lifelong harmonious relationships 
with extended families and relatives are among the major sources of 
conflict for collectivist societies (Aryee, 2005; Aycan, 2008).   Previous 
study found that caring for relatives and friends is the highest 
demand for working women in Malaysia (Choi, 2005). This reciprocal 
relationship may contribute to FWC.
Implication and Recommendation
Pitt-Catsouphes and Christensen (2004) suggested that work-family 
issues should be considered community issues, as the community 
can provide assistance or hindrance beyond work and family 
in achieving work-life balance.  This study is evidence that the 
community influences work-family conflict.  While it is important 
to offer a family-friendly policy targeted at individual employees to 
decrease work-family conflict, organisations could also participate in 
community programmes at the neighbourhood level.  Since support 
from neighbours can reduce conflict, organisations could sponsor 
activities designed to strengthen relationships among neighbours, 
such as cleanliness programmes, community child care, and tuition 
classes for school children. The current neighbourhood programmes 
available in Malaysia, for example Neighbourhood Watch (Rukun 
Tetangga, RELA) could be expanded to build strong relationships 
between neighbours and neighbourhoods, which could ultimately 
benefit the workplace.
The organisation should collaborate with NGOs or encourage 
employees to join NGOs of their choice. By joining the activities, 
it could be an avenue from releasing their stress at work or home, 
which then leads to decreased WFC and FWC.
To manage relatives effectively, regular training at the workplace 
such as assertiveness training, interpersonal communication, and 
stress management skills, could also be applied in dealing with 
relatives.  Better relationship management with relatives could assist 
in decreasing FWC.
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Limitation and Future Research
This study utilised cross-sectional design, which may be subjected to 
common method variance and does not allow us to draw conclusions 
about causality between independent and dependent variables. 
However,  the Harmann one factor test was conducted to reveal that 
more than one factor existed for this study. Different Likert Scales 
were also used in administering the questionnaires. Thus, these two 
steps  could reduce the effect of common method variance.  Using 
longitudinal designs in future research would rectify this limitation. 
In the work-family interface, the community could be viewed 
from an infrastructure and a social relationship perspective (Hill, 
Grzywacz, Allen, Blanchard, Matz-Costa, & Shulkin, 2008).  In this 
study, only community from a social relationship perspective was 
investigated.  Community infrastructure refers to the physical context 
of a community, which includes childcare service, transportation 
systems, availability of utility services (Hill et al., 2008) that could 
hinder or provide opportunity for conflict, which could be examined 
in future research.  
Future research could also investigate the positive side of the work-
family interaction – work-family enrichment, as recent studies 
demonstrated the benefits of work-family interface (Voydanoff, 
2004c). Additionally, since life domains encompass other domains 
besides family, future studies could examine the influence of leisure 
and personal time on the work-life equation, so that a more holistic 
understanding of work-life can be understood.
Conclusion
The findings confirmed that community demands and resources 
function almost similar to work and family demands and resources. 
Higher demands usually increase conflict, while higher resources 
usually decrease conflict. Interestingly, this study found some 
exceptions. High participation in NGOs (demand) would reduce WFC, 
and high support (resources) from relatives would increase FWC. 
The collectivist characteristics of the respondents may contribute to 
this contradictory findings. In sum, demands and resources from 
neighbours play an important role in influencing both WFC and 
FWC.  Therefore, the community domain alongside the work and 
family domains should be examined to further the understanding of 
the work-life interface.
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PERSPEKTIF PERSEKITARAN ROGERS 
DENGAN PENERIMAAN TEKNOLOGI DAN 
UMUR SEBAGAI MODERATOR
ROGERS’S ENVIRONMENTAL PERSPECTIVE WITH 
ACCEPTANCE OF TECHNOLOGY AND AGE  
AS A MODERATOR
SURENDRAN SANKARAN
NORAZLINDA SAAD
Pusat Pengajian Pendidikan dan Bahasa Moden
Universiti Utara Malaysia
Abstrak
Kajian ini bertujuan untuk mengenal pasti pengaruh faktor perspektif 
persekitaran Rogers dengan penerimaan teknologi perisian kursus serta 
mengkaji peranan umur sebagai moderator. Kajian ini menggunakan kaedah 
tinjauan. Populasi kajian ini adalah 490 orang guru Matematik yang 
mengajar Tingkatan 1 di Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan harian. Sampel 
kajian ini telah dipilih dengan menggunakan persampelan kluster dan 
persampelan rawak. Soal selidik kajian ini diadaptasi dari sumber-sumber 
lain dan mengandungi 15 item. Soal selidik kajian ini mempunyai tahap 
kebolehpercayaan yang tinggi dengan nilai Alpha 0.96. Data kuantitatif 
dianalisis dengan menggunakan statistik deskriptif, Korelasi Pearson dan 
Analisis Regresi Berganda. Berdasarkan Jadual Peringkat Penerimaan 
oleh Moersch (1995), guru Matematik yang mengajar Tingkatan 1 berada 
pada peringkat penerapan. Dapatan kajian menunjukkan bahawa faktor 
perspektif persekitaran mempunyai pengaruh yang signifikan terhadap tahap 
penerimaan perisian kursus. Analisis regresi berganda hierarki menunjukkan 
pemboleh ubah umur, sebagai moderator telah memberi pengaruh yang 
signifikan terhadap hubungan antara faktor perspektif persekitaran dengan 
tahap penerimaan perisian kursus. Kajian ini menjelaskan bahawa interaksi 
antara umur guru dengan faktor perspektif persekitaran perlu diberi 
penekanan dalam pendifusian inovasi tersebut supaya dapat meningkatkan 
lagi tahap penerimaan perisian kursus. 
Kata kunci: Pendifusian teknologi, perisian kursus, tahap penerimaan. 
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Abstract
Purpose - This study aimed to identify the influence of Rogers’s 
environmental perspective factors with the adoption of courseware 
technology and examined the role of age as a moderator.
Design -  This study used a survey method. The population of this 
study consisted of 490 Form 1 Mathematics teachers of national 
secondary schools. The sample was selected by using cluster and 
random sampling. The questionnaire was adapted from other sources 
and contained 15 items. The questionnaire had a high acceptance level 
(the value of Alpha = 0.96). The quantitative data was analysed using 
descriptive statistics, correlation testing and multiple regression 
analysis. Based on the Table Level Acceptance by Moersch (1995), a 
mathematics teacher who taught Form 1 was at the application level.
Findings - The findings showed that the environmental perspective 
factor had a significant influence on the level of courseware 
acceptance. The hierarchical multiple regression analysis showed that 
age as a moderator pemboleh ubah had a significant influence on the 
relationship between the environmental perspective factors and the 
level of courseware acceptance.
Significance - The study also revealed that the interaction between 
teacher’s age and perspective environmental factors should be 
emphasized in the diffusion of innovation in order to increase the 
level of courseware acceptance.
Keywords: Diffusion of technology, courseware, level of 
acceptance.
Pengenalan
Pengajaran berbantukan Teknologi Maklumat dan Komunikasi 
(ICT) melalui penerokaan sumber digital boleh membantu dalam 
meningkatkan minat pelajar serta menjadikan proses pengajaran 
dan pembelajaran (P&P) lebih berkesan. Oleh itu, pihak Kementerian 
Pelajaran Malaysia (KPM) telah membelanjakan RM580 juta untuk 
menyediakan pelbagai bahan teknologi untuk digunakan dalam P & 
P, memberikan latihan kepada guru dan menyediakan kemudahan. 
Bagi tujuan membantu menyepadukan ICT dalam P&P, guru-
guru dibekalkan dengan perisian kursus. Pihak KPM berpendapat 
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pengintegrasian perisian kursus boleh membawa perubahan yang 
besar dalam kaedah pengajaran guru dan cara belajar pelajar (KPM, 
2001). Roblyer dan Edwards (2000) dan Lee, Cheung dan Chen 
(2005) menyatakan perisian kursus mempunyai potensi untuk 
meningkatkan mutu P&P di samping menggalakkan interaksi antara 
pelajar melalui pelbagai aktiviti.
Pelbagai usaha telah dilaksanakan untuk meningkatkan 
pengintegrasian ICT dalam P&P. Namun, isu sejauh mana proses 
pendifusian memberi kesan kepada penerimaan dan pengintegrasian 
ICT masih dipersoalkan. Kajian oleh Azizah (2006), Fong (2006), 
Pusat Perkembangan Kurikulum (2006) dan Bee dan Chia (2008) 
menunjukkan tahap penerimaan perisian kursus dalam P&P didapati 
masih berada pada tahap yang rendah tidak digunakan sepenuhnya 
dalam pengajaran. Teori Pendifusian oleh Rogers (2003) menjelaskan 
bahawa persepsi dan sokongan persekitaran dari segi Sokongan dan 
Masa amat mempengaruhi pendifusian sesuatu inovasi. Oleh yang 
demikian, kajian ini sangat perlu untuk mengenal pasti pengaruh 
faktor perspektif persekitaran Rogers terhadap penerimaan perisian 
kursus dalam kalangan guru Matematik yang mengajar Tingkatan 1. 
Selain itu, kajian ini juga akan menguji pemboleh ubah umur sebagai 
moderator terhadap hubungan antara faktor perspektif persekitaran 
Rogers dengan penerimaan perisian kursus.
Objektif Kajian
Objektif kajian ini secara umumnya untuk meninjau hubungan antara 
faktor-faktor pendifusian dengan penerimaan guru Matematik 
terhadap perisian kursus. Secara khususnya kajian ini bertujuan 
untuk:
1. mengenal pasti pengaruh faktor perspektif persekitaran Rogers 
terhadap penerimaan perisian kursus; dan
2. menentukan pengaruh pemboleh ubah umur sebagai 
moderator terhadap hubungan antara faktor perspektif 
persekitaran Rogers dengan penerimaan perisian kursus.
Kerangka Kajian 
Kerangka kajian dalam Rajah 1 dibina berasaskan kepada Teori 
Pendifusian oleh Rogers (2003) dan Technology Acceptance Model (1989). 
Faktor Perspektif Persekitaran Rogers (Sokongan dan Masa) dipilih 
berdasarkan Teori Pendifusian oleh Rogers (2003). Teori Pendifusian 
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Rogers (2003) menjelaskan bahawa penerimaan sesuatu inovasi juga 
dipengaruh oleh sokongan persekitaran tempat inovasi tersebut 
disebarkan. Sokongan persekitaran dapat dilihat dari aspek sokongan 
pihak pengurusan, sokongan kemudahan dan sokongan teknikal 
di samping keperluan masa untuk membolehkan guru menerima 
sesuatu inovasi dan mengintegrasikannya dalam P&P. Dalam kajian 
ini, perspektif persekitaran diwakili oleh faktor-faktor sokongan dan 
masa untuk mengkaji hubungan perspektif persekitaran dengan 
penerimaan perisian. 
Berdasarkan persoalan kajian, di samping faktor-faktor pendifusian, 
pemboleh ubah demografi iaitu umur juga mempengaruhi tahap 
penerimaan sesuatu inovasi teknologi (Shahrinaz, 2009; Siti Norazlina, 
2008). Oleh yang demikian, pemboleh ubah umur dijadikan sebagai 
pemboleh ubah moderator dalam kajian ini.
     
Rajah 1. Kerangka kajian.
Definisi operasional 
Dalam kajian ini, terdapat istilah-istilah yang perlu diberi definisi 
untuk pemahaman umum tentang sesuatu makna dan konsep. 
Definisi istilah tersebut adalah seperti berikut: 
Pendifusian
Konsep pendifusian didefinisikan sebagai satu proses yang 
menerangkan bagaimana sesuatu inovasi dikomunikasikan melalui 
pelbagai saluran media pada jangka masa tertentu dalam sesebuah 
sistem sosial.
     Pemboleh ubah bebas                                                     Pemboleh ubah bersandar 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
Pemboleh ubah moderator 
 
Penerimaan Perisian 
Kursus  
 
Perspektif Persekitaran 
(Sokongan  &  Masa) 
Umur 
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Perspektif persekitaran
Perspektif persekitaran pula merujuk kepada persepsi dan sokongan 
persekitaran dari segi sokongan dan masa.
Faktor sokongan 
Latihan tentang cara penggunaan perisian kursus dalam P&P, 
maklumat atau bahan-bahan yang boleh didapati daripada perisian 
kursus dan sokongan pihak pentadbiran dalam menggalakkan guru 
untuk menggunakan perisian kursus dalam P&P. 
Faktor masa 
Masa untuk mempelajari cara menggunakan perisian kursus 
dan membuat persediaan untuk mengajar dengan menggunakan 
teknologi tersebut. 
Penerimaan perisian kursus 
Pengintegrasian perisian kursus dalam proses P&P mata pelajaran 
Matematik. 
Perisian kursus 
Bahan pengajaran dalam bentuk CD-ROM yang dibekalkan untuk 
penggunaan guru oleh Bahagian Teknologi Pendidikan untuk 
mata pelajaran Matematik. Perisian kursus yang dibangunkan 
adalah bersifat resource based berdasarkan kurikulum dan bertujuan 
membantu pelajar dalam aspek pembelajaran. Bahan pengajaran 
ini menggabungkan elemen-elemen teks, video, grafik, animasi 
dan audio di dalam komputer dan pengguna boleh berinteraksi 
dengannya (Henderson, & Putt, 1996). 
Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan Harian 
Sekolah menengah kebangsaan (SMK) harian yang ditentukan 
berdasarkan data daripada JPN Kedah.
Persoalan Kajian
Persoalan kajian ini akan memberi fokus kepada teori pendifusian 
inovasi, teori, faktor-faktor pendifusian dan penerimaan inovasi.
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Pendifusian Inovasi
Pendifusian inovasi merupakan suatu proses cara inovasi disebarkan 
melalui saluran komunikasi tertentu kepada ahli-ahli dalam suatu 
sistem sosial (Rogers, 2003). Rogers menjelaskan ahli Teknologi 
Pendidikan bukan sahaja perlu mereka sesuatu produk yang baik 
malah perlu memikirkan cara untuk mendifusikan produk tersebut. 
Seseorang yang bakal menerima sesuatu inovasi perlu memahami 
dengan lebih mendalam tentang inovasi tersebut sebelum membuat 
keputusan untuk menerima inovasi berkenaan atau sebaliknya. 
Teori Pendifusian Rogers (2003)
Teori Pendifusian Rogers memberi penekanan bahawa di samping 
mereka bentuk sesuatu inovasi yang baik, ahli teknologi pendidikan 
juga perlu memikirkan cara untuk mendifusikan inovasi tersebut. 
Perkara utama yang perlu dititikberatkan dalam pendifusian inovasi 
ialah cara sesuatu inovasi itu diterima dan sebab penerimaan inovasi 
ini berlaku pada kadar yang berbeza.
Berdasarkan teori tersebut proses pendifusian terbahagi kepada 
lima langkah iaitu pengetahuan, pujukan, membuat keputusan, 
pelaksanaan dan pengesahan. Seseorang yang bakal menerima 
sesuatu inovasi perlu memahami dengan lebih mendalam tentang 
inovasi tersebut serta cara penggunaannya sebelum membuat 
keputusan untuk menerima inovasi tersebut atau sebaliknya. Apabila 
sesuatu komuniti masyarakat telah bersedia untuk menerima inovasi 
yang baharu maka pereka bentuk perlu merancang cara untuk 
menyalurkan inovasi tersebut kepada masyarakat.
Secara keseluruhannya, Teori Rogers (2003) membincangkan dengan 
mendalam bagaimana sesuatu yang baharu sama ada dalam bentuk 
idea, teknologi, barangan atau teknik berkembang dalam berbagai-
bagai khalayak sehingga diterima dan diamalkan sepenuhnya oleh 
masyarakat. Dalam konteks kajian ini, Teori Pendifusian Rogers 
digunakan untuk mengkaji penerimaan perisian kursus dalam 
P&P dalam kalangan guru Matematik dan faktor-faktor yang 
mempengaruhi keputusan guru Matematik untuk menerima inovasi 
perisian kursus.
Perspektif Persekitaran Rogers 
Perspektif Persekitaran pula merujuk kepada persepsi dan sokongan 
persekitaran dari segi sokongan dan masa. Farquhar dan Surry (1997) 
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berpendapat gabungan faktor organisasi dan faktor penerimaan 
sesuatu inovasi oleh individu amat mempengaruhi proses pendifusian 
dan penggunaan sesuatu produk pendidikan. Webb (2011), Askar 
dan Usluel (2005) dan Groves dan Zemel (2000) menjelaskan bahawa 
aspek sokongan seperti latihan tentang cara penggunaan, kekurangan 
guru, bahan yang boleh didapati, peruntukan bajet, dan sokongan 
pihak pentadbiran mempengaruhi penerimaan teknologi. 
Groves dan Zemel (2000) apabila membincangkan tentang faktor yang 
mempengaruhi penggunaan teknologi dan halangan penggunaan 
teknologi mendapati masa interaksi memainkan peranan yang 
penting dalam mempengaruhi penggunaan sesuatu inovasi kerana 
guru memerlukan masa untuk mempelajarinya. Oleh yang demikian, 
guru perlu diberi masa yang mencukupi untuk membuat persediaan 
mengajar dengan menggunakan perisian kursus. Beban tugas guru 
yang mengajar mata pelajaran Matematik, Sains dan Teknologi perlu 
dikurangkan supaya mereka mempunyai masa untuk meneroka 
inovasi baru dan mengaplikasikannya dalam P&P (Poe, 2000).
Dalam konteks kajian ini, Perspektif Persekitaran Rogers akan 
digunakan untuk mengenal pasti bagaimana pemboleh ubah 
sokongan dan masa dapat mempengaruhi tahap penerimaan perisian 
kursus dalam kalangan guru Matematik di SMK Harian. Sokongan 
pihak sekolah dan masa yang cukup akan menggalakan guru untuk 
menerima dan mengintegrasikan perisian kursus dalam P&P mata 
pelajaran Matematik.
Umur sebagai Moderator
Kajian oleh Norhayati (2000) ke atas guru-guru yang mengajar mata 
pelajaran komputer dalam pendidikan menunjukkan latar belakang 
guru amat mempengaruhi tahap penerimaan komputer dalam P&P. 
Selain itu, Shahrinaz (2009) telah membuat kajian tentang penerimaan 
blog sebagai alat pembelajaran dalam kalangan pelajar universiti 
swasta. Beliau mendapati faktor latar belakang responden seperti 
jantina, umur dan pengalaman yang dijadikan sebagai pemboleh 
ubah moderator memberi sumbangan kepada peningkatan dalam 
niat pelajar untuk menerima teknologi blog sebagai alat pembelajaran. 
Dengan itu, kajian-kajian lepas menunjukkan pemboleh ubah umur 
telah mempengaruhi penerimaan sesuatu inovasi teknologi. Dalam 
kajian ini, pemboleh ubah umur digunakan sebagai moderator untuk 
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melihat pengaruh pemboleh ubah tersebut terhadap hubungan antara 
faktor perspektif persekitaran dan penerimaan perisian kursus.
Tahap Penerimaan Perisian Kursus 
Penerimaan perisian kursus multimedia interaktif merupakan 
pemboleh ubah bersandar dalam kajian ini. Konsep penerimaan 
diterangkan sebagai pengintegrasian perisian kursus dalam proses 
P&P oleh guru. Tahap Penerimaan diukur berdasarkan peringkat 
penerimaan yang dicadangkan oleh Moersch (1995). Peringkat 
penerimaan tersebut menggunakan 7 skala (0-6) iaitu bermula 
dengan peringkat tidak menggunakan teknologi (peringkat 
0) sehingga peringkat pengembangan teknologi (peringkat 6). 
Menurut Moersch (1995), seorang guru akan beralih daripada satu 
peringkat ke satu peringkat berdasarkan penggunaan teknologi 
dalam P&P. Peningkatan penerimaan teknologi dalam pengajaran 
akan menyebabkan guru mencapai peringkat yang lebih tinggi 
dan pengajaran berasaskan guru akan berubah kepada pengajaran 
berasaskan pelajar.
Metodologi Kajian
Kajian ini mengadaptasi pendekatan kuantitatif dengan 
menggunakan kaedah tinjauan. Rasional pemilihan pendekatan 
kuantitatif adalah pendekatan ini melibatkan pengumpulan dan 
analisis data numerikal untuk mendapat celik akal bagaimana satu 
pemboleh ubah mempengaruhi pemboleh ubah lain (Wiersma, 
2000). Sementara, kaedah kajian tinjauan pula didapati sesuai kerana 
kaedah ini dianggap salah satu cara untuk mengumpul maklumat 
untuk menjelaskan ciri-ciri pelbagai data. Maklumat yang diperoleh 
digunakan untuk menyatakan keadaan sebenar sesuatu perkara 
yang berkaitan dengan sesuatu komuniti dalam konteks tersendiri 
(Wiersma, 2000).
Populasi kajian ini terdiri daripada 490 orang guru Matematik yang 
mengajar Tingkatan 1 di seluruh SMK harian di negeri Kedah. 
Sampel kajian ini dipilih dengan menggunakan pensampelan kluster 
dan pensampelan rawak. Berdasarkan Jadual Penentuan Saiz Sampel 
Krejcie dan Morgan (1970), bilangan sampel yang sesuai untuk 
populasi guru Matematik seramai 490 orang ialah 217 orang. Dalam 
kajian ini, seramai 240 orang guru Matematik dipilih sebagai sampel 
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kajian di mana sampel guru Matematik diberikan nombor secara 
berturutan. Contohnya, daripada nombor 001 hingga 010. Pemilihan 
empat orang guru Matematik yang mengajar Tingkatan 1 dibuat 
secara cabutan undi. 
Soal selidik telah digunakan sebagai alat ukur untuk mengutip 
data. Menurut Sekaran (2003), kaedah tinjauan menggunakan soal 
selidik sebagai alat kajian adalah bersifat logik, saintifik dan khusus. 
Oleh kerana soal selidik merangkumi bidang yang luas dan boleh 
dirangka dengan mudah dan jelas, responden boleh menjawabnya 
tanpa memerlukan kehadiran penyelidik. Set soal selidik ini 
mengandungi tiga bahagian iaitu Bahagian A berkaitan dengan latar 
belakang responden, Bahagian B berkaitan dengan faktor perspektif 
persekitaran Rogers (Sokongan & Masa) dan Bahagian C yang 
mengandungi item berkaitan penerimaan perisian kursus. Item-item 
dalam kajian ini telah disemak dari segi kesahan kandungan dan 
kebolehpercayaan. Analisis kajian sebenar menunjukkan soal selidik 
ini mempunyai nilai kebolehpercayaan yang tinggi iaitu α = 0.96. 
Jadual 1 menunjukkan sumber soal selidik kajian ini.
Jadual 1
Sumber Instrumen Kajian
Dimensi Utama Bil. Item Sumber α
Perspektif Persekitaran  Rogers 
(Sokongan & Masa)
7 Poe (2000) 0.89
Penerimaan Perisian Kursus 25 Moersch  (2001) 0.91
Jumlah 32 0.96
Data yang dikumpul diuji dari segi perhubungan yang linear, 
normal, homoskedastisiti, ungkapan ralat adalah tak bersandar, 
multikoliniriti dan outliers supaya data ini memenuhi andaian-
andaian korelasi dan regresi berganda. Program “Statistical Package 
for Social Science” (SPSS) versi 15.0 digunakan untuk ujian signifikan 
bagi menjawab persoalan kajian. Statistik deskriptif seperti frekuensi, 
min dan sisihan piawai telah digunakan untuk menerangkan ciri-
ciri responden kajian dan untuk menentukan peringkat penerimaan 
perisian kursus. Statistik inferensi iaitu analisis regresi berganda 
telah digunakan untuk mengkaji pengaruh yang signifikan dan kesan 
pemboleh ubah moderator.
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Dapatan dan Perbincangan
Latar Belakang Responden
Dapatan kajian (Jadual 2) menunjukkan responden guru perempuan 
(65.6 peratus) adalah lebih ramai daripada guru lelaki (34.4 peratus). 
Dari segi umur pula, guru yang berumur antara 40 hingga 49 dan 
30 hingga 39 tahun merupakan responden yang paling ramai 
terlibat dalam kajian ini iaitu masing-masing 85 dan 84 orang. Guru 
yang berumur 20 hingga 21 tahun merupakan responden yang 
paling rendah (9.6 peratus). Data tentang pengalaman mengajar 
menunjukkan guru yang telah mengajar lebih daripada 10 tahun 
merupakan responden yang paling ramai iaitu 147 orang. Seramai 
47 orang guru mempunyai pengalaman mengajar antara 5 hingga 
10 tahun dan 24 orang guru lagi mempunyai pengalaman mengajar 
kurang daripada lima tahun. Bilangan guru Matematik berdasarkan 
lokasi sekolah menunjukkan 110 orang guru adalah dari sekolah 
bandar dan 108 orang guru adalah dari sekolah luar bandar. 
Jadual 2
Latar Belakang Responden Kajian
Pemboleh ubah Frekuensi %
Jantina
Lelaki
Perempuan
75
143
34.4
65.6
Umur
20 - 29 tahun
30 - 39 tahun
40 - 49 tahun
50 - 58 tahun
21
84
85
28
 
9.6
38.5  
39.0
12.8
Pengalaman Mengajar
Kurang dari 5 tahun
5 - 10 tahun
Lebih dari 10 tahun
24
47
147
11.0
21.6
67.4
Lokasi Sekolah
Sekolah Bandar
Sekolah Luar Bandar
110
108
50.5
49.5
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Dapatan Deskriptif Penerimaan Perisian Kursus
Dapatan kajian menunjukkan tahap penerimaan guru Matematik 
yang mengajar Tingkatan 1 berada pada peringkat ketiga iaitu 
Peringkat Penerapan (Min = 3.42). Berdasarkan Peringkat Penerimaan 
yang dicadangkan oleh Moersch (1995), pada peringkat ini guru-guru 
mampu menggunakan aplikasi teknologi seperti pangkalan data, 
spreadsheets, persembahan, pakej grafik, kalkulator, penggunaan 
multimedia dan telekomunikasi dalam P&P. Berdasarkan Peringkat 
Penerimaan Moersch (1995) dapat dirumuskan bahawa tahap 
penerimaan perisian kursus dalam kalangan guru Matematik berada 
pada tahap sederhana.
Jadual 3
Deskriptif  Penerimaan Perisian Kursus 
Pemboleh ubah Maksimum Minimum Min Sisihan Piawai 
(sp)
Penerimaan 
perisian kursus
5.75 1.00 3.42 0.85
Pengaruh Faktor Perspektif Persekitaran Rogers terhadap 
Penerimaan Perisian Kursus
Jadual 4 menunjukkan analisis regresi berganda untuk mengenal 
pasti pengaruh faktor perspektif persekitaran Rogers terhadap tahap 
penerimaan perisian kursus.
Dapatan kajian (Jadual 2) faktor perspektif persekitaran Rogers 
(Sokongan & Masa) mempunyai pengaruh yang signifikan terhadap 
tahap penerimaan perisian kursus (β = 0.20) dalam kalangan guru 
Matematik. Faktor perspektif persekitaran menyumbang sebanyak 
60 peratus varians terhadap tahap penerimaan perisian kursus. 
Sumbangan varians 60 peratus ini boleh diterima pakai sebagai 
peramal (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2003). 
Dapatan kajian ini adalah selaras dengan kajian oleh Groves dan 
Zemel (2000) dan Morris (2001) yang mendapati aspek sokongan 
seperti latihan tentang cara penggunaan sesuatu teknologi, dan 
sokongan pihak pentadbiran adalah faktor-faktor yang penting 
yang mempengaruhi penggunaan teknologi dalam pendidikan. Di 
samping itu, kajian-kajian oleh Groves dan Zemel (2000), Norhayati 
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(2000) dan Sima, Jayakaran dan Roselan (2009) juga menyokong 
dapatan kajian ini, di mana mereka mendapati masa memainkan 
peranan yang penting dalam mempengaruhi penerimaan sesuatu 
inovasi.  
Jadual 4
Analisis Regresi Berganda Pengaruh Faktor Perspektif Persekitaran Rogers 
terhadap Penerimaan Perisian Kursus
 Pemboleh ubah bersandar: Penerimaan
Beta Tak 
Terpiawai
Std. 
Error
Beta 
Terpiawai
Nilai t Sig.
Pemboleh ubah 
Bebas
Sokongan & 
Masa
0.193 0.047 0.203 4.081 .000
Nilai F
R2
R2 Terlaras
107.84
0.602
0.596
.000
Sig. pada p < .05.
Dapatan ini menjelaskan bahawa guru-guru memerlukan galakan 
daripada pihak pentadbir sekolah, latihan yang berterusan dan 
kemudahan yang mencukupi supaya dapat mengintegrasikan 
sepenuhnya perisian kursus dalam P&P. Guru-guru juga memerlukan 
masa yang secukupnya untuk merancang dan membuat persediaan 
mengajar dengan menggunakan perisian kursus supaya dapat 
meningkatkan lagi keberkesanan penggunaan perisian kursus dalam 
P&P.
Umur Guru sebagai Moderator terhadap Hubungan antara Faktor 
Perspektif Persekitaran Rogers dengan Penerimaan Perisian Kursus
Jadual 5 menunjukkan keputusan interaksi pemboleh ubah umur 
sebagai moderator terhadap hubungan antara faktor Perspektif 
Persekitaran Rogers dengan tahap penerimaan perisian kursus. 
Langkah 1 dalam analisis regresi berganda hierarki yang melibatkan 
faktor Sokongan dan Masa menunjukkan 77 peratus varians (R²) 
dapat dijelaskan oleh pemboleh ubah bebas tersebut terhadap 
penerimaan perisian kursus. Dapatan menunjukkan faktor Sokongan 
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dan Masa (β = 0.237, t = 5.53,  p = 0.000) mempunyai hubungan yang 
positif dan pengaruh yang signifikan terhadap tahap penerimaan 
perisian kursus. Ini menjelaskan bahawa satu unit pertambahan 
kepada Sokongan dan Masa akan memberi pertambahan kepada 
nisbah kebarangkalian tahap penerimaan perisian kursus.
Dapatan Langkah 2 pula menunjukkan pemboleh ubah moderator 
DUmur dapat menjelaskan 78 peratus varians (R²) terhadap tahap 
penerimaan perisian kursus. Walau bagaimanapun, pemboleh ubah 
DUmur1, DUmur2 dan DUmur3 tidak mempunyai hubungan yang 
signifikan dengan tahap penerimaan perisian kursus. Nilai koefisien 
pemboleh ubah DUmur1 (–0.05) dan DUmur2 (–0.08) menunjukkan 
bahawa guru yang berumur antara 40 hingga 49 tahun dan 30 hingga 
39 tahun mempunyai pengaruh yang lebih rendah terhadap tahap 
penerimaan perisian kursus berbanding guru yang berumur 20 
hingga 29 tahun kerana koefisien adalah negatif. Manakala dapatan 
menunjukkan guru yang berumur 50 hingga 58 tahun mempunyai 
pengaruh yang lebih tinggi terhadap tahap penerimaan perisian 
kursus berbanding guru yang berumur 20 hingga 29 tahun kerana 
koefisien adalah 0.06. 
Analisis interaksi antara pemboleh ubah moderator umur dan 
pemboleh ubah bebas dalam Langkah 3 menunjukkan R² telah 
meningkat kepada 80.1 peratus. Dapatan menunjukkan hanya 
terdapat satu interaksi yang mempunyai pengaruh pemboleh ubah 
moderator umur yang signifikan terhadap hubungan antara faktor 
perspektif persekitaran Rogers dengan tahap penerimaan perisian 
kursus iaitu interaksi antara DUmur2 dan Sokongan dan Masa (β = 
0.545, t = 2.01, p = 0.046) dan hubunganya adalah positif. 
Rajah 2 menunjukkan interaksi antara Sokongan dan Masa, dan Umur 
terhadap tahap penerimaan perisian kursus.  Dapatan menunjukkan 
terdapat hubungan yang kuat antara faktor Sokongan dan Masa 
dengan tahap penerimaan apabila umur guru adalah antara 20 
hingga 29 tahun. Secara keseluruhannya, Rajah 2 menunjukkan tidak 
terdapat perbezaan ketara pada tahap penerimaan apabila Sokongan 
dan Masa rendah. Tetapi perbezaan ketara dapat dilihat apabila 
Sokongan dan Masa tinggi. Dalam kata lain, apabila Sokongan dan 
Masa tinggi guru-guru dalam pelbagai kategori umur melaporkan 
tahap penerimaan yang lebih tinggi berbanding keadaan apabila 
Sokongan dan Masa rendah.
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Rajah 2. Plot interaksi antara sokongan dan masa, dan umur 
Hasil kajian ini menunjukkan bahawa pemboleh ubah umur sebagai 
moderator telah memberi pengaruh yang signifikan terhadap 
hubungan antara perspektif persekitaran Rogers dengan tahap 
penerimaan perisian kursus. Dapatan kajian ini adalah selaras 
dengan kajian oleh Shahrinaz (2009) yang juga mendapati faktor 
umur sebagai pemboleh ubah moderator telah memberi sumbangan 
kepada peningkatan penerimaan teknologi blog.
 
Selain itu, dapatan menunjukkan terdapat hubungan yang kuat 
antara faktor Sokongan dan Masa dengan tahap penerimaan apabila 
umur guru adalah antara 20 hingga 29 tahun. Ini berkemungkinan 
disebabkan oleh guru-guru yang berumur antara 20 hingga 29 tahun 
telah diberi pendedahan awal kepada ICT dan aplikasinya daripada 
peringkat sekolah mahu pun semasa di institusi pengajian tinggi. 
Oleh itu, guru dalam peringkat unur ini mempunyai kemahiran ICT 
yang baik dan lebih yakin dalam mengintegrasikan perisian kursus 
dalam P&P dengan berkesan.
 
Dalam model regresi berganda dengan pemboleh ubah dummi, 
dapatan kajian menunjukkan guru yang berumur antara 40 hingga 
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49 tahun dan 30 hingga 39 tahun mempunyai pengaruh yang lebih 
rendah terhadap tahap penerimaan perisian kursus berbanding guru 
yang berumur 20 hingga 29 tahun. Manakala guru yang berumur 
50 hingga 58 tahun pula mempunyai pengaruh yang lebih tinggi 
terhadap tahap penerimaan perisian kursus berbanding guru yang 
berumur 20 hingga 29 tahun. Dapatan kajian ini bertentangan dengan 
kajian oleh Phang (1998) yang mendapati walaupun guru yang lebih 
berumur mempunyai sikap yang positif terhadap komputer tetapi 
tahap penerimaan komputer mereka adalah lebih rendah berbanding 
dengan guru yang muda.
 
Perbezaan dapatan kajian ini berkemungkinan disebabkan oleh 
faktor perubahan masa. Pelaksanaan program Pengajaran dan 
Pembelajaran Sains dan Matematik dalam Bahasa Inggeris (PPSMI) 
telah menyebabkan guru-guru daripada pelbagai kategori umur 
telah diberi latihan untuk mengintegrasikan perisian kursus dalam 
P&P. Memandangkan guru-guru yang lebih tua telah mempunyai 
sikap yang positif terhadap ICT, apabila ditambah dengan kemahiran 
ICT turut mempengaruhi peningkatan tahap penerimaan perisian 
kursus. Di samping itu, tahap kebimbangan guru-guru yang lebih 
tua terhadap ICT juga berkemungkinan merupakan salah punca 
peningkatan tahap penerimaan perisian kursus dalam kalangan guru 
yang berumur 50 hingga 58 tahun.
 
Perbezaan ketara dalam tahap penerimaan perisian kursus dapat ilihat 
apabila Sokongan dan Masa adalah tinggi. Apabila Sokongan dan 
Masa tinggi, guru-guru dalam pelbagai kategori umur melaporkan 
tahap penerimaan yang lebih tinggi berbanding keadaan apabila 
Sokongan dan Masa rendah. Ini menjelaskan bahawa walaupun guru 
datang daripada pelbagai kategori umur mereka masih memerlukan 
sokongan dalam bentuk galakan dan kemudahan ICT yang lengkap 
serta masa yang mencukupi untuk mengintegrasikan perisian kursus 
dalam P&P dengan berkesan.
Implikasi Kajian
Tahap penerimaan perisian kursus dalam kalangan guru Matematik 
yang mengajar Tingkatan 1 di SMK harian berada pada peringkat 
ketiga iaitu Peringkat Penerapan. Dengan itu, dapat dirumuskan 
bahawa tahap penerimaan perisian kursus dalam kalangan guru 
Matematik yang mengajar Tingkatan 1 berada pada tahap sederhana. 
Ini menjelaskan bahawa proses pendifusian dan faktor Perspektif 
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Persekitaran Rogers mempunyai hubungan signifikan dengan 
tahap penerimaan perisian kursus perlu diberi lebih penekanan 
supaya dapat meningkatkan lagi tahap penerimaan dalam kalangan 
guru Matematik. Hal ini kerana Moersch (1995) berpendapat 
bahawa peningkatan penerimaan teknologi dalam pengajaran akan 
menyebabkan guru mencapai peringkat penerimaan yang lebih 
tinggi.
Selain itu, dapatan kajian ini telah menjelaskan faktor Perspektif 
Persekitaran Rogers mempunyai pengaruh yang signifikan terhadap 
penerimaan perisian kursus. Dapatan ini menunjukkan bahawa 
guru Matematik memerlukan sokongan dari segi latihan tentang 
cara penggunaan perisian kursus dalam P&P, sokongan pihak 
pentadbiran dalam bentuk galakan kepada guru untuk menggunakan 
perisian kursus dalam P&P dan sokongan teknikal. Di samping itu, 
guru juga memerlukan masa yang mencukupi untuk mempelajari 
cara menggunakan perisian kursus dan membuat persediaan untuk 
mengajar dengan menggunakan teknologi tersebut. Dapatan ini 
secara tidak langsung berkait dengan kajian oleh Poe (2000) yang 
berpendapat beban tugas guru yang mengajar Matematik, perlu 
dikurangkan supaya mereka mempunyai masa untuk meneroka 
inovasi baru dan mengaplikasikannya dalam P&P.
Di samping itu, dapatan kajian ini mengenal pasti faktor umur guru 
sebagai moderator antara faktor Perspektif Persekitaran Rogers 
dengan tahap penerimaan perisian kursus. Oleh itu, adalah penting 
semasa mendifusikan perisian kursus faktor umur guru diberi 
penekanan supaya interaksi antara umur guru dengan Sokongan dan 
Masa dapat meningkatkan lagi tahap penerimaan perisian kursus 
dalam kalangan guru Matematik. Guru-guru daripada pelbagai 
kategori perlu diberi peluang untuk mengikuti latihan berasaskan 
ICT dan perlu diberi galakan untuk mengintegrasikan ICT dalam 
P&P.
Sementara kepada pembuat dasar, khususnya Kementerian Pelajaran 
Malaysia, perlu memberikan perhatian perlu dalam memastikan 
keberkesanan proses pendifusian dan penerimaan inovasi perisian 
kursus. Pihak kementerian juga harus memberi sokongan dan galakan 
sepenuhnya kepada pengintegrasian perisian kursus dalam P&P. 
Dengan adanya sokongan dan galakan ini, guru-guru Matematik 
akan mempunyai minat dan semangat untuk mengaplikasikan 
perisian kursus dalam pengajaran dengan berjaya.
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Cadangan Kajian Lanjutan
Kajian tentang pengaruh faktor perspektif persekitaran Rogers 
terhadap tahap penerimaan perisian kurus juga boleh dijalankan 
ke atas guru-guru mata pelajaran lain seperti Sains. Dengan itu, 
penyelidik dapat mengenal pasti peringkat penerimaan perisian 
kursus dalam kalangan guru Sains serta pengaruh faktor perspektif 
persekitaran terhadap tahap penerimaan tersebut. 
 
Di samping itu, dalam kajian ini penyelidik hanya menggunakan 
kaedah soal selidik sahaja untuk mengumpul data. Kajian lanjutan 
dicadangkan supaya menggunakan kaedah lain seperti kaedah 
pemerhatian, uji kaji atau temu bual untuk mendapatkan maklumat 
yang lebih lengkap dan terperinci. 
 
Kajian lanjutan juga dicadangkan untuk menggunakan analisis 
kajian seperti Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) untuk melihat kesan 
interaksi antara pemboleh ubah-pemboleh ubah kajian dengan tahap 
penerimaan perisian kursus untuk menguatkan lagi model yang 
dibina. 
Rumusan
Secara kesimpulannya, dapatan kajian ini menunjukkan bahawa 
penerimaan perisian kursus dalam kalangan guru Matematik 
yang terlibat dalam kajian ini berada pada peringkat ketiga iaitu 
Peringkat Penerapan. Dapatan kajian juga menunjukkan perspektif 
persekitaran Rogers (Sokongan & Masa) dapat mempengaruhi 
tahap penerimaan perisian kursus dalam kalangan guru Matematik. 
Oleh yang demikian, faktor tersebut perlu dititikberatkan semasa 
mendifusikan perisian kursus supaya dapat meningkatkan lagi tahap 
penerimaannya. 
 
Selain itu, pemboleh ubah umur telah dikenal pasti sebagai moderator 
yang memberi pengaruh yang signifikan terhadap hubungan antara 
faktor perspektif persekitaran Rogers dengan tahap penerimaan 
perisian kursus. Ini menjelaskan bahawa pemboleh ubah umur juga 
perlu diberi perhatian dalam proses pendifusian inovasi supaya 
dapat menyumbang kepada peningkatan tahap penerimaan perisian 
kursus. Peningkatan tahap penerimaan akan menyebabkan seorang 
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guru beralih dari satu peringkat ke satu peringkat berdasarkan 
penggunaan teknologi dalam P&P (Moersch, 2001). Keseluruhannya 
analisis regresi menunjukkan model yang digunakan adalah sah dan 
boleh diterima. 
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